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Chapter 1

Introduction

The adaptation of Black people to the great number of

•

circumstances into which history has led them in the Americas
astounds the student of their efforts.

I

The multiplicity of tlleir

life-styles and, a.midst vast confusions of programs, slogans and
ideologies, the strength of their identities give cause to wonder.
Today, while we are all still entangled in what W.E.B. DuBois
called "the problem of ·the twentieth century ••• the problem of the
color line--the relation of the darker to the lighter races of
men in Asia and Africa, in America and the islands of the sea 11 ,
perhaps there are lessons to be learned from the ways in which
small groups of Black people have made and continue to make their
lives even while set apart by color from the people who · surround

them.
Fram Latin America to the Caribbean to Nova Scotia, social
scientists have sought out Black people in rural and urban
envirornilents. to study and describe the kinds of lives they have
made for themselves.

In the United States rural communities in

the South and urban ghettos in the North have been the focus of
most attention.

First chattel in the South's cotton and slave

system., then cogs in the North's industrial machine, neither setting
has been hospitable to Blacks.

Unlike situations in Latin America

where the implications of color are somewhat flexible, in the
urban ghetto-slums and now poverty-ridden cotton lands of the
United States, color has been a tool of caste-like separation of
the races, of economic exploitation, and of political oppression.
Yet our images of Black people have been shaped largely by responses
to just such conditions.

.2.

Social scientist·s persistently have presented the poor as
living disorganized lives, in contrast to wealthier people.
they say, are chaotic places.

Slums,

Because so many Black people are

poor a.nd so live in slums, their lives lack organization or
1

,e ven lack the very ability to organi.ze their lives.

they

The· notion of

culture, though, implies order of some kind in people.'s lives and
culture is something all human beings possess. ·Employing anthropological methods and ,assumptions, Elliot Liebow found rules for

making friends and taking lovers, . reasons for rejecting work or
·1eaving· town, ~alues of standing by one another among streetcorner
me·n · in Washington, D.C.. These men __surveys ~ould characterize--if
they would show them at all--as unemployed, unattached, homeless-all. ·negative characteristics--and little. else.

The social science

which denies people's ability to organize their lives in some way
even under the worst of circumstances, works hand in glove with
the system that denies those very same people .the resources .they
need to manage their lives.
in their studies

The questions posed by anthropologists

of specific communities assume an order in·

people's lives and set out to find what that order is, how it
is created and maintained.

In so doing they present an alternative

to lectures on the weaknesses of the poor, presenting instead
lessons in human resourcefulness, creativity and dignity.
The problem I set out to examine is that of the nature and
use of kinship ties among Black people in Oberlin.

Kinship,

though we often assume -it to be a biological fact, is, in reality,
cultural.

Like another cultural fact, langu?,ge, common to all

humans but· having different rules in different places, kinship is

v
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a human trait that in its cultural malleability may be organized
variously. · Specifically, the~, what kinship ties do exist among
OberJ.in' a Black population?

Since kinship ties can ·be an -im:portant

;influence on the way people relate· to one another, preciseJ.y how
i
,are these ties perceived and with what values . a.re they imbued?
Knowing that there have been Black ·families in Oberlin f'or. over

100 years I was particularly interested in the . patterns that may
have developed among those who hav~ buiJ.t their lives here over a
J.ong period of time.

If kinship ties have -had any importance to

these fa.m~li_e s' -careers I thought it should .be apparent in the way
they have used kinship in seeking bus:i.ness: -success; social recognition, and political leadership. · These, therefore, became
subjects of my enquiries; they offer a variety of insights into the
uses and limitations of kinship bopds in building a .community and
a culture.
Why kinship?

Kins.h ip has been the focus of some of the best

anthropological studies of Afro-American culture.

It bas been

perhaps the major principle by which anthropologists have sought
order and system in ways of life others have characterized as
chaotic.

Raymond Smith's The Negro Family in British Guiana(l956)

is a pioneer work in applying theories of social structure developed
in British social anthropology(especially by Meyer Fortes 1949 and
1958 )to analyze the dynamics and rules of Black family structure
in the: Caribbean area.

Nancy Gonzalez' Migration.and-Moderniza-

tion: Adaptive Reorganization in the Black Carib.Housebold(1969)
is

perhaps the clearest statement of the way kinship forms are
~

adaptive to relations with a wider society on the part of people

who form a dependent stib-soc;ety within· it.

Also discus·sing a

dependent people, _this time in a U.S. ghetto, Carol Stack's _All
OUr

Kin(1974) broadens the discussion from household _and family

.com.position to encompass explicitJ.¥ networks of kin constant4'
'?elpipg one another through reciprocal exchanges of the kind .which
Marcel Mauss (1954.)thought created commtinities. .Norman Whitten(l969h
studying Black people who have access to the o:pportunities of a
boom economy in the .frontier areas of Columqia and Ecuador, _s hifts
the emphasis in a sim.pl·e yet striking way.

Rather than mereJ.¥ a

means . by which people adapt to given ·conditions, _kin ties are actively manipulated to create groups which can control economic
and social resources.

But all this is to answer by way of -what

anthropologists have done in studies using kinship, not why it is
of particular importance · in studying Afro-American culture.
· When people have control over no other social resources, they
still have kinship. · Where political power ~d control · over
economic opportunities are denied a people, around what can they
organize?

One of the characteristics of the -"culture -of poverty"

is the absence of voluntary a_s sociatio~s.

Kinship ties, though,

are given in the act of birth, can be escaped on·J.¥ by going far
away from any relatives, and are generally inaccessible to outside
powers---although to this last North American slavery and ADC
welfare regulations may be examples to the contrary.

Kinship

bonds present a means of keeping track of people, establishing
ties of obligati9n, obtaining social recognition and identity.
Perhaps the seeming chaos of . Black life in the ·u.s. is in part due
to the lack of well-established local kinship networks, for the .

/
";

massive movement from parts South to the explosively growing northern

ghettos aver the past 50 yea.rs has hardly allowed these _to develop.
If this be true, then the character of a community in _w hich a kinship tradition has had time to grow should differ significantly.
To describe something . of the · character of Ooerlin's Black
:community through ·an understanding · of kinship within it is the
goal of this _t _h esis.
Afro-Americana.

Oberlin presents _an interesting situation in

As a small, racially mixed, yet northern town it

is a case not often found in the social sc·ientific·. literature.

In

the South where Blacks and Whites iiv~ in small towns, prejudice
and racial custom have long kept the races separate.

In the North

where many people give lip-service to racial equality, the sheer
size of cities allows anonymous, defacto racial segregation.- What

.

happens to a Black community when it is able . to exist for aver 100
years in inti.ttla.te proximity to Whites who are largely _committed
to an ideology of racial equality?

Though this thesis is not · aboit

race -relations in Oberl~n,- there cannot · help but be implications
in the way Blacks · have built a ·community for the way they relate

to the wider, White-dominated society.
Description -of a -way of life and of the character of a place
is basic to anthropological understanding. · Because of the emphasis
. on description, equal in ll!lportance to analysis, the questions a
\

·cultural anthropologist first asks may seem more general and
simple _than those of other social scientists.

Understanding is

understanding . of a place ·, derived from field work and embodied
in ethnography.

For tribal peoples such description begins with

the physical environment and the way · it is exploited.

For peoples

of a complex society the beginning must include the social environment.

0
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Through the social environment people of a Cam.J?lex society provide
for some of their basic needs.

To begin to see how Black people live

in Oberlin, it is necessary to see what kind of place Oberlin has

been for them.
I

Setting
Oberlin began in 1833 when it was selected as the site for a
utopian, Christian missionary . community and college by founding
father Rev. John Shipherd.

Although the surrounding area had

already been populated with farms and farm towns, the land upon
which Oberlin stands was yet wilderness when Shipherd' s design filled
it with colonists and students be recruited.

Unlike the surrounding

areas, ·Oberlin's economy was not centered around agriculture or
0

the transport of agricultural goods, though all community:-:unembers
were required to contribute labor for the good of all.

From reports

life seems to~have centered around studies and evangelism, a way
of life that must have seemed alien to the farmers and merchants
of surrounding towns.

Often Oberlin has been a center of political

causes separating it from its neighbors, like student demonstrations
against the Vietnam War in the early 1970' s..

Back in the 1840' s

Abolitionism most distinguished Oberlin from the rest of the
less fervently anti-slavery Western Reserve.

In Oberlin

Abolition found not only a home but a source of zealous prosyletizers who lectured and preached and harbored run away slaves
enough to build a local reputation for . the place.
Presumably because of the Abolitionist stand, small numbers
of Blacks settled in Oberlin through . the middle decades of the nineteenth century, so that this small town has had a Black community
for over a hundred years.

The presence of substantial· numbers of

Table l .l

Black Population in relation, to Total Population of Oberlin,

1860

1870

Total

2,115

2,888

Black

422
19.9%

%

* 1890·

1860-1970

1900

1910

192~

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

4,376

4,082

4,365

4,236

4,292

4,305

7,062

8,198

8,761

612

683

641

789

666

956

897

1,239

1.,994

2,227

21.1%

15.6"/o

15.7%

18.1%

15.7%

22.3%

20.8%

17.5%

24.3%

25.4%

Population figures for 1860-1930 are taken from Zorbaugh Facts Concerning Oberiin and are also contained
in H.J. Tucker "The Oberlin Negro and His Church". Figures for 1940-1970 are taken directly from U.s.
Census ·reports.

* population•figures

for 1880 are absent from alloreports I could find.
~census figures for 1920 were disputed by members of the Black community who thought Blacks had been
undercount ed. In 1924 they ·organized their cwn :population survey which counted 841 resident Blacks
( see Mildred Fairchild 11 The Negro in Oberlin 11 ) .

1.

· Blacks living in ·town bas become a central part of Oberlin's local
image.

By 1850 Blacks represented ten percent of the town's growing

population.

By 1860 the percentage had increased sharply to twenty

:percent and has constituted at least fif'teen percent since then.
I

:The Oberlin historian Robert Fletcher says Oberlin ''af'ter 1850
contained the largest percentage of Negroes of any community ·in
the Western Reserve or even northeast of Colum.bus"(vol.2, p.553).
Census material shows the growth of Oberlin's Black com:m:u:nity in
relation to the town's overall population ( see table l.l).

As in

many larger urban centers there existed a dis.t inct Black community

from ];)re-Civil War days.
At the outset Blacks were integrated in the community. at
.large without apparent tension:
A kind of assumption of good will existed which for the
most part kept matter.s running smoothly. · Most of the
White students of the college as well as the citizens
of the town were or became Abolitionists of varying
degrees, so that common sympathy was with the colored
man. (Mildred Fairchild :pp.13..,14)
But sympathy does not ensure integration.

As the college and town

grew whatever inciJ;)ient racial .segregation there may have been
developed into separate patterns of life for the Black population,
including housing in distinct parts of town.

In 1925 Mildred

Fairchild could clearly distinguish change in Oberlin's racial
scene:
constant contacts between all people regardless of race
or class have their vigorous and wholesome influence on
all the persons concerned. Under such circumstances one
group may safely rely for leadership upon another more
fortunate in resources and opportunity. Something . of
this kind evidently took place in the oid Oberlin. The
Negroes, accustomed as they were to White tutelage,
assured by actual experience in the town of the unfailing
and friendly help of the Whites here, put their faith

8.

in that guidance, sometimes responding to it, sometimes
resting UJ;)on it, as their individuai make-up dictated •
. The n~w Oberlin for all its tradi~ions and idealism., .
seems· to me increasingly to be shifting · off arry· .sense of
responsibility . tow~rds the -colored grouJ;) within its
borders. The result is a constant withdrawl or· flingiog
back of the Negro to his own group and his own desires.
Not . all the Whites nor all Colored in Oberlin share in
this ·separation of contacts ·or interests. The te~dency;
however, i~ awarent among _many. (M. Fair.child pp.62-64)
Whether one bemoans increasing · segregation or aJ;)plauds the developing
indei;,endence of a ·people too-:-long dependent, what was -haPJ?ening . in
Oberlin · paralleled, on a smaller, more · intimat·e scale; developments
in urban cent_e rs throughout the North.
Making a living·. in_Oberlin has . :r:i,ot been especially easy for

Blacks.· Some owned small farms on the outskirts of town and others
kept small gardens as la:te ·as the 1930' s to suppl~ent income as
they. could.

The college.has always employed the largest number of

Black people in town, · providing secretarial positions in its
various offices ·and· departments, many of which require . considerable
skill and competence, service and custodial jobs . in its dormitories
and kitchens, and a variety of crafts and laboring jobs on its
buildings· and grounds crews.

Women hold most of the first two

kinds of employment while men most -o:rten work throu.gh ·"Buildings
and Grounds".

The economic situation of Blacks, however, has

always also been tied to developments outside · 9f town. · While
Oberlin has remained little developed . industrially, particularly
due to the efforts of the college to maintain its quiet, smalltown environment, the rest of Lorain County has not.
railroad brought ne9-rby Ely~ia into its network.
later it ca.me also to Lorain.

In 1872 the

Five years

Both cities .rapidlr- developed into.

manufacturing centers, especially after the Johnson S~eel Company

. 9.

located in Lorain in 1894.

Lorain continues to be the center of

large steel operations and Elyria home to a .large _Ford plant.
Through the first decades of the twentieth century the · ~andstone
,quarries in nearby .Amherst thrived, employing quite a. few Oberlin
L

': residents.

As industry grew throughout the area, . Blacks , among

others, were attracted by available jobs;: But ·new housing,
especially in -Lorain · and Elyria,did not keep · up with the needs of
arriving workers; a house available to
find(Tuck~r p.31).

~

Black was even harder to

Oberlin was one of the only nearby places in

which Blacks could settle fairly comfortably, even if not in just
any part of town.
Not ·all Blacks worked· in industry or for the college.

.Quite

a. few men were skilled craftsmen---brick.layers, plasterers,
painters~ plumbers·, carpenters, a.nd mechanics---who contracted
their own work.

Several major Black businessmen were contractors.

Numerous small. shops _have been run •by Black people.

In 1940 H.J.

Tuclrer counted_twenty~three businesses whose proprietors were
Ela.ck.

Today only . five Black-owned businesses remain, but this

is related to · a general decline of small ent~rprises.

There has

always been a small number of· professionals~--doctors, lawyers,
and teachers---as well, but many with high aspirations leave.
In considering employment it should be kept in mind that -· a
considerable proportion of Black women have worked outside their
homes at least since the 1920's.

The· college has employed a large

number of wome:q. as clericals, some. assuming positions of considerable responsibility.

Employment as domestics. wa.s long very _common.

Some stores employ Black womeri as clerks.

Several are. teachers

and · one .woman started and runs a -beauty parlor.

Their contribution
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to household finances within the Black community should not be
overlooked.

Though, such a situation usually. arises from need not

choice in our society !'no one concerned with the roles and percep1

~ions of women should forget the independence and strength
engendered in working to provide· for a family when men are poorly

If we can infer from real estate history, Blacks achieved a
fair degree of upward mobility in Oberlin.

Mildred Fairchild was

told that "the great preponderance of investment by colored persons
goes in Oberlin to the real estate field.

The tendency to buy

homes •and · to purchase land is constantly and increasingly evid·ent"
(M. Fairchild p.28); In 1924 Blacks . owned 180 houses, 18.2% of
the tevm' s total· stock.

In 1934 Harvey Zorbaugh found that 64. 7%

of the Black population owned houses, compared to 53.4% of Whites.
Even through the Depression years 1929-1934 Blacks purchased
twenty four houses and only six were foreclosed.

Impressive as

is this record, the 180 Black-owned houses in 1924 were assessed
to be only 6.1% of the total value of Oberlin's housing stock.
Though Blacks were able to buy, they were buying housing of
decidedly less value than the norm, and
large of inferior quality.

.most certainly by and

That this pattern continu~s in the

present is clear from just a casual .walk around town, accentuated
by the federally subsidized John Frederic Oberlin housing which
scatters obviously low-cost house~;in several sections, pre~ominantly Black, of town. 1
People, especially White people, speak of the "Black
community"--as I have done and will do again.
population of Oberlin is not homogeneous.

c

Yet the Black

S:i.1D.plified account

11.

has it that there is

an

old, esi;aLlished eli_te which goes back

some hundred years in Oberlin history !;l.Ild a poor class which came
to Oberlin during the period of industrial growth around the
I

Second World War.

There is some accuracy in this picture, but the

truth is more complicated~

Families with ancestry going back a

hundred years in Oberlin do persist, but few are active in the
Oberlin scene today.

Their descendants have spread to places far

afield and the Oberlin stem has withered.

Some who have become

prosperous and achieved local reputation have ancestors who came
seventy _o r eighty years ago, but others whose families have been
here practically as long remain poor, though well-known.

Industrial

growth around the First World War attracted poor migrants from
the South before the more recent influx after 1940.
recent arrivals, though, have come poor.

Not all

In the 1950's members

of the nationally growing Black middle class settled in Oberlin,
adding yet another dililension to the class picture.

No sililple

dichotomy nor even a pyramid is adequate to describe the heterogeneity of the Black community in Oberlin.
Method
Necessary background as are these sociological patterns, they
do not make themselves. · They are made, by individuals making their
ways to and in Oberlin.

In discussing the broad patterns and

problems of the community it is easy to lose sight of how individuals
have adapted to the circumstances and opportunities they faced.
Most of this kind of detail has escaped the written, or at least
published, word, so that to construct a picture of the processes
underlying the patterns one must rely on the memories of people

12.

who lived through many of the community's changes and. have
relatives and ancestors who have done the same • . Genealogies,
a standard anthropological tool, are the means employed in this
the.sis to tap such knowledge from a small number of pe_ople.
Though ·gehealogies deal with kin, this thesis will not focus
j

'

1

ion the intimate dynamics of family life.

I

i

l

Rather, focus will be ·

I

bn the relation of kinship bonds to social mobility through several
generations of a segment of the community.

While only a small

number of kinsmen have been traced, . the attempt throughout will
be to suggest the relation of. their careers and values to broader
social and political processes of the community.
Genealogies provide historical depth along with inf'ormation
about specific individuals, so that a picture-in-the-small of
processes behind the broad sociologic.a l .patterns can be presented.
Within genealogies people are roughly dated and placed in relation
t.o kin.
away.

The outsider learns who lived near whom and who moved
Occupational data otherwise inaccessible are revealed. One

begins to guess at ·.patterns of relationship between p·eople, to
form hypotheses.
I wish I could have obtained life-histories for all the
potentially significant figures touched upon.
necessarily

know

In~ormants didn't

well many ·of the kin they could list .and comment

upon briefly, nor could they always recall details.

I relied on

quick wits to recognize ·pote.n tially significant relations and
immediately to ask appropriate leading questions, but never
mastered the skill very well.

In missing certain lines of reminis-

cence much wa~ . lost ·of what might have been revealed about the
pragmat.ic and emotional relations between kin and about individuals'

13.

personalities, actions, and motivations.

Even so a picture of the

way kin regarded one another began t ·o take shape.
As well as sources of historical data, I used genealogies as
springboards to discussions of the present.
1. viewing . sometimes followed, sometimes was
taking the genealogy.

l-fy

Open-ended interinterspersed ·with

informal question schedule probed for

such kinship values and practices as:
kinds of (economic) exchanges between kin
obligations of relatives to one another
what makes a kinsman worthy of success
Rarely did informants .respond to these lines of enquiry in an
historical frame of reference, instead usually speaking of their
own feelings, especially towards kin close to them.

Occassionally

someone would"tell of how a relative did something to help ·another
relative in times past or, more often, how a particular person was
"always" doing such things, without giving specific examples.
Inevitably in presenting genealogies, the opin_ions, attitudes,
and values of informants creep in.

Methods of oral _history pose a

problem •since in telling of the past the teller may be telling us
more about his or her present.

Apropos of using genealogies to

reconstruct history J.A. Barnes advises the ethnographer that
with earlier generations he is more interested in
discovering how the Jiving perceive their ancestors;
establishing what actually happened in the past •••
is often quite beyond his grasp. (p.116)
Nevertheless, such material can be of great value.

Some data---

occupations, places of residence, dates---are less susceptible to
"present-contamination" than others.

Moreover, to understand the

present community it is crucial to be aware of how members see
their past.

A group's consciousness is the way its experiences

14.

are hand.led in cultural terms:
and ideas.

embodied in traditions, values,

What cultural knowledge people preserve and use

emerges from an historical setting.

When informants told me about

the past I generally assumed they . knew what they were talking about
/and were J;>resenting valuable information, especially when considered
in light of' their present situations • .
If' in trying to understand how informants view their history
one risks corif'using what has been brought from the past with what
is projected back from the present, this is because people's
present values and their pictures of the past are inextricably
interwoven.

I have . introduced even further complications by using

values and ideas---such as the roles of men andwomen---expressed .
to me by info~ants but elaborated by my own thinking, to interpret
both past and present.

I see no way out of' this difficulty, so

rather than avoid it, warn the reader now.

Interpretation and

idealization of a society's history and structure are implicit in
/the very notion of "culture".

2

If the reader is able to get some

ideas of how people look at themselves and bear a tradition, then
I think the thesis will have succeeded in suggesting some elements
of a culture within the Oberlin Black · community.
A similar difficulty besets the examination of' social organization---individual' s actions coalescing int·o a pattern · of' action--within the conmrunity.

Social organization stretches backwards and

forwards in time and cannot be interpreted in one direction only 3 .
Individuals act through forms and channels they deem appropriate,
yet those forms are not appare~t until many individual choices
have illustrated them.

In discussing the present Oberlin, the

careers and activities of' my informants, my concern will be to
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show how they operate according to particular conceptions of the

community and of proper· ways to behave. · In discussing the l)attern
of careers in the past

my

concern will be to show how actions and

kinship rel.ations have affected each other and have created
I. channels .for action today.
Organization of Chapters
The organization of chapters in this thesis reflects the

ambiguity in temporaJ. perspective implicit in the a.nthropologicaJ.
.
.

method.
The next ·chapter, chapter 2, relates just what I did to learn
a.bout the community.

is written

Since it is an account of

my

experiences, it

largely in the past tense.

The following two chapters, 3 and 4, deal with the mental
constructs---knowledge and vaJ.ues, respectively---suggested by
what informants told me o:f their kinship, and by how they told it •.
From chapter 3 hopefully the reader will get some feeling for the
principles of kinship reckoning and how these affect people's
memories, their preservation of a tradition.

Chapter 4 tries to

indicate why people remember as they do, what meaning kinship
could possibJ.¥ have to their lives. 4 Both these chapters, in so
far as they explicate the mental life of people a.live today, are
tensed in the (anthropological) present.
The f'i.f'th chapter c::ompares the knowledge and attitudes about
kinship of the women to those of the men with whom I spoke.

For

some reason---perhaps the way kinship is handled, perhaps sheerly
fortuitous accident---the most productive relationships I developed
were with women.

Because of this I was led to consider explicitly

the roles of women in the community.

In the second part of this

i6.
chapter the contrasts among

my

informants are related to the

timeless realm of social_sci.~ntif:ic· debate •. When, in cha:pter

.7 , • examining 1?he political roles some women have assumed,ideas
,d eveloped in this chapter will. re-surface.
Chapte~s 6 and 7 ·take ·an historica1 perspective in outlining
developments . that · bring us again back to the present . .... The . sixth ·
cha:pt~r examines . migrat.~on, business, and social reputatton,
especially as t:qese may have involved men in kinship •networks.
The seventh chapter tries to follow how from t~e -past have emerged
channels through which various people, in· pa.rticular :wain.en, act
politically in today's community.

Because these two chapters

attempt to reveal the cultural assumption_s . of' people no longer
present and the evolution of the community's -little-documented
socia1 and political f'orms, there is as much inferential construction
as historical reconstruction in· them •
.Since Oberlin is a .small connnunity in which knowledge of
other people is a valuable commodity, unfortunately one which can
be misused, I haye used pseudonyms for all
kin.

my informants and their

It is, however, virtually impossible to mask identities from ,

anyone who knows the town without completely distorting particular
people and what they have been kind enough to tell me.

I hope

that readers will approach what I've written without gossip in
mind.

For

nry own

part, my _experience · in doing this wo~k h~s been

so good that I could .hardly think of presenting the community in
any but a positive light.

this by way .of

my

The concluding ·chapter tries · to· express

g:eneraJ. impressions of' the · people I spoke.with

and the sources of' their community's strength.

Chapter 2

Feelings and Method

To Oberlin, a small Ohio town with a pOpulation of same 8,000
people exclusive of the 2·~500 ·students attending the reputable
college, I ca.me and lived in for four · years, knowing little of life
! .

peyond the campus • . I; like most students there, learned of some
I i

! .

Oberlin traditions which linked· the ·college· and the town:

the

role of the place .in Abolitionism, its involvement as a station of
the Unde.rground Railroad; its citizens' heroism in the Wellington
Rescue.

This tradition helped explain : the .:presence

of

a substantio.,l

.Black c~unity, noticed quickly· by students as janito:rs, maids,
and cooks in the dormitories.
have come to

a

place which had a reputation for giving a sympathe-

tic~ fair shake?
businesses:

WoUldn '.t Black I)eople naturally

Blacks even ran several of the , town's prominent

the major restaurant, a barber·shop on College· Street,

and a bakery oil Main Street.

The . tmm isn't big enough for

students to long remain unaware of these facts.
However, more intimate details of town life are rarely known
to college students, especially White ones.

A ·few tutor school

children in their. spare time and so become acquainted with families.
Some rent ro'oms in ·homes.

Rarely, though, is the weekly town

newspaper, the News-Tribune, seen in a dormitory.

Relations

between college ·students .and high school students, especially
Black ones, have caused concern at .various times ·in the recent
past..

For example, in the 1969-1970 academic year many Wbite

college students were afraid to use the Snack Bar because a handful of Black high school kids hup.g out there and occasionally
harassed college patrons.

Tbe campus and town joined in contro-
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versy over use of this facility by townspeople.

The town provides

few places for high s.c hool kids to gather outside of adult control,

but quite a few parents objected to their children hanging around
college kids, for they saw it -as a good way to get in trouble~
Some · White college students said they wanted the opportunity to.
'

ket to know kids from town, though this happened; at best, infre1

!

quently.

Administrators worried about hostilities on college

property but f~lt an obligation to the town along with a desire
to avoid accusations of racism.

Eventually a monitoring system

was devised in which an older townsperson would supervise goingson.

However, . the issue was really settled by closing the Snack

Bar to all for remodelling which took more than a year.

When

re-opened the 'facility was so attractive that use by college people
was much greater than ·previously, and rarely are town ·kids
seen there.

It has become alien territory to them.

how

Still, in

various other places throughout town incidents do occur, making it
clear to all that hostile feelings, fears, and "turfs" exist.
Black. college students, by and large, have developed more
lasting ties with townspeople than have most White students.

All

the churches in town try to interest students :il'l worship and
social activities, but the Black churches are the most successful.
Not only has the Mt. Zion Baptist Church's organist and choir been
recruited from college talent for the past several years, but
through Mt. Zion students are introduced to families which act as
homes-away-from-homes; just how intimate these relations become,
I do not know.

The Black student community seems more concerned

with the town than do the general run of White students.

The

Black student organization, Abusua, used a portion of its funds
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one year to initiate a pre-school program for Black children.
While town kids are viewed as disruptive at .most can11;>us parties,
A:fro-House parties were opened· to them.
smooth. : Sometimes there were fights;

Relations were not ·always
I occasionally · heard it

•aid that Black high school students resented the privileges of
the Black college students and that the Black college· students
acted · superior.

But whatever the tensions, the ·Black college··

connnunity has seemed relucta.nt ·to close itself completely from the
affairs of the Black town comm.unity.
In this context of "town-gown" relations some very simple

impressions of the town were conveyed to most college students.
As a student from New York City I felt · little impetus to explore

the intricacifis of this small towri(it hardly occurred to me that
there might be intricacies! .), though _I was interested in the
racial tensions, having beard that they posed dileII!llaS much like
those in• big cities.
letting

my

Having grown up in a big city I w~s used to

world be circumscribed by ne1ghborhoods, so that to

look beyond the ca.mpus--my _neighborhoocl-·- rarely occurred to me.
When, paving stayed on as a graduate student, I first began to
c·onsider the town as a setting for social research, -one of' my
initial ideas was to explore how boundaries are maintained between
communities ·even in so small a place as Oberlin.
As I began to think about the town after four years in college,
I was twenty-one years old, young and lacking confidence in meeting
people unlike myself.· The Black community, especially, frightened
me, as a White, since I expected to be met with suspicion and
hostility along with my own inability to ." relate".

But I had

already decided that this would be the focus of my work since,
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af'ter all, there was a long tradition of' whfcb I bad glimmerings
but had never seen nor beard fully explored.
That year, in the spring of 1974·, a group of senior sociology
j·

majors sent out a lengthy questionnaire to town residents . and, of
course, ·quite a few went to Blacks. · Their questions, designed .for
projects on political attitudes, volun,tary associations, and family
planning were accompanied by a brief :cover letter explaining that
-students at .the college would use the answers for senior honors
papers and also were accompanied by a dollar as recompense for
respondents' time and effort.
canmu.nity.

A stir was created in· tbe Black

A White student then working as the ·college's

"community liasori. officer" picked up on the high emotion and
arranged a forum in the Student Union to air the feelings.
Several community. members and representatives of' various agencies
involved in the community spoke · to an .audience of about fifty
students, though,dismayingly, not including the three sociologists
who had sent the questionnaire.
The comments at that meeting showed me an important aspect
of how people from this segment of the town saw the college, a
point of view I had not considered before.

They w~re as isolated

from the goings-on in the college as I and most students were from
the , intricacies of the town.

People had no idea of why they were

being asked these questions nor to what use the answers might ···be
put. 1

The brief, explanatory cover letter did not . quell fears and

suspicions.

The plea that stands out in

Geraldine Donaldson.

my

mind was made by Mrs.

She had _- no objections to students learning

her opinions and attitudes; -in fact, she urged students to do so
more actively. · But, she said, i t ~ wrong for unknown students
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to solicit anonymous information.

If you want to know how I feel,

then get to know me.

I carried that .message away from · the meeting, still anxious
about · how I would meet people, but at least understanding that
there was insecurity on both sides . and a willingness to . attempt

l

I friendship.

As . an an~bropology .studen-~ I _h ad read of many

I

ethnographers encountering more formidable barriers.

And· Mrs.

Donaldson's comments rang true to what . I had learned to be at the
heart of the anthropological method:

information is not collected

impersonally, :but by getting to know individuals.
Entry and Inteviews
I met my 'first two in:formants under· the

auspice_s of Mr.

Albert McQueen, a professor of soci-ology and a Black man.

He

contact~d two people he knew, o~e man .and one woman of separate
families, to tell them that I would be calling upon them.

Since

my research objectives were not highly. defined, I explained upon

meeting each of them that I was interested in the history of Blacks

in Oberli~ and, in particular, the history of the long-resident
families.

Both people were able to name famil.ies, briefly dis-

cussing them, and to comment upon the racial . climate of Oberlin
in times past.

However, I also wanted to collect information on

the families of ·each of these people, both their families being
long-established in town·.

I was prepared with an interview out-

line of such general topics as:

'~o are your most important

relatives?"; "When did your relatives first come to Oberlin?";
"What are the focal points of your family?".
quickly focused around genealogies.

B¥t interviews

Not only is this a standard
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anthropological procedure but I hoped that my interest in specific
family forbears would be comprehensible arid interesting to in.formants, leaving little question of what I was after and little
I

ground for suspicion.

Generally, taking an interest in people's

relatives seemed to encourage informants to introduce me to them,
widening my contact with the community.
When askirig general questions about families and relationships
with relatives, I received general answers and our conversations
remained vague, as unsatisfying to informants as to me.

Several

inf'ormants, especially wean.en, clearly felt more comfortable in
quickly moving to a genealogy.

Talking about specific relatives

was much easier than . talking about relatives in the abstract. ·
W.H.R. Rivers~ in his work with Melanesian natives, found .that
"the genealogical method makes it possible to investigate abstract
problems on a purely concrete basis 11 (p.57), in the :process giv:i.ng
informants

11

confidence and interest in the inquiry
which
are of
.
.

inestimable importance in getting information of real value"(p.58).
I followed genealogical procedure much as Rivers set it forth.
Within the limits of irif'ormants' · memories I recorded vital statistics
for each person mentioned:
occupation, residence.
and children.

name, date of birth, date of death,

As people were listed I asked about spouses

Rivers suggested that such genealogical information

could be used, among others,

(l)in working ·out the systems of relationship
(2)in the study of the regulation of marriages
(3)in the investigation of the laws regulating descent
and the inheritance of property
(4)in the study of migrations
(after Rivers, 1910)
In contrast to many community studies which begin description
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at the level of '-1community 1' , genealogies name individuals and
place them in context,_both personal and historical.

2

Through the

method,J.A. Barnes says,
actor.s observed at a ceremony, quareiling, working,
discussing, became not mere adults or co"'.'villagers
or litigants, but _are ~een by the ethnographer as ·
identifiable and unique individuals enm.esh_ed in a
network of genealogical ties which· influence their
actions in varying degrees. (Barnes, · p.116)
From a focus on -individuals questions could be raised about various
kinds of relations -between relatives:

''How independent ·should ·

families be?"; "What kinds of assistance .should relatives give
each other?"; "How--does a relative become respected?''. _Openended interviewing :around such topics -flowed more easily once I
knew specifics of ·the kin-network. -General questions could be
answered with (or even .asked in)sJ?ecifics. · Often as someone spoke
of a pa·r ticular relative they would indicate more general feelings
and attitudes.

Further, knowing

forbears helped me ask questions:

my

informants' · relatives · and
patterns emerged and individual

relationships materialized, even throu.gb· talk, which helped me
formulate my ideas in terms of in:formants' knowldege.
Methodological Considerations
There are limitat'ions inherent in this method.

Rather than

comprehensive or statistically valid, my- view of the community is
limited.

The Black community is too large for me to have collected

genealogies from more tlian a small segment of it.
talked with me shared certain ,characteristics.
than mid-30's, arid most were considerably older.
raised or were. raising families.

The people who

No one was younger
All. but one. had

In other words, I spoke to no

young and single .men or women, no teenagers, no children.

Two
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teenage boys I met casually introduced themselves as cous~~ and
when I asked how they were related one said, . ttsecond cousins·~ our
fathers' J?arents were siblings 11 . more succincfJy and· grace~lly
I

I

1than I could have eX!)lained a . second cousin relation.

A friend

who teaches .high scho.ol . in E~ria says . of the Black students there
"they all say they' re cousinsft •.· Yet I have no idea what significance younger people really do place on kinship, how .much they
know, nor how they use it.

Similarly, I can say little about the

import of peer groups beyorid noting the young men and boys often
on certain corners, seemingly grouped by age.

In 1933 Alva Maxey

commented on the role of peer groups · in the socializing process:
(children)collect . in groups and - recive information from
each other. . I:f no one in the play group can solve the
problem someone of the group wil.l venture out to a
friend who is a few yea~s his senior and seek information.
The older children seem to · consider it their . duty to ·
cooperate but unless the necessity demands they turn
the young •information-seeker away with "You are too
young to ·know that";, · .(Mfl:xey·· p. 96)
Further, little of what I say comes frO!Il. a perspect.i ve of mature
men working to support ~heir·fa.m.ilies, to get ahead in the world,
or struggling with the danger of unemployment; the two men with
whom I spoke at · some length were in their · 1ate 60' s, both . retired.
Nor are the families of which I gained some knowledge "representative "--·-whatever that might mean.

I sought them out because they

were long-settled in the area with local businesses and/or
reputations.

This . obviously could not be true . of eveyone in

town and completely excludes people who came to Oberlin in the
last thirty years, both poor and middle-class.
I caution any reader against taking this account for more
than what it is.

It .is not a picture of the· Oberlin community

nor even of the entire Black community within . Oberlin.

It is
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a report on conversations with a specific set of individuals.
While the specificity · of

material is, I believe, a strength

my

perhaps it is also one of the pitfalls of anthropological method
as applied to increasingly large and complex conmrunities.

David

Schneider perceptively writes:

I

Where a sociologist may draw a sample of respondents
or a critic may attack the general applicability of a
psychologist's results by impugning his sample, the
best that can be said for an anthropologist is that
he has a good bunch of informants. And it should be
noted that the sociologist draws a sample or selects
his sample while the anthropologist is often selected
by his informants. (Schneider p.8)

i

Not only did my informants select me, in the sense that they were
willing to continue providing information and insights, but they
also chose the rest of -ray "sample".

When a person did not know

something he or she would contact someone else for the information
or send me to a person thought to .be knowledgeable on the subject.

In this way I talked to seven people, each related to another but
not necessarily to all the others.

Two of these people explicitly

referred to another person either during or between our. interviews.
Each person provided new connections and new details to the growing
genealogical network which
M,y

I

ca.me to

know best(see

figure 2.1).

only introduction to a kin network other than the original two

came when I expressed a particular interest in meeting the friend
of an informant. 3
Even within this closely related group there was considerable
diversity of opinion and of personality.
qualitative.

M,y

data is highly

Rarely in the chapters to follow do I count up cases

of this or that.

More often: will I try to interpret what someone

said to me in light of their tone, the context, or what someone
else said.

Such a procedure is highly subjective, depending on
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what people said to me and how I responded~

It is :µ.ot a

methodology that begins by assuming my own objectivity or that
of

m:r, questions. · Instead, the first step is beginning to under-

stand another's: subjective view.

Perhaps, for an outsider, this

I. is a first step towai;q.s objectivity about a community, but it is

gained not as a scientist with a microscope but ?,s a person with
empathy.

Approaching such ·objectivity requires a balance be .·

struck between insiders' perceptions _and one·• s own way . of piecing
things together. · Constantly my own interests, categories, .values,
and fears acted as a - filter to what I. saw and heard.

The richness

of .material provided by just' ·a ·small n,,miber of i,eople paid close
attention to ·would have been enough to overwhelm me · had I not
made a great many semi-conscious .decisions about how to attend· to
what I was being told.

4 For example, not caring to dig into .the

intimacies of people's lives, in part out of fear of offending
infor:marits, I g~thered little information about illegita.macy,

--

common law marriage ·, or marital separation---all topics common in
discussion of Black families.

I simply never broached the subjec.t

nor pursued more than the most factual details when· divorces were
mentioned.

Since all my information comes from involvement with

individuals, in no way can I claim to have been an objective
observer.

The way I explained myself, expressed myself', bore my-

self all influenced what we talked about.

What I was told depended

upon the person ·informants took me to be·•.
This is not meant to imply that nothing coherent, or even
accurate, can be said about social situations • . Were this my
belief I would not have tried to interpret what was told me since
the interpretations, even trying to stay as ~lose to the data a_s

possible, are an outsider's attempts to make sense of things~

It

is meant to urply that ·the reader of a piece of social science
must consider the relationships from which the information comes:
who is the observer, what might his biases be, how might his
informants view him, what kind of picture might informants want
I
I

1

to portray?

I!

Just as the informant has to judge the ·anthropologist

.

1n

deciding what he will tell, so must the reader in deciding what

he will believe.

The most trustworthy anthropology should be

written---and read---with such subjective considerations close to
the surf'ace. 5

MY Relation to the Community
I always remained an outsider, with the advantages and disadvantages of "the outsider's view".

I spoke with some informants

in their homes, with others at their places of work, following no
set rule except what seemed convenient to them and felt comfortable
to me.

I did not live in what is usually considered the Black •

pa.rt of town, though neither did all

my

informants.

The intimacy

between me and informants was limited to that shared with an
interested visitor, not a neighbor~

When urged by an in:formant

to attend Mt. Zion Baptist Church in .order to get to know people,
though I went several times I felt awkward and uncomfortable when
it came to singing hymns .and praising Jesus Christ.

Being Jewish

I didn't know the ropes and was unable to share socially in the
experience of worship.

I soon stowed going, feeling it· a sham

to take advantage of "the Fellowship" as if

I were . Christian. 6

Hostilities or friendships which might exist within the
community were only dimly perceived by me because I did not
observe patterns of interaction between many people, · instead
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depending on what people chose to tell me.

This relationship

allowed informants more control over what they revealed .since I
was getting information only at specified times • . My . distance,
perhaps, served .a purpose in keeping me out of community gossip.
IPeopl:e could protect themselves better than if I were floating .
freely in the community, · and I did not become a focui •of' c ~ i t y ·
concern.

Perhaps such mutual control of our exchanges made the

relationships more workable and pleasant by relieving the tension
of being asked questions by a questioner over -whom one has little
control.

· Remaining an outsider sharply . limited
participant-observation.

my

opportunities for

Almost all of my work was done by talking

with people. • Even though many emotional connotations and "norms
for behavior" did emerge, they were ones regarded suitable for
sharing with me, rather than those feelings directly expressed and
acted out in intimate relations.

How large a gap there is between

what people said to me and what they do towards others I do not
know.

Occasionally there was reluctance to speakwitb me and still
more often. I broached a subject about which an informant preferred
not to speak.

Usually the preference became clear and the subject

was changed.

One informant, made uncomfortable I think by talking

about race relations . in Oberlin and too polite to confront me with
her discomfort, got wor.d back to me through her daughter, also an
informant, that she would rather not see me again.

Another

relationship ended when the wife of an informant objected to his
discussing other people with a stranger who intended to write
about them, fearing, with foundation in past experience; scandal.
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For the most part I was accepted sympathetically and tried to
reciprocate by being a sympathetic questioner and listener.

Of' an

anthropologist's relation with informants David Schneider writes:
the i.nf'ormant is distinguished(from the sample: respondent)
by what it is that is sought from him and by the relationship which the anthropologist has with him. It is ·
precisely because the anthropologist does not understand
the native culture, does not know what the units of that
culture are and has only the vaguest ideas as to the ways
in which those units might be put together that he goes
to an informant·••• Good informants are separated from bad
informants by the fact that the former are able to off'er •
useful insights and generalizations, are able'to volunteer
ideas which are always of some value ••• The message has to ·
be conveyed to the informant that the anthropologist wants
to know what the informant thinks about the subject, bow
he sees it, how he understands it, what it means to him,
what it is like. (Schneider p.8)
I tried .hard to convey such an attitude, to become my informants'
student a·sking. questions.

Each :person, it seemed· and I believe,

had m.ore to tell me than simply bits of information; each had
attitudes, feelings, and knowledge that fit together into a more or
less coherent view of things.

Sometimes ·I got yelled at for ·asking

the same question over and over _again, varying only the words.
Sometimes I could feel informants tiring of my enquiries' tedium,
and once---my greatest satisfaction---an informant said to me "It's
OK, you 're trying hard to understand; that's good.tr

I like to

think that at least some of my informants took pride in a college
student wanting to listen to them and to record their family's
history.
I spoke with most :i.nformants at least three or four times
since it took two or three sittings of several hours each to take
a f'airly complete genealogy.

There were always points to be

clarified and questions to be asked after tre genealogy itself
was finished.

Usually I would call to ask to see an informant
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at bis or her convenience; though with .a couple

I eventually felt

confident enough just to drop br when I had some ·questions,
returning later if it proved a bad time.

After a ·couple . of hours

at a:ny sitting both of us would be groggy and I would try to
leave gracefully.
/.

.

I did _not get to· know the families of in:f'orma.nts.

I was

introduced to others when there was inf'ormation .at _stake, with
only one or two exceptions.

Naturally, _to have been socially

accepted an?- :s~own around would have : pleased me equally as much as
it would have -increased my knowledge · _o f · and feeling f'or the community.
But I .think I w~s : viewed as more interested -in past connections
than present families, in part because ·of the role · I adopted :
in introducing myself' as "chronicler"~

As such a person·, limited

in importance to my informants~ live-s, I felt well accepted with

a minimum of suspicion.
Upon seeing informants after extended absences, it was
gratifying ·to be remembered. · People seemed as glad as I was to
s _e e a~ acquaintance~ . Whatever hopes or expectations people may

have had of having their family's history traced,
have not been fulfilled.

I'm

afraid·

,Whether I've been _able to return any-

thing of worth---let alone ·equal worth---to those who helped
me so much, I'm not at all sure.

The least I can do is offer

thanks to those who helped me understand a little of their
tradition, and in so doing helped me grow to understand a little
more of my own as well.

Chapter 3 Kinship Knowledge

A casual observer looking at Oberlin would see some few
~partment buildings, lots of wood-frame houses big enough for
I

.

quite a few people, and a good number of beige brick, onestoried buildings with oddly shaped roofs, all of which are
identical and appear.bi.g enough for only a few people.

A more

dedicated observer would notice that the apartments are -generally
inhabited· by middle-aged and young single people and that the
bigger the wood-frame house the more likely will it only shelter
_a single,snia.ll family,,while the beige brick structures are, in
fact, duplexes with two back and two front entrances, one for
each of the families housed within.
variations within our culture.

Such are the perverse

What an anthropologically trained

observer might note is that regardless of variation in housing
structure, nuclear families are housed separately.

Even. where the

structure is shared. it is divided into separate units for separate
families.

What to any observer ·would be invisible is the knowledge

residents have of one another.

Their knowledge of kin may present

a. picture far more integrated than do their arrangements for
shelter.

1

That I would guess this to be true and begj,n research under
such assumptions is a methodological bias native to anthropology
which persists even when the anthropologist transplants himself
to a complex, industrial society:
Most sociological studie·s stress the importance of the
elementary family. Stress is laid upon -the household ·
of husband, wife and children as a self-sufficient social
unit ••• To an anthropologist, trained to regard extrafamilial kinship as a major structural and organizational
feature of any society, all this comes as s~mething of . a
surprise ••• If kin relations, and in particular, extra.familial kin relations, do have social importance, are

,,.
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there sufficient regularities in the behavior to allow:
one to speak . of a kinship system? (Firth 1956 p.13) .
This final question poses the central question to which this chapter
is. addressed. ' ·. Only one modification is necessary.

Rather than

examining behavior, as Firth suggests, this chapter will focus
upon the knowledge of kin possessed by several people in Oberlin •

.I
I 'If there are regularities

..

in what they know and principles by

I

which they maintain and use .what they know, then perhaps we have
moved a .step towards · understanq.ing the culture of kinship with
which people in Oberlin's Black community live.
A building block of any kinship knowledge is knowledge of
one .' s parents..

Biology dictates that all hUit1ans have two bio-

logical parents, one male; one female.
though,

Recognition of parentage,

need not necessarily correspond to biological facts, as

in our society with adoption.

CUlturally recognized parentage

generally confers family membership---and possibly other statuses
or memberships---upon

a

child.

In return he learns .to recognize

ties of kinship to and through his mother and father.

Filiation,

as Meyer Fortes calls this bilateral process, establishes continuity
from one generation to the next.

2

It is not, however, necessary that relations through maternal
.and paternal links be equally valued or even remembered equally.

In societies which reckon descent unilineally, that is through
connections of fatherhood(patrilineal) .£!:. motherhood(matilineal),

-

attaching disctinct rights, obligations, and sentiments to relatives
..

so distinguished, genealogical knowledge will be greater throu@J.
one set of connections than through others.

Where rights in

property are . passed from fathers to sons exclusively or where a
man is obliged to stand in disputes on the side of men descended
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from his father's father, greater em];)hasis is culturally placed on
learning the details of that part of one's ancestry.-

Such rights

and obligations ascribed by descent from a particular ancestor
crystallize membership in a hounded(d~scent.)group

defined by ·

I. culturally appropriate links to a particular· forbear.

Extensive

genalogies connecting male generations are presented in patri~
lineal . societies such as the Nuer while the equally intricate
connections through mothers, aunts, and grandmothers seem .pr~ctically
forgotten~

Here maternal bonds may :be remembered for -affectionate

relationships or even to record political alliances between groups
exchanging•wives, but without the elahorately formal quality of a
charter connecting generations to some significant ancestor ·of .the
distant past • •
Carol Stack(1974), following Ward Goodenougb(l970), points
out that to understand a kinship _system the "folk model" of .parentchild connections must first be understood.

Knowing that the

·substance of a child is believed by Trobriand Tsland.e rs to come
from the spirit of a deceased ·ancestor of the mother · entering her
body while the husband only helps mechanically, we can more easily
see why Trobrianders assign people membership in matrilineal
groups.

Analogously, our modern scientific knowledge has · it that

a child can be produced only by the merging of substances from
male and female partners.

This theory provides a basis for groups

composed o:f two parents· :and their children, the nuclear family.
I . did not ask my . informants how they believed babies to be made,

but none ever implied that one pare'.9-t was more important than the
other on the b~sis of sex.
Two

parents were always listed in genealogies wh~n telling of

~
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descendants; no children were considered to have only one parent.
When children were products of a previous marriage this was always
made clear, regardless of who raised them • . One informant, long
divorced with no children of her own, has taken care of many
children but always pointed out that they were foster-children,
I.

i
.
.
even when they had stayed with her for several years.
I

I

'

Without

two parents it's not right to define a fam:i.ly, even though in
practice a single parent may raise a child i:f' necessity demands.
Who is conceptualized as being responsible for children is a
question often raised with respect to Black families.

"Matrifocality"

suggests a more central role for the mother and her relatives. · In

a poor Midwestern Black community Carol Stack found that people
assigned an optional role to fathers:
A child is eligible to .participate in the personal
kinship network of his father if the father becomes
an immediate sponsor of a child's kinship network.
(Stack 1974 p.50} (my emphases)
No such distinction between fathers and mothers was apparent in
my informants' dis·cussions.

Rights and obligations towards parents

and those to whom one is filiated were never distinguished by sex,
nor was there any systematic bias evident in the knowledge of kin
on mothers' or fathers' sides.

Though one informant might list

her mother's kin in greater detail, another would know more of
father's side, and yet another would know both sides equally.
Descent is traced bilaterally, equally through mothers and fathers.
Just what groups crystallize from such a bilateral network must be
approached rather indirectly, beginning with a discussion of the
kin terminology used and the distinctions it makes.

I
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Kinship Terminology
When I asked

II

who are your relatives?", hoping to elicit

a list without interposing my own conceptual framework, I got
befuddled responses, as if to say ''what kind of question is that?"
Instead of collecting a list of kin terms I quickly began to
assume that my informants .· and I shared this vocabulary.

That we

did use the same terminology was evident in our .discussion around
genealogies.

We understood terms to mean the same things.

Terms

of address . or special .terms not used before an outsider may have
been hidden from me since I_ din 't look very hard. ·
Like me, informants are familiar with the terms "father",
"mother";

11

sori 11 , "daughter", "husband", "wife", ''brother", and

"sister"to describe roles within the nuclear ·family.

"Aunt II and

''uncle" refer to the sisters and brothers of one's parents.
Reciprocally, "niece" and "nephew!! refer to the daughters and
sons of one's siblings.

Descendants of parents'· siblings or

grandparents I siblings are calle_d "cousins II.

"Grand-" . can be

prefixed to any of· these terms to indicate a distance of two
generations between · relatives, except for .''husband-wife 11. and
''brother-sister" relations where 'the notion makes no sense and
"cousin" where the generational category is not applied so
strongly 3 .

To indicate each additional generation's distance

"great" is further prefixed.
The impact of this 'terminological system, called the "Eskimo"
tYl)e by Murdock(l949) and found generally in the United States
(Schn~ider and Holllans 1955),is to
carve out the nuclear family for special emphasis;
and then to stressthe equal balance between the two
kindreds united by marriage---the matrilateral and
the patrilateral kin of ego. (Fox p.258)
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Eight basic terms are applied to statuses within the nuclear
family. in contrast to five used for statuses outside.

One's

parents are terminologically distinguished from their siblings
;by the contrasts of mo:ther:aunt and father:uncle; the offspring
:of one's parents are distinguished from the offspring of p,arents'
siblings by the contrast of sibling (brother and sister): cousin. ,
Murdock call this a lineal emphasis since it separates collater_al ·
lines from the direct line of descent. ·Terminologically, the most
clearly defined group is the nuclear family.
Balance between matrilateral and patrilatera.l kin is evinced
in the use of "aunt" and "uncle" regardless of the sex of the
connecting relative.

"Cousin" classes together all. des~endants

of aunts and uncles.

On

either side of a line of families of

procreation and of orientation are one's parents' and grandparents' siblings and the undifferentiated mass of their descendants
(see figure 3.1).
Though people commonly use these ''lumping" terms which class ·
many kin together, actually they know more details of their kin
relations.

People can and often do fill in these categories with

specifics of relationship, such as ''he's

my

cousin; our fathers'

fathers were brothers."
Not surprisingly,
usage.

My

my

informants partake of general American

attempts at pretending complete naivete---or better,

ignorance---were met with dismay because they knew well enough
that there is a single basic pattern of kinship structure
(in America) within which, but not across which, wide
degrees of latitude for variation occur. (Homans and
Schneider p.381)
Variations in the use of terms are made, and are interesting
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evidences of role-patterning and kinship values which will be
examined later(see p.49).

Nevertheless, the basic conceptual

framework within which my informants operate is that common to
.American society, embedded in the English language.
While this conceptual framework does emphasize the nuclear
family, it would be a mistake to infer that individuals' knowledge
of kin is thus limited.

On the average informants were able to

name and place eighty-five blood relatives in their geneal~ies 4 :
One informant knew 124 kin and the one who listed the fewest
still included 49 people.

People do . keep track of kin beyond their

families of procreation and orientation.

That some keep track of

many more ·kin than do others depends ori the kind of interest one
takes in kinship, the value placed. upon such knowledge, and one's
role in the kin network.
Of kinship in modern Western societies analysts have pointed

out that beyond the nuclear family it is an amorphous field in
which choice has free play.
this is not the case.

Among the· people with whom I spoke

Recognition of kin in the construction of

genealogies seems systematic, though my reconstruction of the
pattern is somewhat impressionistic 5.

Whether to start with one's

siblings or parents always presented a moment of confusion.

If

we began with parents the informant would generally then list all
the siblings of one parent and then the parents of that parent.
Next we would back-track to the spouses of the informant's aunts
and uncles and their children.

Only after completing all this

(and occasionally further ascendant generations) would the
informant feel comfortable in moving on to the other parent's
side.

And only after completing all the ascendant lines could we

Figure 3.1

Standard American Kin Terminology
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return to the informant's siblings and their families with out
confusion.

If we started with the informant's siblings they would

all be listed before moving back to ascendant generations.
out, kin were ordered by nuclear families:

Through-

siblings are members

of a single nuclear fa.mily---their family of orientation---so are
listed together, and only later in their lives do they marry, so
forming new, separate nuclear families---their families of procreation.

Similarly, each parent's family of orientation is

listed separately.

It was never explicitly so formulated to me,

but people appear to conceptualize their spread of kinship
beyond the nuclear family as if it
consisted of linked nuclear families---ego's family of
orientation, his family of procreation, his wife's
family of orientation, the families of procreation of
his siblings and children, and so on. (Fox p.173)
Thus, remembering kin is not purely free choice, somewhat random
beyond the nuclear family.

Instead, nuclear families are linked

together systematically to form a genealogical pattern.
Naming and the Wider Kindred
Another indication that nuclear families are the building
blocks of genealogies is that they are the named units.

Individuals

wer
,__ pinpointed. by inclusion in a named unit, names being carried
by the males of nuclear families.

Surnames could, however, also

refer to larger genealogical segments, such as

11

the Smith people"

to refer to a branch of . kin geographically separated or to kin
distinguised by matri- or patri-laterality as in
mother's people 11 •

11

the Smiths, my

In such usages the surname is usually connected

to the term 11people rr.

When used in this way people would inevi-

tably be included whose actual surname, for example by marriage,
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differed from this broader label.

When standing alone a surname

most often referred to a single nuclear family, yet this could be
modified to refer to a broader span of kin by combining surnames
as well as by attaching "people".

Interestingly, the linkage of nuclear families in a genealogy

is expressed in the practice of combining surnames to label more
extensive, if shifting groupings.

Two or thre_e surnames would be

combined, such as Bakerson-Smith or Wilkins-Daniels-Groves.

These

were generally used by informants when I asked about old, established
Oberlin . families.

By combining names in this way the b:ranching of

separate nuclear families could be reunified to suggest a group--a

:fa.mily"---which has retained significance through time.

11

Though

Robin Fox states that in America
our own system is primarily concerned with the nuclear
family as its basic unit and continuity over time · is
not of great importance (p .1 73)
in Oberlin; at least among some Black families, continuity over

time apparently is valued, since informants use names in a way
which -modifies the system's narrow emphasis.
Several names are generally recognized as "old Oberlin
families" and used to construct different composites.
are combined depends on who combines them.

How they

Someone mentioning a

family to which he ·o r she does not belong would usually be content
to mention one or two prominent names, letting these stand for ,
lots of people with various surnames by marriage.
this same family would be much more precise.

Someone within

Included then would

be the surname of her father, usually her mother's maiden name,
and less often her own married name.
related can be included.

But names more distantly

One .family name included by . two

Figure 3.2

Linkage in Second Ascendant Generation and
Relatives Referred to by Informants to Specify
the Marriage Connection
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inf"ormants is that of their cousins, related by marriage in the
second ascendant generation, a marriage neither could place
clearly(see figure

3.2).

Fram this network of related families, Joan Davis formed a
composite of Taylor-Groves-Wilkins while her cousin, Nora Daniels,
I

/ ~am.bined Wright.,;Groves-Wilkins-Daniels.

Despite its distance

tram them, both included Wilk.ins, while the closer family name of
Stewart disappears •

The Stewarts died, married, or moved away

from Oberlin, leaving no name, while Wilkins people established
and still run a store in town.

Nora includes her husband's name,

Danie~s, another established Oberlin fa.mily, while Joan, whose
husband is not · from Oberlin, does not.

Both women include their

mothers' maiden names, both names of :families long established in
Oberlin.

Both include thier fathers' surnames.

However, though ·

Nora includesWright, I suspect. that it will drop out in .the next
generation, much as the Stewart · name has, · since her father was the
only person of that name to come to Oberlin and be le:ft no male
name-bearers .in town.

1l'hese. named groupings connect :families not

exclusively by male or fem.ale links but to others well-established
in Oberlin---which is, after all, what I had asked about.
When I asked, these linked names were spoken promptly, without
any intricate calculation~
:families :fit together.

PeoJ;)le knew where they fit and how

The names are a kind of knowledge which

places one in a context ·that stretches through the community and
back in time.
Leaving aside marital connections---which at any rate are not
always used---naming these composites traces "blood" relationship.
Where blood is shared, the name is included in common~ regardless

Figure 3.3

Common and Distinct Ancestry of Joan Davis anc:i. Nora Daniels
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of each individual's surname(see figure 3.3).

Thus, Joan

and No:ra

indicate their common blood by each listing Groves in the composites
they name.

Neither includes her aunt or uncle by marriage_.

Though

they did not phrase it in terms of blood.6 , Joan. · did not list
;wright and Nora said that "Taylors are not my people. 11
i

I!I
I

Tracing bilateral relationship this way sounds like what

I

.

anthropologists call the kindred.

One's kindred .is the category

of people recognized to be genealogically related to oneself'

and ·

from which a variety of _kin groups can_be drawn for specific
purposes 7.

In linking surna.mes •inf'ormants select from all the

kin they know~ . Seeing how their knowledge -of kin is structured--why they know who they know---:-reveals further how a kin tradition
is maintained and transmitted.

What anthropologists have said

a.bout kindreds in various societies illuminates the workings of
my

informants' knowledge.
Kindreds are always bilateral, tracing relationships through

both one's mother and father.

Central to the definition of a

kindred is its orientation around

a :particular,

A kindred is always someone's kindred.

living individual.

Members of a kindred a.re

connected by having someone as a common relative, the "ego-focus 11 •
Tb.is contrasts with the "ancestor-focus" of descent groups by
which, no matter what rule is used to trace descent, membership is
allowed by reference to a common ancestor; all members are able to
trace descent from him or her by appropriate links.

Another way

of putting this is that everyone bas a (personal)kindred stretching
out f'rom around him and simultaneously belongs to the kindreds of
all the people related t"o him, while reference to an ancestor
defines a group of descendants which encompasses them all at once

F'igure

3. 4

Overlapping Kindred Structure
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and will brook no other descent group membership.
Since my informants were all from families that had settled
long ago in Oberlin(see chapter ·6), I thought they might trace
I .

back to particular significant - ancestors.

In fact, they seemed

more than happy to tell me of' their earliest known antecedents.
Yet when we began to trace a genealogy informants seemed to have
little inclination to trace descendants as if___~ some way s p ~
from. these ancestors.

Rather, starting from the ·informant we

wc;ru.ld move back through the _generations getting down all the links
of the pedigree.

How much of' this pattern was due to the

assuml)tions I brought and the way I guided conversations,: I sometimes wonder, but ·never . once ·did an informant say that we should
trace all the kin descended from this person or that.

Each person

thought of his or her genealogy as starting from h:illl- or hersel.f' ·
and not as part of the "common propertyu of' some group of kinsmen-~
Each person also realized that his or her view is only a partial
view of the entire web of k_in connections that is named as a kin
grouping.
Each person traces a unique set of blood-relatives.

Only

full-siblings share identical sets, so only .for them will kindreds
be the same.

Yet bec_ause kindreds are · defined with reference to a

specific person people not .related to each other by blood may be
part of the same kindred(see figure

3.4).

E'ven though II and ·III are not related they are both members
of the kindred focused around I.

Conversely, although I and .III

are cousins, I is a member of lI' s kindred but · III is not.

Because.

of this peculiarity, kindreds cannot be corporate groups with the:
implication of discrete boundaries and clear-cut membership. Rather,

Figure 3-5

Overlapping Kindreds of Joan Davis and Nora Daniels
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they' "over la.p one another endless sly 11 ( Murdock 196 0 p •4 ) •

Further,

they cannot exist stably through time since when ego(and any :f'ull
siblings)dies the particular kindred loses its focus a.nd passes

out
I

of existence.

Similarly, the birth of a. child will bring a.

new kindred into existence, focused around him, unifying the families
of his pa.rents.

Thus with each birth and death the boundaries of

kindreds a.s they ramify through a community shift in their over-~
all configuration.
No two genealogies given to me included the same range of
people.

Nora a.nd Joa.n, cousins, agree on that portion of their

genealogies which consists of Groves, since Joa.n's father and
Nora's mother were siblings.

Each, however, traced a further

network of blood relatives through the other parent.

In this way,

the pattern of linked surnames reflects the partial overlapping of
kindreds(see figure

3.5). What .these two women share in the CNer-

lap of their kindreds is a pedigree they can jointly trace back
through time, symbolized by the con:nnon surname included in the
composite family-names they offered •.
Relatives-by-marriage present an ambiguous situation.

Knowing

who. one's blood relatives have married does not necessarily mean
that they are accepted as kin.
that "she is not o_f

my

Of Joan's mother Nora commented

people. 11 When I asked about inclusion of

her husband:' s relatives in her family, Joan said that she didn't
consider them part of her people because "those Kentucky families
are clannish."

Yet such distinctions are ambiguous, for the

kindreds of husband and wife do become interconnected, as if
anticipating the kindred of the child which will include both
"peoples 11 •

Nora went into considerable detail about ber husband's
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:family, even sending me to a cousin of his for more information, .
arid Joan laid out the genealogical connections to thos.e relatives
of her husband who resided in Oberlin.
Informants usually included the spouses of blood relatives in
their genealogies, but only occasionally would t .h e families .. of a
relative' s spouse be traced.

Lilly Bakers on, however, said that •

whether a fa.mils- connected by marriage to a relative were to be
considered one's own relatives was a matter of' choice.

The choice

woul.d be 'based on ''how close one felt. 11 When the subject came up
we were talking about the family into which one of Lilly's cousins
had married, an established and reputable family named Reeves.

She

felt it particularly im];>ortant to draw a connection between herself'
and an elder woman of that family whom she held in esteem.

This

may seem like a hedge, playing fast and light with the rules for
who is kin and who isn't, but it offers an important kind of
flexibility.

It provides

a way :for people to take advantage of

marriages to draw others into their sphere of' kinship.

Affines

need not be considered kin but if' a relationship already exists
or is desired a marriage connection, if' one can be found, is a
way to strengthen the bond.
Marriage, the:p, can be an important way of linking kindreds.
.

t

.

•

When Lilly uses Bakerson-Reeves to name a family network, she
anticipates the kindred of a child who may wish to preserve that
connection.

Joari could· not remember which of her grand.mother's

sisters had married a Wilkins,but she carefully mentioned that

.

·}

i

there was such a marriage.

This marriage is pivotal to her in

linking the "Groves people" to the · 11wilkins people", a connection
of value in establishing one's reputable relatives in town.

This

is quite similar to what Freeman worked out about kindred structure
in coming to understand the Iban of the Philippines:
While from the point of reference of the individual at
the center o:f the kind.red_, the -members of . all these
groupings are cognates, a number of them are ordinarily
not cognatically related to one another. In other words,
at ascending generation levels the cognatic groupings
of which a kind.red is composed are often linked primar- .
ily by a conjugal tie between two of their members. (p.72)

I

I!
±n a

bilateral system marital· connections play a significant role
.

.

beyond that of Joining together two individuals in a newnuclear
family.

The symbolism and tension which involve large numbers of

family members at weddings testify to this • .

In emphasizing and even naming the connections between famili~s,
informants imply that they do think of kin in units wider than ·
nuclear fa.mill.es.

The kindred is a category in its own right in

informants' lives and minds.

Lilly said that "to someone not

related these all look like separate families, but to someone on
the inside they're one people.

n Unlike corporate kin groups

such

as lineages which are defined publicly, in terms of politics and
law(Fortes 1953), the point of a named "people" to my- informants
in Oberlin is solidarity recognized from the inside, in terms of
a private family tradition • . Naming a people provides a loose boundary---a shared core shifting at the edges---within which
members can feel a "closeness", can expect to give and receive
support.

It gives shape, emphasis, and continuity to the ever-

ramifying genealogical chart of new families.
Not all people included in one's genealogy are "close".
Relatives .who have moved away don't provide much practical support,
but one does not so easily lose membership in a category.

Distant

relatives . will not often be recruited into those groupings drawn ,
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from the kindred category for

specific purposes, but the potential

remains for use in times of migration or travel.

The kindred is a

category of potential groupings and )inking names serves to highi

'l.ight that potential which is most ofien utilized or most highly
valued.

While a society in which kinship is organized by kindreds

is not segmented into public groups defined by kinship, an individual does gain a place in a recognized kinship network.

The net-

work may have a considerable history to it---as · several of those in
Oberlin do---and simultaneously an individual may focus a localized,
dense web of kin connections about him- or herself.

Even though

individual kindreds change, individuals are able to create and
maintain groupings over several generations.
How Kin A:re Known

Who · are the people one includes in his or her kindred?

Though

every person's kindred differs, if we find the same kinds of kin
included in various genealogies then we can infer that people use
a common set of rules _in keeping track of their kin.

In all the genealogies most attention was given to lineal
relatives.

Children and grandchildren were always known and named.

Parents and

grandparents were · a11 known and al.most all named.

However, knowledge of great-grandparents was rare and, when present,
vague.

Lilly Bakerson traced one line back five generations,

claiming connection to ~panish · royalty.

She took pride in the

possession of documents, said to be kept in the attic, verifying
this descent.

With this exception, two generations depth seemed

the norm.al extent of knowledge, three · the limit.

Thus, · most

commonly genealogies included five generation·s all told, from
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grandparents to grandchildren.
It should be kept in mind tha.t ancestors _removed by two or
three generations would have been migrants to the North, if they
ha.d left the- South at all.

This coul.d account for descent rarely

being traced :further back ( see cha.pt er 6).

Whether fa.miliari ty

with those first ancestors to settle in the North will be passed
on to up-and-coming generations, thus extending the depth of
knowledge even i:f in an attenuated form, to more than three
ascendant generations,can

only be checked in years to come.

The breadth of the genealogies---the recognition of' collateral
lines---,also showed consistency from one informant to the next.
Of close collaterals---aunts., uncles, their .children(f'irst cousins),

and nephews 8.Jld nieces---knowledge is frequently clear with details
of age, place of residence and occupation as well as names.

But

with an additional generation's .distance knowledge of collaterals

sharply declines.

When granduncles and grandaunts are included in

the genealogy they are only sometimes named.
second and third cousins, appear irregularly.

Their offspring,
Nora alone offered

a comprehensive list of third cousins. which she . produced with
reference to genealogical entries in her childhood Bible.
Collateral lines spring from siblings in ascendant generations.
Each generation in which a family has several siblings will produce
ramifying lines of descent, col.lateral lines with respect to any
particular line.

Consequently, any individual "must trace ·his(or

her)relationship to collateral kin through one or more ascending
generations 11 (Freem.an p.72).

Memory becomes the problem since with

each additional generation there are twice as many (great)grandparents, let alone all their siblings; to keep in order.
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To keep track. of collateral lines informants exercise what
knowledge they can of parents' and grandparents' .siblings.

They

know these kin through their roles in everyday life, o:ften from
childhood.

Eilleen Harrison recalled where, when she was young,

her aunts lived and how cousins would be taken care of' by one of'
, ~he sisters. However, if parents most · often call upon or talk
.
about their siblings or their pa.rents' siblings, implanting these

I!

people in their children's minds, knowledge of' older and less
available collateral ancestors attenuates in -each generation·.

A

great many details about siblings and parents' siblings are
included in all the genealogies.

Only Nora, Eilleen, and LilJ.y

display much f'amil.iarity with -Jtin"of ~the grand-parental generation

and descendant collateral lines.

The former two each referred to

an older relative either during or between interviews, while the
latter takes her knowledge of f'a.mily more seriously than most
informants.

Informants who did not refer to older kin included

noticeably fewer people of the grandparental generation ·
in their genealogies • . To each successive generation ascendant
collateral lines become obscure as familiarity with grandparents'
and great-grandparents' siblings is lost, while lines grow at the
bottom with new families and new children seen by new grandparent~
Because siblings are key in keeping track of collateral lines
this relationship is pivotal to bilateral kinship syst.ems.

Robert

Pehrson, discussing the ~ilateral kinship system of the Konk.omma
Lapps, writes that" we must think of' it as a series of alliances
between sibling groups"(p.195).

In assessing the strength of

various kin bonds in the United States Cummings and Schneider(1961)
f'ound that while solidarity is foremost in the nuclear family,

Figure 3.6 Generational Principle in the Relationships of
,Joan Davis, Nora Daniels and Adele Chase
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sibling ties become increasingly important as children leave home:
the . sibling bond may be reinvoked:hltially to manage
a crisis, but ultimately it may act as a fundamental
a.xis of socio-economic interaction. · (p.501)
Discussions indicated a great variety of circumstances in which
interdependence between siblings was called upon.

Recalling these

l

/ \s pecifics helped informants organize their knowledge · of kin and ·
thus affects the way genealogies are seen and constructed~

While

genealogies, . by their nature link generations, since siblings
bonds are within a generation emphasis on sibling groups · slices
the society horizontally into generations.
collecte.d , rather than showing great
horiz.o ntal segments within onl:y one

Tbe genealogies I

ascendant depth, display

or

two generations.

These

consist mostly of siblings and some first cousins and,in ascendant
generations,of parents, aunts, and uncles.

Grandparents are

usually included, but this segment is often f'oreshortened by the
absence of many granduncles or grandaunts.

Corollary to the

importance of sibling groups in recognizing kin is that kin
knowledge is organized along generational l:i.nes. 8
Terminologically the importance of the ascendant generation
is suggested by a modification of cousin terminology.

Lilly pointed

out that a second cousin who is considerably older than oneself is
called "aunt" out of' respect.
becomes "niece!'.

Reciprocally, the youriger cousin

This isn't just the twist of a single family for

Joan referred to her cousin Adele Chase as "aunt Adele", quickly
explaining that the real relationship was that of cousin-ship.
That there is a generational principle involved can be clearly seen
by tracing these relationships(see figure

3.6). Adele's membership

in an older generation apparently requires that she b~ addressed
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with a term that emphasizes this.

Though Joan is a good deal

older than Nora they are of the - same generation and call each
other

II

cousin"; this contrast idndicates
that generation, not
..,,

age; is accorded the respect o:f a terminological change.
Further evidence of how kinship knowledge .is organized by

i !g eneration is the way informants, especially women, view their
I

mothers.

Naturally, they are close emotiona.11.y, but the bond has

another facet too easily overlooked.

Several fem.a.le informants

spoke of their mothers as the link to other members of' that gener_ation.

Adele said that her mother was especially active in doing

things for sisters .and their families.

Members of a generation

are, by younger people, identified with one another and expected
to be close.

Lilly sa.id that since her mother had. died an aunt to _

whom she is close is "what I have left of my mother."

The special

regard for mothers is tied up with the importance to people of an
older generation.
Why should . special importance be accorded members of an older
generation?

Joan told me that for connections vague to her I

should go see· Mts .. _Chase who ·wou.ld-be a.bl~: to · provide · details.
Lilly, while discussing her aunt, suggested that women keep track
of family history.

Since, as we have seen, one's depth of genealog-

ical knowledge is limited, relatives of an older generation become
important in transmitting information about collateral lines.
While . people usually ·become familiar _w ith their parents' siblings,
to detail collateral lines linked in generations f'urther removed
most individuals must refer to an older relative.

The way Mrs.

Chase preserves connections lost to younger people is clear in a

Figure 3.7
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Comparison of Eilleen Harrison's and Adele Chase's Views of
their Overlapping Kin Universe
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comparison of her picture and Adele Harrison's picture of their
overlapping kin universe(see figure 3.7,).

While including several

lines that Mrs. Harrison does not, Mrs, Chase has lost track of
_many details of more recent family additions in lines collateral
1to her.

Kin of an ascendant generation, then, are J;)a.rticularly

important . in keeping track of old links between kindreds.

They

become what have been called pivotal kin, ."relatives who act as

linking points in the kinship structure

by

their interest in and

knowledge of' genealogical ra.mifications 11 (Firth, et.al. i956 p.39)
or kin-keepers, "since they ·act as retaining mechanisms for kin
knowled.ge 11 (Firth 1970 p~l39).

To the extent that knowledge of old

collateral connections is valued, res~ect is accorded to older
relatives whd can act as kin~keepers.
That people say things which indicate such respect says much
about the conmrunity.

While not. nearly so formalized and public as

are genealogies where rights to land and descent group membership
depend 6n pedigree, keeping genealogies does appear to be a tradition
taken seriously.

Joan mentions a sense of' family heritage which

bespeaks such seriousness.

.Composite names labelling f'amil:y .· back-

grounds symbolizes the worth attached to them.

Lilly, when asked

about her most important relatives, includes two grand-aunts who,
along with her mother,

11

represent the past and loyalty." Her

account of Spanish ancestry carries great symbolic .import for her.
And the use of symbols, even if private, exemplifies a consciously
kept tradition.
Perhaps not all people in the community take their ancestry
and kin so very seriously.

In a conmrunity it is not necessary

that all people bear the same knowledge, so long as through one
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person, at least, it is available:
Outside the elementary family in the wider kin uni.v.erse
there is a job which · can be ·done in serving as a central
point and repository of' knowledge about kin • . Structurally,
this job would .seem to be most efficiently done by women
of' a ·senior ·generatio~, especially ·those who have not the
obligations · of' _a growing f'amily on their ·shoulders. But
it is clear that not every kin. universe has such a kinkeeper, · even when people of' the appropriate structural
position are available. Factors of' personality as well
as opportunity obviously enter into the situation. (Firth

i

I
I:
i

I

lg-(0 p.141)

A combination of' personal and structural elements are involved in
keeping track of' kin in Oberlin, as in Firth's ·English studies.
That the network is organized .bilaterally imposes restrictions -on
the depth and breadth of' one's knowledge. . Yet .w ith reference to
members of' older generations knowledge . is preserved and passed on,
even th_ou.gh -celianging· with each new generation whi~h adds specifics
to the bottom as they f'ade ·at the top.
Of what value a kin-tradition and the role of' tradition-

.b earer can be is a theme underlying what follows in subsequent
chapters~

Yet simply knowing ~hat kinship connections are embodied

in a tradition suggests something of' the character ·of' .t he community.

It suggests the c~ity's consciousness of' -its own history~
whether the uses to· which it is put by any individual are purely
personal, public spirited, or highly pragmatic.
Kindreds and Marriages
If', as I have suggested, families in Oberlin are concerned to
maintain a tradition of' kinship which can be traced back through
time, one might expect that people would do all they could to make
kindreds into tight, coherent groups.

That lines of descent ·are

traced through both parents in each successive generation militates

Figure 3.8a Ramification of Lines of
Descent in Successive
Generations

Figure 3.8b

Re~unification of Line of
Descent by Cousin Marriages
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again:st maintaining a tradition back more than two or three generations because of the large numbers of ancestors involved thereafter.
Cousins trace distinct kindreds and with each additional generaI

I

•

•

tion!s distance from the shared ancestor the · area of common kin
becomes a smaller portion.. of each' s kindred ( see figure 3. ea,).
Although a tradition can be kept up in the common core of a named
grouping, it is continually dissipating via the ramification of
collateral lines in each generation.

One way around this problem

posed by bilateral kinship is to marry cousins.

Such a practice

would re-join·_ collateral lines(see figure 3.eb).

Cousin..;.marriage is found in some segments ·of the United States
where there is a particular pride in extended family unity.

In a

mountain community in Tennessee, despite bilateral .reckoning of
kinship, Elm.era Mathews found solidary, discrete kin groups which,
af'ter Murdock(l94·9), she called demes.

Continued residence aver

generations is one criterion for deme membership, but blood ties
are the preeminent bond defining and holding together the group.
The key to the cont.inued solidarity
preferred cousin marriage.

of

the . demes is a system of

Mathews points out that

marrying endogamously me.a ns that family ties which would
in time dissipate themselves are brought together through
marriage relationship in one generation and through blood
relationship in the next, giving continuity to kinship
recognition and devotion. The intermarriage of cousins
constantly consolidates kinsfolk as well as family farms.
(p.119)
Such a practice produces complicated genealogies, but also provides
a strong notion of ancestry and descent:
pappy was a Huntley and my mammy was a Huntley.
Guess that makes me full-blooded. Speck I orta be
reg'stered. (p.23)

:l,zy'

While the root of many grotesque hillbilly jokes and pseudo-scientific

Figure 3.9 Marriage of Two Sisters to 'Iwo (first) Cousins
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theories about birth defects and retardation, the true significance
of such a marriage :pattern is the way it provides a means for ·
people to structure their community into groups defined by kinship.
Paralleling these poor hill farmers and moonshiners are aristocratic,
wealthy families which arrange cousin marriages for the same reason,
i

~o protect and consolidate family name and resources.

In a

l ;

bilateral kinship system cousin marriage is a valuable mechanism..
Such a marital pattern, however, is :riqt apparent in the
genealogies

I

collected.

As far as I can tell no cousin marriages

have been contracted in. the kin networks of my informants 9 • .A
variation on the theme, though, was pointed out in two cases by
1hf'o:i:inants cownenting on particul.ar marriages.

Mrs. Chase told me

of two sisters who married cousins of a well•established family (see

figure 3.f).

The children of these marl'iages would have a very

well defined kindred, without extensive ramifications for instead
of having . only two coll'.llnon relatives in the ascendant generation
they would have four.

To risk a speculation, such marriages might

be taken as an attempt to ttouy into" one kindred by another.

Alternatively it might be seen as an attempt to create close bonds
within one kindred through the offspring of the marriages.

However,

one fa.~ily mo-ved from Oberlin and the husband of the other expressed
reluctance to be too involved with kin, especially in business--~perhaps just going to show that from intimacy to rupture may be a
short step.

The second ·case, told to me by Nora, describes two

cousins marrying a man and his grand.;,uncle(see figUre

3.~). Nora
., I

seemed quite interested in the intricacies of this marriage.

It

made Stanley Casey an affinal relative to her in two ways, as one
of her husband's people and as one of her people's hU$band.

This
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creates a double bond to her affinal relatives, linking the two
kindreds, both established in Oberlin history, more dramatically
than they otherwise would be~

At first it puzzled me that Nora

Jent into as much detail as she did about her husband's people
until_I realized that the deta.:0..s were necessary to show this
marriage emphasizing the closeness of the two kindreds.
Though no other similar marriages were described to me, I
noticed that a woman and her niece married two men of the same
surname, but I do not know their precise relationship.

Had I

s:poken to someone closer -to either of these marriages perha:ps the
surname would have been included in the composite name and the
details of these ..inarriages explicated.

How many similar marriages

there may be is impossible to say, since

my

genealogical informa-

tion is not cam:plete enough to detail every mention of a common
surname.

In any small community it is inevitable that relatives

will marry into the same families, even when all marriages are
decided upon ·by lovers' choice • . Structurally, such a pattern does
.about ·the same thing ·a s cousin inarriages in allowing kinship lines
to be re-joined and reinforced.
.

.

However, the Oberlin Black community is not a simple, small
community.

The history of Blacks in the United States is, among

other ·things, one of movement and flux.
were entering Oberlin(see chapter

6).

New families constantly
Branches of established

families went to seek their fortunes elsewhere.

The needs of the

community to maintain stability amidst such change, must be more
subtle than merely preserving a tradition and conserving resources
at the price of excluding newcomers.
Evident in the kinship knowledge of informants is an ambivalence
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related not only to the characteristics of bilateral kinship
reckoning but to the social history -and organization of the .
community.

Informants agree that there is in Oberlin a tradition

of old_,established Black families.
;named by combining several surnames.

These families could be
Yet these named kindreds

i

/ [shifted in camposi tion from one informant to the next.

Each

!

person was concerned not only to trace a tradition back to
shared, prestigious ancestors, but as well to present his or her
network of relatives stretching through town.

Knowledge of kin

answers to both these purposes, distinct as they are.

In chapters

to follow it will become plain that aspects of kin knowledge have
been developed in different ways by different people.

Like any

cultural knowledge that is worth maintaining, kin knowledge can
be used variously to suit the needs of particular people and
particular times.

Chapter 4 Kinship Values

People don't come right out and tell you their ffkinship
values 11 • · Even when getting along well with those people I talked
with most, little was said directly about what I considered
:'values ff; I stopped expecting discourses on how relatives, in
I

I i

I 'eneral,

are regarded.

Kinship, though, is more than a structural chart identifying
individuals and their relationships.

Knowing what can be expected

of others is a further essential ingredient.

Knowing how to think

and talk about kin is part of culture.
Kinship turns out to be a variety of social idiom, a
way of talking about and understanding and thus shaping
some aspects of social life. (Geertz and Geertz p.169)
In conversations bits and pieces of a "value system" emerged.

Ideas and feelings were repeated by different inf'ormants at different times.

Despite variations in tone of voice, in emphasis, and

in details norms for such things as resid~nce and financial obligation were spoken of with considerable community of feeling
turned rrry questioning to these subjects.

My

when I

inf'ormants spoke a

common idiom of norms which could be learned by listening.
But the grammar, "the cultural system. of symbols and meanings 11
(Schneider p.6), was still unclear to me.

In contrast to the

"normative kinship system" of rules for behavior, the cultural
system shows "how units are defined and differentiated" (Schneider
p.6).

In discussions the term _'!family" shifted in reference---

much to, ..my confusion---from innnediate family to wider sets of
relations.

What exactly did informants mean by

11

family 11 ---aside

from the easily understood references both they and I intended in
context---...;and what kind of unit were they defining?

t

So I asked:
of your 'fa.m.ily'? 11

1what does 'family' mean? Who are the members

1

Generally a distinction between nuclear family

members and collaterals could be elicited, the latter cl.assed as
"re1ati.vesf' when contrasted with immediate family.

But if the

lirie of questioning were pressed, most inf'ormants became frustrated,

I

\a nswering something like ''What are you aft.e r? What is this all
a.bout?" The concept "family", clear enough in contextual usage,
presented some difficulties iri definition.
Failing to elicit directly a picture of the kin units as
seen by my informants, our conversatioris turned to aspects of
social: life affected by feelings about kinship.

Gradually two

lines of questioning revealed expectations about proper behavior:
(1 )how people · should set-up households and (2 )what financial
obligations are incurred by kin relationship.

Inform.ants' connnents

on residence and finances eventually led me to postulate three
sentiments: "heritage", "independence" ,and

11

charity 11 •

These

sentiments define subtl.ely distinct units encompassed by the
biological symbol rrfa.mily".

The aim of this chapter is to describe

how these sentiments fit together, are held together

by

the symbol

"family", and how people can thus use family for different purposes~
Residence Rules
I asked questions about residence choices because anthropologists are supposed to.

Where people live tells something of how

people sort themselves into social groups.

Especially for Black

families which, because of poverty or African descent or the dis.
ruptive impact ,of slavery, have shown forms at variance with the
,,,
model for middle-class White families, the question of household
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composition---who lives with whom and why---presents itself quite
naturally.

However, that residence patterns will actually differ

between White and Black families is an issue that should not be
pre-judged.
PeOJ)le should live in their own nuclear families, I was told.

I

i

I

i At some point children must leave their parents' home to establish
I

their own, new homes • . Alva B. Maxey, in 1933, reported the
following exchange between several Oberlin Black women:
'Mrs. ___ make ____ come aver and help us take
down the shades. ' The mother of the newly married
twenty-two year old boy answered, 'I can't make
do anythingriow. He isn't mine anymore. He is married
now. ' (p. 96 ) . ·
A similar attitude is implicit in what Joan and Nora say should go
on between parents and children.

At a certain point parents' .

obligations to and responsibility for children cease, though j~st
when in a child's life this point is reached remains hazy.

Finan-

cial independence is one marker of a child's assumption of mature
responsiblity.

High school graduation at about the age of eighteen

was also mentioned as part of this transition, but no clear guidelines were indicated.

If a child does not progress

11

prOJ)erly"

parents' obligations can be ended when, as Nora put it,
becomes ridiculous."

11

it

Joan stressed that the critical point was

marrying and beginning a new family.
No matter how the succession from child to adult is marked,
establishing an independent household is considered part of the
process.

"Children want to get out:,'.' said Joan.

But the process

may not always go smoothly, though some recent developments have
helped.

Joan, who is a keen observer of conmrunity processes,

pointed out that the low-cost, "scatter" housing built in the
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early 1960' s has helped young people.

Payments are government

subsidized in proportion to incomes so that people starting out
who might otherwise be unable to afford a house can · obtain a

place of their own.
I

Presumably if children-became-adults are unable

.

,to set up their own home they can stay, at least temporarily, with
'

parents.

Maxey cites one such case:
The next day Tom's family began early in the morning to
clean house. The wedding was to take place that af'ternoon at the bride's home ••• (af'ter the wedding)the driver
of the car in which the bride and groom were riding
carried .the two to the home of the groom which was to
be their future resid.Ence. (pp.76-8)

When children-become-adults do not move away from their parents,
some mark of independence is considered appropriate.

So Nora ·

implied when ,she told me of paying rent to her mother af'ter finishing high school.

Like government subsidies, such an arrangement

allows ·feelings of independence in the face of economic circumstance.
Nora wants to raise her children to be strong and self-reliant.
This does not mean she's eager to end her responsibilities for
them..

Even though offspring are gener.ally expected to be on their

own after finishing high school, higher education she admits to be

-

a .legita.mate extension of economic dependence.
.

Rather than an

.

escape from parental burden, ending responsibility for children
expresses concern for what children should become.

Independence

is a feeling that pervades many of my informants expressions about
kinship.
As if to emphasize their own independence, three of the women
with whom I spoke, Joan, Nora, and Eilleen Harrison, bad moved
away from Oberlin early in their adult lives.

From their comments

a pattern of leaving and then returning to raise one's family
seemed fairly common.

Oberlin was described

as

a good place to
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raise kids, and this is why women would eventually return with
their children.

Perhaps those same qualities of closeness to

relatives and their support which make it a desirable place for
child-rearing are a restriction and an affront to a newly indepen/

.

dent adult.

At least one woman, Eilleen Harrison, expressed her

discontent with "everyhody. minding everyone else's business."
Similar feelings of independence are reflected in the lives
of older people.
with them.

None of my informants had their parents living

Despite closeness of feeling and what appeared to be

a. great deal of communication, parents maintained their own
homes.

"Older people should do what they want to do; I ''11 help

them get places;" said Nora, "they call me."

-Regardless of a

willingness to help, the units are residentially separate and make
their own decisions.
Although separate nuclear households prevail there are hints
of continuity of identity through household succession in Oberlin.
Mrs. Harrison refers to a house known to her as the "homestead"
which she remembers as a center for her adult kin when she was a
child.

Mr. Paul Casey was able to locate on a town map the farms

of ancestors two generations removed, detailing and dating the
subsequent division, sale, and development of the land.

From my

genealogical material it is difficult to judge if most nuclear
families have long established their own households.

The 1870

and 1880 census manuscripts show mostly separate nuclear families
at each address, though children remained in their parents'
household longer than now seems to be true; single men or women
in their mid-twenties were frequently listed in households.

How-

ever, there are no more recent surveys which show household com,.;.
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position in detail.

Instead, this kind of information must be

elicited from informants· and drawn out of things they say about
their families.
Informants usually did not know or could not remember how
.t heir parents set-up ham.es.

I.

-

Searching for norms and values of the

! past without written testimonies runs the risk of cmfusing old
i

decisions with present perspectives.

However, Mrs .•. : Chase, my old-

est informant, did live with her · parents until their deaths ,i n a
large farmhouse owned by her family since f1rst migrating to Wakema.o,
Ohio from North Carolina.

She and her brother still lived there

at the time of our meeting.

This farmhouse is well-known through-

out Wakeman, according to Mrs. Chase, as the Wilkins homestead.
She i .s generally called Mrs. Wilkins by virtue of . living there,
even though she has tried ·to make it clear that her name is Chase,
by virtue of marriage.

The decision by Mrs. Chase, her husband,

and her parents to reside jointly was recounted to me as a story of
interest, presented as an anecdote.

The residen.tial.arrangement

was the subject of an explicit agreement among these pe_ople.

Having

first agreed with Mrs. Chase that it would be a good idea, her
husband formally approached the parents, who happily agreed.

That

this should be the one detailed account told me of establishing a
household perhaps indicates the exceptional ·nature of such a
residence choice; certainly it shows an important aspect of how
Mrs. Chase sees herself'.

And just possibly for Joan, who directed

me to Mrs. Chase's home for help in tracing the family history,
something too is preserved there.
The norms for residential choice begin to show how kinship
units are defined in informants 1 minds.

Nuclear families generally

reside independently, rather neatly fitting into a picture of
separate households.

Nevertheless,

it is possible to have dispersed families in which the
menibers do not actually reside in the same place ••• a
good deal of affective cohesion IDB¥ remain in which
case the structure of the family as a kinship network
is preserved through mutual concern, frequent visiting
and patterned reciprocity. (Gonzalez 1970 p.232)
ley" inf'ormants do '· keep a ''kinship network" with "affective cohesion"

which · is significant to their sense of themselves.

As well as

living kin £or whom one shows concern, these· networks include kin
now dead.

Joan spoke of a "heritage ti bequested by ances.t ors but,

in line with her bearing as a forceful, active woman, not one which
allowed "resting on laurels 11 •

The recognition of family places

provides a foGUS for this kind of family tradition which reaches
beyond nuclear units.
When I collected Joan's genealogy she presented the .inf'orma.tion
neatly in terms of nuclear families.

I think we both accepted this

as a reasonable picture of where people lived---I know I did.

But

-

in subsequent discussion about one of her niece's children(who I
happened to know)it turned out that he lives with his grandmother,
Joan.' s sister.

When this same niece had been in the process of a

divorce and did not yet have a new place to live, two children
stayed with her mother, a third with a friend.

When Joan herself

was divorcing, her IDDther took a large share of the responsibility
for the two children when all three moved in to Joan's mother's
home.

Such household arrangements are not viewed as unfortunate

shiftings but a necessary consequence of being determined to keep
families together, for, as Joan told me, ''we're not so quick to
give up children in divorce as White people are!"
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The neat picture o:f nuclear families became fuzzy when looking
at how households are actually composed.

More people are more

intimately involved than the picture of nuclear families suggests.

!

Carol Stack has observed that .
new or expanded household and/or domestic units are
created to care :for children. The basis o:f these
cooperative units is co-generationa;L sibling alignment,
the domestic cooperation of close adult females and
the exchange o:f goods and services between the male
and :female relatives of these :females. (1970 p.311)

Mrs. Chase and her mother raised her brother's children after his
wi:fe died.

Lilly and her mother both took care of one of Lill.y;s

nieces over various periods of the mother's illness.

One of

Lilly's uncles was brought up by hi~ grandmother who---in an
unusual reversal---needed his assistance in taking care of her
ailing husband.

The domestic networks I've touched on in Oberlin

are not so :fluid as those Carol Stack found, perhaps because the
higher economic standing of the people I spoke with ma...~es :for more
stable households.

Similarly, though, the value placed on child

care is central in cementing relationships of

11

stable domestic

networks of cooperating kinsmen"(Stack 1974 p. 54) which
are not (necessarily) visible . groups because they do
not have an obvious nucleus or defined boundary. · But
since a primary focus of domestic networks is childcare arrangements, the cooperation of a cluster of
adult females is apparent. (Stack 1974 p. 94)
Such cooperation adds meaning and signi:ficance to genealogical

links.

Listening to di~cussions of residence one way, household-

nuclear family units are stressed for their inde~endence; by
turning our heads slightly we can hear an interdependent harmony
implied.
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Financial Obligation
Another indicator of interdependence and independence between
kinship units is the financial obligation felt.

Households arid the

I

I

families within them. can be viewed as economfc units as well as
assortments of individuals.

Just as feelings about the proper

place of children suggest how kin units are perceived by informa,nts,
so do attitudes about finances and economic sharing.
None of the households I identified held any property in common
with other households.

The incomes from the jobs held by husbands

and wives were used to support separate hous:e bolds • . But what of
obligations, .moral not legal, to share with relatives?
The word "obligation ir proved .troublesome when I asked this
question, because it is vague.

There are no rules which say that

one has to give, nor that one will receive in return.

"Naturally"

it's not right to ignore relatives in their time of need, but
when or how much one feels compelled to give . is a matter individuals must decide.

Nora catches .the nuances of this when she says

that there's no obligation ''beyond a certain point."

There is a

feeling that one can be pushed too far.
Yet people can be . judged for their generosity.

Although he

would accept little help from his family, Lilly's father took into
his household several of his wife's relations during .the 1930's.
He was poor, making a living by hauling rubbish, doing temporary
labor for farmers, and doing some small farming on his own.

Even

so he was somehow still• able to find jobs for his wife ,' s. sisters'
husbands.

They, on the other .hand, would not contribute to the

household finances, instead saving their money until able to leave.

In recounting these details Lilly suggests several evaluations.
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The most explicitly stated is that her father felt family obligations so strongly that his generosity nobly extended to financial
hardship on himself'.

His wife's relatives, implies Lilly, suf'fer.

i

by comparison in failing to reciprocate.

But also implicit is that

·her father was taken advantage of, and even allowed this to happen
out of generosity.

Perb~ps one can feel his "obligations II too

strongly.
The burden of judgement is not placed on how well an individual lives up to a . set of obligations, since there is no hard and
fast rule of obligation.

Rather; the. emphasis is on how much

to take upon oneself and when ·to avoid obligation.

Joan agrees

that there is a sense of being obliged to help relatives in
matters of money but she would .not want to borrow because of the
obligation to reciprocate which she ·would then feel.

One way of

gracefully avoiding obligation is to maintain one'.s own financial
independence.

There was general agreement that it is better to

save money by oneself; if it were essential to ·borrow; several
informants thought it ·better to go to a bank where the obligations
are impersonal and spelled out.

When asked how relatives had

financed riew businesses, the entrepreneurs' indep.endence was
stressed.

Lilly pointed out that two uncles who were house painters

did not work for contractors.
Relatives will "lean on you" Joan said, yet she has loaned
money to her children; her brother, her brother's children, and
given money to her huband' s nephews to help with her hush.a nd' s
aunt's burial costs.
from their mother.

Both her brother and her sister have borrowed
People say they would prefer not to but they

admit they do engage in financial transactions with k,in.

It wasn't

eaey to get informants to talk about specific loans or gifts.
Most never did.

Perhaps double-minded feelings about sharing money---

which by strict definition should be the most impersonal means of

exchange-~-beyond the household result from
the Western isolation of commerce from moral considerations (as) a means of protection of the individual from
the logic of the self-effacing Christian principle.
(Firth 1973 p.402)
It seems that money isn't "supposed" to be shared where there may
be personal obligations and moral judgements.

Economic circum-,

stances make such demands inevitable, but to become too involved
can be dangerous.
Money is the crucial resource for anyone trying to climb the
social ladder. in .America.

For those mo~t in need, with hopes not

of' "making it 11 but of paying bills and feeding children ea.ch week,
sharing money is a way to insure sam.~ financial security by tapping
resources beyond the meager income of a single family.

To those

f'amilies,though, that have a chance to amass same resources,
demands of monetary reciprocity can drain the coffers so that
escape is impossible.

Knowing this, a family vaunts its indepen-

dence and withdraws from a reciprocating network.

Yet these are

kin one is pulling away from and it's not necessarily a good feeling,
even knowing that nuclear families are expected to be

11

independent 11 •

Some people harden themselves, others help out relatives without
immersing themselves in .the needs of the poorest, and an occasional
person remains an embarrassment to respectable kin by staying poor
with the poor.

In ambivalent feelings about financial obligation

it is apparent that obligations to exchange which can tie a community together still exert an emotional force.
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In contrast, no problems were raised nor was any ambivalence
evident towards passing on practical goods such as clothing. Still,
there was not any elaborate network such as that observed by Carol
Sta.ck in which
People exchange various objects generously: new things,
treasured items, furniture, cars, goods that are perishable ••• a resident had this to say a.bout swapping: 'That's
just every- day life, swapping. You not really getting
ahead of nobody, you just get better things · as they ·go
back and forth.' (Stack 1974 pp.33-4)

I

Ij
I

Where Stack and her co-worker, John Lombardi, lived the poverty is
so severe that such patterned exchange stretching throughout the
community via kin networks is necessary to meet everday expenses
(Lombardi 1973).

In Oberlin most of r.rry informants are not so poor

and .the pattern more closely approximates the findings of Sussman
and Litwak among middl.e-class samples in which financial. transactions
between the nuclear units of a kin network occur mostly in times of
crisis or ceremony.
Not only money and goods pass between Oberlin households.
When children are raised in a household other than that of ·their
parents, an essential and valuable service is provided.

When

relatives stay in one's home a service is rendered which, as we
have seen , can be reckoned against financial recompens e , though it
hardly ever is.
comments.

A variety of services are implied by informants'

These are suggested as the sort of behavior admirably

directed towards relatives beyond one's immediate family.

Mrs .

Chase r emembers her mother a s always "dong this and that out of
kindness 11 and Nora says that she
staying in touch with relatives.

helps r ather than visits 11 in

11

The content of such kindnesses

is not often important enough to specify ; that one helps beyond

one's nuclear famiiy is what is being singled out for comment.
One we.man, putting on her sourest mood, complained that everyone
takes care of everyone else's business.

One is expected to give

i

but since, as -we have seen, one may want to avoid having to give,
when one does give---money, goods, or services, -·---charitable
emotions · are implied.

Ambiguity
uCharitable emotions 11 :

here it ' s me speaking and not the

people with wham I spoke for none ever called this kind of action
"charity".

The anthropologist is providing the . significant
1
context for isolated statements made by informants • I'm not
especially comfortable with the word "charity" because of its
broad and sometimes perjorative connotations; here certainly it
is not intended in the least negatively.

The woman who most sug-

gested this theme to me sometimes spoke of her Christian motivation for what might otherwise be more safely called generosity.
Lilly felt obliged to ·help the needy.

The generalized reciprocity

which is part of all ldnship relations and expressed in many
different ways, is explicitly developed by one person, bringing
out its ethical implications.

Like independence, charity---

''helping", "caring", "doing for people", all phrases used by
informants---seemed a theme that was constantly a.nd variously
touched upon in conversations about "the family".

If "indepen-

dence", "heritage!', and "charity" are shorthands for feelings
that pervade the social structure---sentiments 2 ---, what do they
tell us about the cultural conception of "family"?
For one thing, "the family" does not have a single meaning.
In any particular conversational context people understand each
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other's meaning.

By contrast, with another word, "relativeu, its

reference can be made clear.
with"friendn?

But what happens when contrasted

The reference shi:f'ts to include blood relatives

excluded by the first contrast.

One's meaning is intertwined with

one 1 s sentiments, what one is feeling towards various people ac-

1

'

kliowledged to be rel.ated, . usually biologically.
another thing, "family 1•1 does not refer to

Consequently, for

a single,

concrete group.

That unit differentiated by emphasis on independence, a nuclear
family household, is not the same as the more inclusive and variable
one dictated by charity, nor that one harking back to ancestors
through one's heritage.

"Family" is part of a fl.exible cultural.

idiom by which speakers can refer to· different groupings and .
express diffe:t-ent feelings_.

As a symbol "family;' holds together

different meanings for users but · in doing so becomes ambiguous to.
the ana.l.yst. 3
Seen in this light, the flexibility r.rry informants showed in
ascribing family relationship cam.es to make more sense.

There is

choice involved in how far the net of "family" will. be cast.

Lilly

calls some distant affines--:--a first cousin 1 s husband '.s fa.mily--"rel.atives by choice" on the basis of · emotional. 11 cl.oseness".
Similarly, a woman of Joan's age who long boarded with Joan's
mother is, says Joan,

11

like r.rry sister. 11

On

the other hand, Mrs.

Harrison's daughter and a best friend were delighted one day to
discover they were cousins, albeit distant; although she knew their
relation Mrs. Harrison had never mentioned it . to them because she
considered it unimportant---and for most purposes she was right.
Yet, when she became interested in her family's history through
our conversations, distant family connections inspired her curiosity.
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When I asked Nora who were her 1'most important relatives 11 ---tbinkir1g
in this way to find out 'those ·attributes considered valuable in

relatives and so how one chooses kin---she told me that my question
I

I ·
I

was ridiculous t
For different purposes people choose to refer to different
groupings ·of kin; . the choice is not necessarily carefully and
rationall.y calculated, but is motivated by sentiments appropriate
to circumstances.

Independent nuclear groups are responsible for

reproduction, the development of children, and stable households.
A. network of kin helping each other out of· u charitable emotions"

functions in times · when someone has trouble like divorce .or illness.
Ancestors who have provided a heritage in Oberlin are looked •
towards for a sense of historical continuity and identity.

These

groupings, which may look · distinct to the analyst, are reall.y only
areas within a -s~le ·fabric of biological relationship. · The
ambiguity of' "family 11 allows definition ..and recruJtment within
this fabric suitable for different needs.

The · multi-valent, ambig-

uous symbol of ·"family" · allows such · incongruous sentiments as
independence and charity to be maintained towards the same people.
Thus, Pat told me alot when she refused to cite "most important
relatives 1' ; she told me that one values different qualities at
different times and for different reasons.

And maybe that's why

people grew frustrated when I seemingly couldn't understand that
"family" is a lot of things that shouldn't be pinn.ed down.

Chapter 5 Men, Women, and Social Scientists

Besides symbols which help people operate in their day-to-day
living, cul.ture is also some .-regularities amidst the welter of
variations that are individual lives.

Each person told me different

things
about his or her family, presented a genealogy in a distinct
1 .
/ ~tyle.
I .

But the contrast between men and women struck me most

forcefully.
The breadth of genealogical detail given by wo~en was lacking
from conversations with the three men with whom I spoke, even
though one was recOIIII!lended to me as particularly k;nowiedgeable of.
his family's history.

This man, Paul Casey, declined to ·work up

a genealogy when I suggested it nmchas I had, success:fuJ.ly, to all
my female informants.

He declined, saying he didn't know enough

to do a complete job but would be glad to talk with me.

He then

went on to relate• a.n..:.intricate narrative of his ancestors in Oberlin,
the plots of lAnd they settled, and what became of various of them.
Since I was having trouble keeping track of all the information Mr.
Casey was providing, I again suggested a genealogy,saying that he
certainly knew a good deal, quite enough for a good genealogy.

But

he still resisted putting the information into the form of a
genealogy, now with the disclaimer that his ancestors had not had
any real impact on Oberlin.

What seemed to me something of a non-

sequiter at the time made me later think back more closely to my
discussions with William Jones.
Since Mr. Jones had been one of my first contacts, he and I
initially talked of the history of Black people in Oberlin.

Grad-

ually we moved to his own family history and he provided a genealogy
which, though only showing one generation of ancestors, and only

two brothers in that, does include named grand-nieces and grand-
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nephews.

Since he does not lack .knowledge of his lineal and close

collateral descendants perhaps the sparseness of the genealogy--:t;he lack of aunts, uncles, and cousins---is due to the size of his
I

family(there simply were no aunts or uncles), my inexperience in
ta.king a genealogy, or the abrupt termination of our interviews1 •
However, his style of presentation may say more than the content •
.As he presented· it, the genealogy seemed less a

way

of listing a

kin network than a framework within which to recount the educational, political, and professional attainments of relatives.

Indeed,

his family does have an impressive number of college students,
graduates, .and pro:fessionals.

Often our corrversa.tions lingered

over the occupational histories Of various kinsmen, especially of
lower generations, than was to be the case in collecting genealogies
from women.
Both Mr . Jones and Mr. Casey se.emed much more at ease speak-.
ing of Oberlin history than of their own family traditions. · Both
told me of many of the old, established Black families and of the
businesses which the men ran .

Both knowledgeably discussed ~he

decline of many of these businesses.

For example, Mr . Casey pointed

to the industrial employment just . beginning to be available in the
area around the First World War , while Mr. Jones cit ed the discriminatory impact of unionization of the trades in the 1920 1 s.

Both

men were interested in expressing their general views about Oberlin,
the kind of place i t is and how it has changed over the years .
What each · of these men did s~y about their families, though
differing in content, reveals what appears to me to be a shared
attitude.

Mr. Jones ' pride in his relat i ves of'ten led u s to
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institutions where they had studied or worked outside of Oberlin.
This is consistent with Mr. Casey's remark that there is little
opportunity in Oberlin for someone who wants to get ahead, though

Mr. Jone's career in 1.ocal journalism and politics and two of his
cousins as a lawyer and an officer in a local bank present cases

i ~o
I

the contrary.

Of r.lis cousins who had always remained in Oberl.i,n,

unlike himself, Mr. Casey repeated the theme of failing to make any
"impact 11 : .

"They were well-educated a.nd respected but were not in

the aggressive forefront of what you might call community ,action.''
With some good humor he told of his uncle who had gone South to
Mississippi after the Civil War as a carpet-bagger politician and
cotton-holder; after Reconstruction he returned to Oberlin a poor

man.

Implicitly, one goes out into the world to make a mark and

returns to Oberlin when the effort has . ended.

Times have changed

from when a Bl.a.ck man could come to Oberlin poor in order to make
his mark.
~

third interview with a man was very brief and took place

in his shop, so perhaps should not be weighted too heavily as

evidence.

However, he too was more willing to speak about his

business than about his kin.

When I mentioned collecting a gen-

ealogy he pointed out that in genealogies collected from female
relatives of his . I already had included whatever he could tell me.
Al1 the genealogies women gave include . a greater number .of
kin than those given by ·men.

More importantly, they seemed to

feel comfortable .listing ·, a great . number of relatives in genealogical format~

Families were listed one after the other and

this did not seem to be taken as an odd thing to do.

Only one

female informant strayed from the sometimes tedious l~stings;
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she preferred to use photographs and various momentoes to
structure her narrative.

In all cases I had the impression that

women immediately understood why someone should be interested in
families, in particular their family's history.

For men, if a

genealogy were tc be presented, the importance had to be accounted
; 't or by some achievements.
t '.

!

It is difficult to catch the nuances of Mr. Jones' use of

11pride 11

in connection with his family, Joan's mention of a "heritage't,

and Lilly's association of' "the past and loyalty".

All three speak

of. the family in terms that probably would not provoke disagreement

were the three .to talk about it informally together.

But Mr. Jones'

pride 11 is expressed in term.a of descendants' achievements and

11

positions, while Joan's ''heritage" comes from family ancestry
assumed significant and Lilly's phrase "the past and loyalty"
implicitly stresses closeness among people descended from a common
source who must depend on one another at various times.
I

Several

contrasts could be drawn between these phrases but that which I
think is clearest and wish to stress is the two women's expression
of implicitly important bonds among "family II and the men's
emphasis on accomplishments by those to whom they are related.
Why should it be, as __ Lilly

said and the evidence of genea-

logical "styles II supports, that 'women keep track of family
history to a greater degree than do men"?
Women depend on families for purposes different from those
of men.

While it is not uncommon for women to work, men are expected

to provide for their "families"; the men's occupations are most
often known by male and female informants.

The man's income from

employment in the wider economy is naturally · chanelled into a house-
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hold of immediate family.

Women, whose incames are appreciable,

more often work part-time and closer to home.

3

For example, many

women work for the college, which allows them to remain in town
with somewhat more flexibility than have men, many of wham go
f'urther afield to work.

It is women who, in domestic affairs,

l

.

must
most often make arrangements, such as for .child care, which
!
j

!

'

rdquire resouxces outside the household.

Since recourse to fem.ale

relatives plays a role in their everyday tasks, it makes $ense that
women should be more highly aware of bonds stretching beyond the
nuclear family.

Most often it is wan.en who serve as the linking

relative when membeIS are added to a household.

Even though Lilly

stressed her father's ·generosity, the uncles and aunts who joined
· the household during the Depression were her mother's siblings.

In

such a manner women became the focal point for interaction between
nuclear units.
Women are judged for their actions in caring about kin in a
way that men are not.

It is women of whom informants said appreci-

atively such things as

11

sbe was always doing this and that.-"

Thus

women are perceived to have a distinct role with regard to "family:,
from that of men.

The sentiment which I have referred to as

11

charity"

is appropriate to the role, as is the kind of kin-knowledge by which
a woman can keep close track of news from a wide spread of her relatives.

That one--in particular a _ woman--must have a means of

knowing peoples' situations is evident when Lilly says that '1when
someone is down, you don't wait to be asked, you go out and help."
A wide knowledge of kin and close communication is useful in those

4
ta.sks for which a woman may be informally held responsible.
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Men and women bear different responsibilities, different
sentiments, and different knowledge about their kin networks.
A woman . attends to a wider swatch of the fabric of biological
relationship while men pay more attention to what relatives do or
have done.

Men and women, although speaking the . same language and

.Jsing the same ambiguous word. "family 11 , carry and use distinct
I !·
cbmporients of the culture.
Matrifocality
Perhaps some of this can contribute to the scholarly debate
about matrifocali ty.

First used as a concept to describe the pro-

minent position of women in Negro families in the Caribbean, most
discussion of matrifocality in U.S. Black families has stressed
household form, , the incomplete nuclear family and domestic relations.
The large proportion of female-headed households in the ~lack .
population compared to· the · White population has led to popular de. scription of the Black family as "matriarchal~', variously taken
to exemplify the strength of Black women and/or the .pathology- of
Black men.

Of such literature ·a · fair a.mount · is written without

direct observation, instead deducing characteristics from statisti.
5
cal data and apparent 11 social problems • "
The Moynihan report used
sucb a procedure, corroborated by .historical speculation about
the impact of slavery,

6

to reach conclusions which angered many

Civil Rights leaders:
It has been the fatal error of American society for 300
years to ultimately blame the roots of poverty and violence in the Negro community upon -the Negroes themselves.
I honestly felt that the Civil ..Right_s and Voting _laws
indicated that we were rid of this kind of straw man logic,
but here it is again, in the most vicious form, handing
the racists a respectable new weapon and insulting the
intelligence of Black men and· women everywhere .• (J. Farmer
in Rainwater and Yancey, p. 409)
·
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The intelligence and resourcefulness of people forced to adapt to
extremely unfavorable circumstances is overlooked by statistics and
social pathologies, they said.
Along with concern about who heads the household as indicator
:of the "matrifocal complex" has come the corollary that weak conjugal

:

!bonds, that is, unstable marriages, produce matrifocali ty.

The

I

construct posits an opposition between conjugal and sonsanguineal
ties..

The tug of war is so intense that one kind of tie cannot be

strong unless the other is broken.

However, the literature

provides cases of matrifocality where marriages are reasonably stable,
for example in Java(H.Geertz 1961), and urban England(Bott 1957 and
Young and Wilmott 1957)(see also Gonzalez 1970).
There is,says Bott, a patterning of roles dependent upon the
respective strengths of consanguineal and conjugal bonds, especially
evident in the division of labor within the family.

Where families

have long lived in the same areas so building up a stable kin network, women will work with other women, often relatives, in everyday '1women' s work" ; men take care of such men' s business as family
finances and socializing with life-long male friends. Contrastingly,
in mobile couples the spouses depend more on each other in sharing
domestic tasks, making decisions, and providing companionship.

In

the first case, despite a lasting male role in .the household, women
maintain consanguineal ties and through constant cooperation became
focal points in the family network.

No implications for marital

stability differentiate these two arrangements; each poses its own
particular problems for spouses(Bott p.320).

Thus the relationship

between matrifocality and conjugal ties is more complex than a simple
either/or.
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Same recent fieldworkers have eschewed use of matrifocality
with its focus on the household:

I!

Descriptions of Black .American domestic life are almost
always couched in terms of the nuclear. family and in ·
terms of the fashionable notion of a matrifocal complex
• • • matrifocal thinking while it may bring out the
importance of women in family life, fails to account
for the great variety of domestic strategies one can
find on the scene in urban Black America. (Stack, 1970, p. 303)

Instead, Stack prefers to speak of networks of cooperating kinsmen,
most often women, much as Elizabeth Bott found that in a characteristic Whit.e,

11

ordinary urban family II factors

were combined in such a way that the family, especially
the wife and children, had a great deal of contact with
relatives, and a group composed of grandmother, mothers,
and daughters had formed within the total network of kin.
This pattern of contact was associated with opportunities
for relatives to help one another occupationally; IDJ..nimal differences in occupational status among kin; residential propinquity of kin; the presence of three generations of mothers and daughters in the same place at
the same time, each acting as connecting relative for
her hpsband and children; and experience by husband and
wife of segregation of parental roles in their families
of orientation. (Bott, p. 222 )
Such thinking provides a useful mental cleansing:

instead of

fitting observations to an analytical concept, focus is directed to
the actions of individuals.

Since the isolated household with a

woman trapped in its form is no longer stressed, a more flexible
view of influence and interaction among women is encouraged.

With decreasing attention to the internal form of households
and increasing appreciation of the roles of women in wider contexts,
the examination of kinds of institutions built on the basis of
such roles is suggested:
Matrifocality not only serves to maintain the individual
household units (by mutual aid between women), but also
encourages the development of new concrete structures
which, operating on the supra-domestic level, function
to enhance neighborhood or comnrunity solidarity by relating one household to another. (Gonzalez 1970 ~ p. 242)
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TO the structures of this kind which have evolved in Oberlin we
will return when discussing political participation by women in
chapter

7.

Households are related to one another along the blood lines
of kindreds. Of' the kin networks which I know best in Oberlin, one
I
I
I

I f pproxJ.Ill8.t es those of Bott' s study where "ordinary" middle-class ·
•

~amilies are linked ~ogether.

In it many women have been divorced

and remarried but households are kept, for the most part, as
separate units focused around a marriage and thought of in terms
of nuclear families.

The other network is somewhat poorer, at

least one household headed by a woman and more shifting of people
between households, thus more like the networks described by
Stack.

What thes•e two' networks have in common is :possession by

women of an extensive knowledge of kindred-connections7 •

Regard-

less of nuclear family structures, women are the links to the
wider kindred.

There are two spheres of kinship to which the term
matrifocal might be applied. The first is within the
nuclear fa.rirl.ly itself, that is the relationships of
husband and wife and their immature children. The
second is the kindred that is the network of relatives
that each ego has outside his nuclear family ••• For the
kindred to be matrifocal means that the persons of
greatest influence are women, and that the relationships of greatest solidarity are those between women,
or those between persons linked by a woman. (H.Geertz pp.78-9)
It is this second kind of matrifocality for which evidence is
presented by kinship in Oberlin.

Solidary relationships within

the kindred do focus predominantly around women, motivated and
cemented by charitable sentiment.

In so far as knowledge is power,

influence within the kindred also inheres in women, at least among
my informants in Oberlin.

These structural considerations of influence and solidarity

are not the only broadening of thought about the ''matrifocal
complex" suggested by that knowledge and sentiment peculiar to
women.

Nancy Tanner has discussed the 1'equally important but

seldom pointed out ••• cultural dimensions of matrifocality. 11
These she assumes to inhere in women 1 s roles as mothers:
i

I!
I .!
'

!

Cultural centrality derives from questions of valuation.
The .b asic questions here are: (1 )What is 'the image of
'mother'? Is it a role that is culturally elaborated
and valued? And, specifically what is the cultural content of the role itself? (2)Are girls socialized for
such a future role? Do they grow up with images of the
self' appropriate to an active, decisive, · strong :central
kin role? (3 )Is the centrality of the mother's role
iegitamate for the society in que,atiori? (Tanner p.132)

Important as is her explicit use of "culture" with reference to
women, there is no reason to assume that women's cultural centrality
will come only from motherhood.

No:t must an active, decisive image

of one's self' be based · on a · narrowly defined role of ''mother".
Motherhood is undeniably important to the women with whom I spoke,
yet they did not emphasize that role in conversations with me.
Rather, "one who helps II and/ or !lone who knows" relatives (not only
children)is a more accurate description of the role informants
indicated for themselves and for women in general.

8

Attitudes

held generally by both men and women urge such behavior by women.
Even more important is the interpretation of "family II made by
women themselves.

They have learned to value a wide range of kin-

connections, more so than have men, and in so doing assume central- ·
ity in the kindred.
wide

They are more willing to define "family 11 as a

category of relations.

This wider dependence is certainly

practical for the kinds of tasks women must perform---in making
homes and caring for children---but such a wide definition is not
adopted by each woman for practical reasons.

It is~ cultural
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emphasis, a part of the wider culture which is learned and
expressed by women.
If the view presented here stresses the particular knowledge
and sentiments appropriate to women, what should we make of the
I

·. men'l · The most connnonly accepted explanatory scheme for the matrifocal power of women is the weakness of men. · Raymond Smith outlines
the process in which men's low status and ~ewer in the wider socioeconomic s:ystem makes impossible their performance of male domestic
roles(Smith

1973). But the men with whom I spoke have not been

unsuccessful nor have they been without effi~acy in their families
or their community.

True, they could have hoped, in some cases,

for greater "impact", but this is a sign characteristic of their
drive toward what they know to be achievable • . Certainly it is
0

not indicative of listlessness and failure.

It is not men's

weakness which can be called to account for matrifocal emphasi~
in _the kindred but the specific cultural emphasis developed through

and by women.
Both male and female inf'ormants evidently take pride in their
families.

Their pride means subtly different things which emerge

only when listening carefully for the connotations of what's said.
Women refer c~ortably to their relatives, men to their relatives'
achievements.

What women know---and are given both cultural and

day-to-day imperatives to know---prepares them to assume a significant role in a community where stable kin networks exist; we
will return to this in examining Oberlin politics within the Black
cammunity(chapter

7).

not ignore kinship.

Though conceiving of it differently, men do
To their utilization of kin ties we turn in

the following ch?pter.

Chapter 6 Men, Migration, and Business

The Underground Railway calls to mind lone slaves escaping
:through the night.

Rega:r<Uess of how many Blacks passed through

Oberlin before the Civil War in this manner, . not many stayed
since Canada was a safer destination.

Many of those who did

settle in . the area came not alone but in groups.

Newspaper

accounts tell of a few slave owners who, deciding to free their
slaves, bought tracks of land just outside of Oberlin which they
then distributed to the newly freed men.

After the Civil War

Blacks continued to come to_Oberlin, increasing in numbers to
422 and doubling in the proportion of the town's population from
l<Y/o to 20'/4 by ·186o(see table 1.1, chapter 1).
of their own means.

These people ca.me

Though not much is recorded of the way in

which the migration occurred, romantic images p9p up in subsequent
attempts at recounting:

One fine old coloured woman herself has told me of the
hopes and eagerness with which she at 16 and alone in
1871 struggled North; first from West Virginia to
Pittsburgh, then from Pittsburgh on with the expectation
of finding the Golden Gates themselves at the entrance
to Oberlin. (M. Fairchild p.8) .
It seems unlikely to me that ·more than a few Black people came so
entirely on their own.

Evidence of the ancestors from one parti-

cular kindred network will bear out this opinion.

The strength of

migrating Blacks came not only from personal determination but also
from the support of kin upon whom individuals ·could count.

Person-

al feelings between individuals a hundred years in the past are,
lacking letters or memoirs, impossible to uncover.

But genealogies

do reveal bonds maintained between kinsmen in migration, business,
and reputation.

These will be the theme of this chapter.

,
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Migration
That support from groups was important is not to say that the
move from parts South didn•t create discontinuity in the lives of
I

migrants and demand .great personal strength~

What informants

>

appeared to value highly in speaking of their ancestors was the
break made with society in the._South.
which remained south.

No genealogy -traces family

Emphasis was placed on the free status of

several ·ancestors, as if to say uno, my :forbears weren't slaves 11,
but without mention of their occupation or other sign of social
place in the South.

The two most detailed accounts told to me

involve breaking the family ties which connected men .,to the society
they lef't behind. · M.L. Groves is said to have been the son of a
plantation mistress by a field slave.

Unusual as this must have

been, he was raised in the master•s house at his mother's insistence.
Once she died such hostility was directed towards him by his hal:fbrothers and their father that he left, 14 years old, taking with
him what education he had received and perhaps enough money to
begin farming in Wakeman, Ohio, a town neighboring Oberlin.

The

Wright ancestors in Florida were part of a White family named
Wight(the precise connections were not made clear).

Because of a

fight over money and property the Black part of the 'clan' left
for the North, adding an "rtt to change their name to Wright.
Though once these stories might have been used as covert claims
to status through White ·ancestry1 , they are now used to just the
opposite effect.
family.

Both accounts focus on connection to White

Both are told with Blacks in the active roles, breaking

off connections to stand on their own.

Both indicate ·uprooting,

perhaps as a necessary preliminary to making one's own life.

Such

Figure 6.l

Ancestors and Migrants to the Oberlin-Wakeme,n Area
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seems to be the contemporary meaning given by people to their own
history.
Even

though people uprooted themselves, the genealogies of

several in:formants in interconnected kindreds show that kin maintained bonds through their movements(se.e figure

6.1).

!
I

1I
I

!

Jacob Stewart, freeborn in North Carolina, his wif'e, Elizabeth,

bd three children were the first Black settlers in Clarksf'ield, a
farm town several miles from Oberlin and now incorporated into
Wakeman.

They were helped to settle there before the Civil War by

a sympathetic southern White.

Elizabeth's brothers, Sam and Richard,

were close-by, in Oberlin and Wakeman respectively.

Later, Eliza-

beth's mother, Mary, joined the household, as did two aunts, Mary's
sisters, before they moved on to Michigan and Norwalk, Ohio. Jacob
was the f'amily-head, responsible for the move, but the kindred
connections evident are through his wif'e.
Bryant Wilkins, also freeborn in North Carolina, never went
North but all of the children he fathered, at least those of whom

I was told, did.

Two daughters already married migrated with their

children, but apparently not with their husbands.

Both sisters

settled in Oberlin and raised a younger brother, James, along with
their own children.

Other siblings spread to other parts of Ohio.

One sister married in nearby Lorain, while two brothers moved
further away.

I could not find out where all the siblings had

initially settled when first moving North nor how much solidarity
was maintained between them.

Again, though, a kindred segment held

together by women appears in the migration process.
James Wilkins, -raised in Oberlin bef'ore moving to Wakeman
where he worked as a farm laborer until able to buy a homestead,

,
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married Mary Stewart, daughter of Jacob and Elizabeth.

Curiously,

Elizabeth's maiden name was Wilkins but, it was stres.sed to me,
not related to the Wilkins descended from Bryant.

This would be

quite a coincidence since both families were from North Carolina
.and settled so close to one another.
Jf'used by

I.

my

Perhaps the names were con-

informant, Mrs. Chase; because both Elizabeth's mother

· and daughter are named Mary.

Possibly there was some distant

connection no longer known to Mrs. Chase.
this when it was explicitly brougnt to

my

I hesitate to suggest
attention and then denied,

but the thought of kindred .connections before the marriage of Mary
Stewart and James Wilkins is extremely tempting.
Joan's maternal great-grandfather came to Oberlin with a group
of freed slaves from North Carolina, also before the Civil War.

In fact, the only ancestor of these kind.res who appears to have
come to the area with no kin- or group-connections was M.L. Groves,
the son of the North Carolina plantation mistress~

He married

Carol Stewart and remained in Wakeman until 1912 when he moved to
Oberlin to work for the college, eventually heading the grounds
crew.
If this kindred network is at all representative of the early
migration t o the Oberlin area, very quickly migrants built up a
local network of kin which has persisted to the present.

Active

kin connections were recruited largely through women who were also
most active in their maintenance.

Marriages linked people together

in recognized networks of kin and estab l ished helping relations
between families.

For example, Mary is said to have helped the

family of her husband 1 s niece when they were poor.

Women were

praised for their abilities in keeping up family connections and

.,

cooperation, rather than for leadership in moving to a new place,
a strength mentioned apropos of male forbears.
As well as strong family ties and the support of kin, ~he
I
I

individuals who came to Oberlin bore much of the additional background needed to take advantage of economic and social opportunities:
(l)a history of literacy (2)free status during slavery
(3)1ineal descendants from slave masters (4)special ·
status during slavery--eg. house servants or artisans
instead of field slaves (5)money and property. (B.M. Bond
as sunnnarized in Billingsley p.118)
Dr. Horace Mann Bond found that Blacks from some five thousand
extended families which showed such background accounted nationally
for a disproportionately high number of Black professionals.

Simi-

larly in Oberlin several extended groups of kin established themselves with a heritage of upward mobility.

Further, finding that

the town of Marion, Alabama produced a disproportionately large
number of Black professionals Bond realized that for successful
upward mobility among Blacks the White community had to provide
support in:

11

(1 )a good school (2 )the church and (3 )an intellectual

atmosphere in the community" (Billingsley p.ll8).

In Abolitionist

Oberlin the White community, especially through its churches and
the college, eagerly supplied such influences and services to
those Black migrants who were willing to take advantage of them.
Church and Community
The cormrrunity into which these people migrated was changing
rapidly in the final third of the nineteenth century.

The close

religious-utopian cornnrunity of Oberlin's beginnings in the 1830 1 s
was becoming increasingly caught up in the surge of growth throughout the region.

Quickly people came and went, but mostly they
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came:
Although Oberlin was growing it could not match the pace
of neighboring towns like Elyria or Norwalk. Despite
th-e lag, or perhaps because of it, turnover in the population was high ••• Of the 147 identifiable names on the
member.ship list of the Oberlin society from 1841 to 1856
only 52(or 35%)appear in the city directory of 1859':,"1860 •••
Of the 7i men listed as the wealthiest in 1865 only 36
(or 51%)were living in Oberlin five years before ••• Most
of the new money was commercial. (Blodgett p.10)
Indicative of' the town's increasing social heterogeneity was the
proliferation of churches, where once the Congregational First
Church had been the bedrock of both town and college.

Christ

Episcopal Church was organized in 1855 and erected in 1859.

Sig-

nificantly, two of the new churches founded soon after were exclusively Black.

Prior to the founding of the Rust Methodist-Episcopal

Church in 1872 Blacks had prayed under the same roofs as Whites.
Mariy for

a long time continued to do so.

Apparently the s~paration

was initiated by Blacks who wanted a different style of worship,
rather than by Whites seeking to impose a Jim Crow separation:
The Rust Methodist-Episcopal Church was founded by the
colored people on their own initiative, not because of
lack of cordiality among the Wnites, but because the
·t ype of worship and cf creed of the rather austere New
England church was not satisf'ying to many of the warmhearted southern Negroes reared largely as Baptists and
Methodists ••• A goodly number continued their attendance
at the White churches and until recent years found a
thoroughly satisfying church life with them. (M. Fairchild p.14)
Socially, too, White congregations · cannot have been especially
satisfying to upwardly mobile Blacks.

No matter what status a

Black person might have · achieved there almost surely would be a
White of greater professional accomplishment, position or reputation to assume a position of leadership and prestige.
Rust Methodist-Episcopal was founded by fifteen people, Mt.
Zion Baptist fourteen years later in 1886 by twelve people, half

of wham had been conducting services in their own homes for
several years.

Connection with either of these churches was

mentioned over and aver again when I asked about prominent citi1

zens . of the time.

Family names .run conspicuously through the

churches' histories.

Elijah .Bows was one . of the six Black men

to plan the Mt. Zion congregation.

Thomas Bows, a carpenter and

mason, was one of the first deacons and a man several people
mentioned to me as a forbear of an important family.
connections in the founding were strong:

Family

"Six new converts were

Thomas A. Bows, George Martin, Jasper Bows, Lucy Martin, Amity
Bows, and Mary Bows" (Mt. Zi-o~ Golden Cornerstone Commemorative
pp.23-4)~

Seventy-nine years after the founding the Golden

Cornerstone Year tribute has pictures of Bows's scattered throughout·:

Henry Bows, former deacon; Jasper Bows, former deacon;

Foster Bows, deacon, trustee, and former treasurer; Edyth Bows,
church secretary; Helen Bows, former president of the senior
choir; Martha, Missionary Society member and deaconess; Bernice
Bows-Myers, . founder of the Youth Choir.

Though this family stands

out, it is not the only one represented through successive generations.

There are also several members of the kindred group from

which I collected genealogies.

Luther Stewart, son Jacob Stewart,

who was able to move from Wakeman and buy a farm in Oberlin, was
the first Chairman of the Deacon Board.

His son, Mark, and

daughter-in-law are listed as members of the "Golden Circle(patrons)".
A nephew, M.Bernard Groves, is pictured as a deacon.

M.B. Groves'

wife, Mildred, herself a member of : another venerable Ober_lin
family, is pictured ·as the secretary of the Board of Deaconesses
and listed as Chairman of the Manse Committee,

Luther's grand~

•
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nephew, Daniel Wilkins, is listed as a Trustee.
mentioned in

my

other names

genealogies appear, suggestively, but I don't

know enough to trace all the connections.

This, too, is only one

I

of the two major Black churches; unfortunately no similar document
exists for Rust Methodist-Episcopal to enable tracing bearers of .
prominent positions there.

Nevertheless, it is apparent from the

Mt. Zion cannnemorative and from informants' attitudes that these ·

churches became the heart of the Black community, providing politics
and positions to men fast gaining respect among their peers.

Such

families as the Bows and the Stewart-Groves-Wilkins have maintained
this tradition through the years.
The Black community was amassing resources throughout the
period around the turn of the century. · Beginning services in the
houses of congregation members, Mt. Zion soon purchased a house
to hold its increasing numbers of worshippers.

With help promised

from. the Ohio Baptist Convention for construction the congregation
of about thirty families bought a lot and laid a foundation by
1893.

After using a variety of smaller structures for several

years, the $600 needed to begin permanent construction(and secure
the promised money from the Ohio Baptist Convention)was raised by
1903.

The present building, then valued at $20,000 was dedicated

two year later(Mt. Zion pp.24-5).

Similarly, the Rust Methodist-

Episcopal congregation received financial help from outside sources.
The present Rust building which cost $10,000 brought $2,000 in
contributed cash from Oberlin.

For both projects local residents

gave much labor and time beyond the cash raised.

Yet such . community

development depended importantly on money generated by successful
Black enterprises.

Desire for local prestige through . one's own

Figure 6.2

Occupational Specialization in the Henderson.;.st·e wart-Wilkins Kindred Network
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churches and success in business went hand in hand.
Bus iness
I

1

Within a generation of migration and settlement various enter-

prises were put well underway by men, again not acting singly.
Related men· shared similar occupations and drew upon one another
for help.

Looking closely at one kindred network shows clearly the

occupational specialization within it.

(see figure 6.2)

Andrew Wilkins .worked first for a 'White Oberlin baker before
getting the opportunity to begin his own operation.

His aunt worked

with him from the very beginning and his brother, who had also worked
in Cleveland bakeries, helped periodically.

In the 1930' s this

business was the largest of those 23 run by Blacks in Oberlin,
employing 10 people.

Andrew's son Daniel worked in the shop and

entered a partnership with his father in 1947 before becoming the
sole proprietor.

Although at the outset the bakery appears to

have been run as a family enterprise,Daniel no longer likes to employ
kin because of the possibility of family squabbles.
Those men who were barbers were fairly mobile geographically.
After working in Wellington Alan later went West to Nevada.

Richard

worked in Lorain where he was joined by his niece's husband, Simon
Chase.

Simon while living in Wakeman eventually purchased a shop

in Oberlin where Richard lived.
in Wakeman.

Martin and his son Frederich remained

Frederich ~nd Simon both died at about the same time

so that with no one to continue running Simon's shop, it was sold
by his wife.
developed.

Unlike the bakery, no focus around .a single shop
Barbering allowed individual flexibility; insteadof

employment or partnership, one man I s success . ·seemingly influenced
kin to enter the trade, possibly kinsmen providing training to
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one another.
Similarly utilizing the skill of kin to privide a service in
high demand were those men in the building trades.

Oberlin's

growing population and wealth until ] 890 created · a need and desire
jfor new houses.

Many of these were built by Black craftsmen who,

the 1870 and 1880 census manuscripts show, made up a subslantial
portion of the Black male population~

Contracting, which apparently

became the largest of Black enterprises, catapulting several
families to prominence, meant coordinating the range of available
skills, perhaps of'ten using kin ties to match jobs and personnel.
Lucas Henderson was the contractor for the large--and probably
prestigious--job of erecting the Mt. Zion Baptist Church, to which
several men contributed their services (Mt. Zion, p,25).

But men

involved in the contracting business also looked widely for opportunities:

1920 1 s.

John and L~s both eventually moved to Cleveland in the
Not continuing the •~ig busine.s s 11 of contracti.ng into the

next generation, perhaps because of the diminishing local market,
Ralph took most of bis papering and painting work through the college.
Social Recognition
The businesses men developed in Oberlin cannot be separated
from a more general concern with social:. mobility during this time.
When his business thrived a man was able to offer jobs and obtain
prestige within the community.

Families became known and recognized;

their men became deacons in the churches.

Through the ·early part

of the twentieth century the major forum for prestige in the Black
community seems to have been the two churches, since no Black man

'
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participated in town wide politics nor were there Black civic organizations of significance.

Families today are still remembered

for their business enterprises and church positions of around the
i
I

turn of the century.

That men gained respect from their peers is

a social fact, indicated by the consistent list of names given me
when speaking of important, established families.

It

is something

the descendants aspire to live up to, even in a changed world.

In describing Ecuardorian and Columbian Negro families fighting
battles of upward mobility, Norman Whitten presents a model in
which people strategically manipulate kin ties in stages:
l.
2.

3.

4.

Balance activities bringing •direct economic gain
at the local level with those maintaining ·social
capital of a dispersed personal kindred
Dispense witb the dispersed social capital and
invest in local social capital of close ·kinsmen
and affines directly contributing to the acquisition
of political ·and E'locial power
Consolidate economic, social, and political capital
and serve as a necessary middle-range organization for
economic, · social, and political power .
Break all contracts within the kindred and marry out;
cash in social prestige and economic and political
power for their utility to a rising kindred or to
the local elite. (1969, p. 341)

When Blacks. migrated to Oberlin, cutting many ties, they soon
began building up a local network of close kin:

social capital

to place one in the community and to provide aid in entrepreneurship.

Flexible kindred ties could be used effectively to recruit

kin for labor.

However, what Whitten means by "consolidation"

(step 3, above)---that is, to "focus on genealogical ties within
the 'stem kindred' (reckoning from the second generation of
siblingship)" (p.338)---was not carried out by Oberlin families.
An effective means of strengthening genealogical ties is to marry

across them.
were uncommon.

But as we have seen (chapter 2), cousin marriages
Consequently tight groups able to control family

Figure 6.3 Marriages between Established Families and to Recently Arrived Families
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fin.a.me ff and economic resources did not emerge, even though names
were recognized and family traditions preserved

through them.

Instead of "stem kindreds"· competing with one another for
iocal prestige and influence, loose and extensive kindreds, often
hard to trace in all their connections, entwined the Black catm:riunity.

1

Rather tha.n ."define their own boundaries and let it be known
throughout the community who is a member of the 'family' and who
is not ••• the family name of the male loci being used 11 (Whitten 1969

p.338), marriage became an important way to integrate newcomers into
the community.
Although there were peaks of migration after the Civil War
and again around the First World War(see table 1.1, chapter 1),
from genealog'ical information it appears that migration was a constant
trickle of people to be absorbed.

For example, two women newly

come to Oberlin married two up-and~coming men, cousins, of the
Stewart family.

When Michael Henderson first came to Oberlin before

his success in the building trades, he married a Wilkins descendant
and received help from. an aunt-by-marriage of the Stewart family.
Somewhat later, arriving around 1907, Simon Chase married a Stewart
daughter and was recruited into the network of barbers.

Also at

the turn of the century, three Jones brothers who had been working
the Lake Erie barges ca.me to Oberlin from Lorain; one married into
the well-established Mitchell family, farmers in Oberlin since the

1860 1 s.

Ralph Henderson, the successor to the contractor/craftsmen,

married a woman who ca.me in 1919.

Certainly there were also mar-

riages between members of established families, reaident for at

.
t·ion,
2 but so many marriages as did occur with new1eas t one genera
comers equalized the comnrunity, spreading out prestige---"name"---,
resources, and impetus to mobility (see figure 6.3)
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So long as an .expanding economy existed, it seemed that the
community could grow together.

When there were buildings to be

built, contractors could use an extensive network of kin to recruit
craftsmen and laborers.

If the population increased there were

more services to provide. Integrating new people into one's kin
i
~etwork
could increase an entr~reneur' s resources and irrfluence while
1

I ,

I

at the same time giving recent migrants needed links to the community.
Thus, as well as defining a heritage in terms of ancestry, "fa.mi}¥"
would have been used in a flexible, inclusive sense for pragmatic
purJ)Oses.

The ambiguous notions •Of "family" described in chapter 3

may have roots in the historical situation of. Oberlin and its
response to long and steady migration into the community.
Limits and Changes
The enterpises run by the kindred examined above were all
able to recruit human resources along kinship lines.
f:i.riancial resources were not so accumuiated.

However,

The additional set

of rules, such as those of a rotating credit association, which would
put the money of all temporarily in the hands of each participant~
did not exist.

Because of this, gains could not be pooled for

effective investment in new directions.

As we have seen, people

are reluctant to pool money because it impinges upon their sense
of independence.

Economic growth of the cooperating group stopped,

limited in part by the absence of financial organization within the
kindred and in part by the lack of investment opportunities in a
small town compared to an urban center.

The low capital requirements

of the barbering and building trades which had made initial advances
possible proved a barrier to sustained development.

That business which did require a shop and machinery, the
bakery, developed more slowly.

The present premises were purchased

as late as 1923, without the help of ~in.

Though family labor

was used in developing the enterprise, family money was not called

6rt

to

help finance growth, nor have kin been included as the busi-

ness has tried to consolidate its position in the face of competition
from outside supermarket chains.

Even where capital has been

required, its sustenance has brought a narrowing of cooperative kin.

In thegmeration after the establishment of Black businesses,
development slowed--from 1890 through 1930 the overall population
of Oberlin did not increase--and the pattern of male kin cooperating
eventually declined.

Informants, especially male ones, observed that

the skills arnI enterprises of fathers were not picked up by the
generation coming of age in the 1920's.

Employment by the college

or in industry outside of Oberlin replaced the trades.

Individual

men could withdraw from the economic functions of the kindred,
using what assets they had--family name, savings, education-to promote their immediate family's status.

Successful men looked

not only to their own careers but to a different future through
their children, one not necessarily in Oberlin:

they would be

educated for professions, not following in fathers,. footsteps but
standing on their shoulders.

In the process, however, the pragmatic

cohesion of men in a kindred focused around siblings became ephemeral.
Changes in kinship organization were not due solely to limitations within Oberlin.

The growth of increasingly large industrial

plants altered the nature of work, especially of the indfrcements
to unskilled labor, in the North.

The scale of enterprises grew.

Racially, President Wilson's administration set the period's
tone with orders that segregated the armed forces and restricted
the access of Blacks to government positions.

Trade unionism

restricted the entry of Blacks into those jobs where they could
~se the skills they possessed.

The Klu Klux Kl.an reemerged

powerfully in Indiana and Ohio in the 1920's and may have threatened
the social and economic advances of Blacks even in liberal Oberlin.
The increasing connection of small town America to a national
system that had little use for Black people made its impact felt
in the way Bla.cks could ·structure their community in Ob~rlin.
Industrial emplo~ent no doubt looked lucrative while Black
craftsmen practically vanished from the trades.

Supermarkets

greatly reduced opportunities for small stores, forcing several
merchants, some Black, to close and cutting into the business of
the bakeries.

Employment through outside · sources removed ar1

important means of social control from the community.

Where formerly

community stratification had tied economics and local standing, while
integrating newcomers by marriage, a changing employment pattern
separated earnings from prestige and jobs from connnunity connections.
At the same time a sharply increased rate of in-migration made
int'egrating migrants by kinship ties very difficult.
Between 1920 and 1930 the Black population increased by half,
from 666 to 956.

The migrants of this period did not come from

the Eastern seabo'ard of the South--the Carolinas, Virgini.a--as
had most earlier settlers, but from the Deep South-~Mississippi,
Alabam.a--and from northern cities where they already had had
difficult times.

Th~y entered the area in hard times, after the
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boom in World War I production when jobs were becoming scarce
and men were anxious to hold onto what they had. 4 In 1933 Maxey
found hostility expressed by established families because recent
arrivals were willing to work for less money (pp.28-9).
At the same time ~faxey saw evidence of prestige classes within
the Black community.

Certain people were not considered "right"

for others toass.reiate with.

Joan and Lilly both acknowledge a

period of bad feelings, but they don't like to dredge it up because they consider it gone and best left alone.

It was not

something .they created, but a distaste:f'uJ. hostility thrust upon
them by conditions in the wider society, reflected in their
own community's organization.

Their friendship stretches across

what was once.this status gap, and in doing so plays .a significant
political role of which they are conscious . (see chapter

7).

A Psychological Shift
Through the 1920' s and early 1930' s at least some Black families
continued to improve their positions, as twenty four bought homes.
But the conmruriity's social organization could not help but be
affected by the changing conditions. · The reliance of enterprises
on cooperating kin, largely male, declined; industrial employment
in neighboring Lorain and Elyria increased; migration introduced
a large number of people of differnt background and experience at
a time when the local economy was least able to absorb them.

Econo-

mics could no longer be run through kin ties, and _newcomers could
not easily be absorbed by marriage, taken into prestigous kin
networks that organized the community.

What influence and leaderahip
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men had gained through their enterprise was not passed onto their
sons, who faced a radically changed situation.

Can recognizing

such change provide insight into people's feelings today about
their community and kin?
,
I

f

The · shift ·in outlook required of young men in adapting to
•

!changing

conditions in ·the ·United States is described by Erik

I

Erikson:
What the regressing and growing, rebelling and maturing
youths are now primarily concerned with is who and what
they are in the eyes of a wider circle of .significant
people as compared with who and what they themselves
have-come -to feel they are; and how to connect the
·dreams, idiosyncracies, roles, and skills · cultivated
earlier with the occupational and sexual prototypes of
the day. (Erikson 1950 p~307)
Making . such personal changes brings about ·d i·scontinuities between
generations.

Richard Sennett linked a rapidly changing economic

order in Chicago between 1872 and 1890 to changes in the family,
especially in relations between fathers and sons:
The experience of the younger g~neration was (so) discontinuous with that of . the older • • • that .the sense
of emotional rapport, of advice-giving and advicetaking that once constituted the • • • primary emotional
bonds between male g~erations may be recurrently weak.
{Sennett p.237)

In Oberlin occupational experience of the generation of men coming
of age in the 1920' s must have felt discontinuous with that of their
fathers.

This rif.t was expressed in changes -of men's roles in the

wider kindreds and community.

Where once the ties of' men to one

another were significant, in this new generation men looked toward
their own careers independent of peers _and kin.

Their orientation

toward the comm.unity may well have changed as th~ value of kinship
t~es beca..~e less apparent, leaving kindred connections to be guarded
by women, with their distinct ethic of family-helping.

Positions
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in the churches continue to be passed on at least in part by name
but those cooperative ventures through which men gained the
in:fluence symbolized in church positions have disappeared from
the scene.

The most common path to success, influence, and reapect

for ambitious men takes them beyond Oberlin where, it is said, there
1is little opportunity.

Today the older men with whom I spoke

I !'
;

hkve a lingering sense of their connn.unity's changed character.
They don't say that the younger men, their. 11 sons 11 , have :failed-since for the most part they have not, many pursuing successf'ul
careers outside of Oberlin--but .they do seem to :feel that the
younger men . have failed to carry on their fathers' accomplishments
and positions in Oberlin.

Indeed, those who have stayed have been

hard pressed to live up to the achievements of the preceding generation.
· What people .f eel about kinship and community is in part a
response to their historical circumstances.

If ·family I\arnes continue

to be known it is because one's ''heritage,. isvalued for the socia
recognition and responsibility it has brought.

If these same

names were not jealously guarded by select marriages, it is because
the Black experience of constant migration has made the forging
of new ties in a connn.unity

essential.

Even when overwhelmed

by immigrants, there were those who helped and continue to help poor
newcomers

11

charitably 11 to make them a part of the community.

If

these ties do not go so far as to level resources by constant
reciprocal exchanges throughout the connnunity it is because the
community is not so poor as to require them nor so tightly bound
as to inhibit one's drive toward indiyidual success.
is expected of nuclear families.

11

Independence"

The economy of which Oberlin is
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a part is no longer that of a frontier in which resources and
opportunities for advancement can easily be controlled by a group.
In our society an individual makes a living or a career, perhaps
boosted by kin and community, but seldom ta.king with him relatives
beyond his immediate family.

So what remains is a community in

I

wh~ph people cannot be bound together in the old .ways, despite the
; !

continuing sense that in same way they. should be.
Culture changes as different people use different values in
adapting to new circumstances.

If' the men and women I spo~e with

perceive and react to _the community differently, the men rather
more poignantly, perhaps it is at least in part due to the different
resources they call upon.

Though beyond church positions no infor-

mant spoke of political leaders of sixty to eighty years ago, nor
even of what politics in the Black community then consisted, when
I asked about who wasrespected I was answered with the names of -mei
and their businesses.

Formed by the nexus of eonam.ic opportunity and

kinship ties a ''hierarchical linkage of significant males
is remembered still.

11

(Tiger p. 78)

Yet once the use of kinship ties in economics

was disrupted,- the male kindreds which could have once structured
the conmrunity, though not forgotten, fell into disuse.

Recognition

of women was focused on tasks which held the families of kindreds
together.

Women, with their common focus on children, continued to

have greater use for reciprocity with kin.

When the community was

to organize for political participation that would go beyond individual
opportunity, a great many style would become evident, in particular
ones in which women used the kirnhip · traditions of which they had
become guardians.
It is this diversity of feelings about kin ~ship and 13tyles of

...
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utilizing kin resources in the present which is visible and, in some
ways, from which I have worked backwards to. reconstruct past patterns.
Such a procedure, of course, is not factual history; it is interpretation in which the past is reconstructed in simplified fashion
to
account for the present, much as people the world over use their
I
j

/ ~istorical traditions.
I

Chapter 7 Politics:

Churc~, Tradition, and Kinship

Its leadership and political forms are central to under~tanding the nature of a community.

Politics isan expression of ·

I

the collective concerns o-f community members, the sentiments and
activities in which they are joined.

Precisely by whom and on

what basis a political community is created tells much about how
people put their culture into action.

How various people have

gathered in the community's concerns and sentiments in different
ways is the subject of this chapter.
The Black men who ran. businesses did not actively participate
in town politics.

This surprised me.

I had expected that the

prominence, prestige and inf'luence conferred by business success
would also coni'er or compel political leadership.

But although

reputations were established, wide involvement with kin and community bad apparently not long remained characteristic of Oberlin's
Black-run businesses.
While most kin-based bus.inesses declined after the first
decades of the twentieth century, those which remained narrowed
their participation in the economic activities of an extensive kin
network.

An established proprietor, Daniel Wilkins, with whom I

spoke knows well what's going on in the . community but takes running
his business as his concern.

Another man who was once active and

prominent in church and town recreational programs along with
several relatives has withdrawn from these activities to pursue
the proprietorship of a business.
That I had expected men in prominent business positions to
play political rol.e s was naive on my part, _based on too little
analysis of the community's relation to the wider society and too
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many assumptions about how communities organize economic enter-

prise.

Fram the anthropological literature from which I took my

models, I anticipated politics would be organized around "Big Men",
men who foc11s economic enterprise, kinship connections, ·reputation,
and political influence around themselves.

In loosely structured

. / societies which do not define Specific leadership positions, such
I

men are leader par exellence, although the scale of activities
they can engineer is limited(Sahlins

1963).

The Big Man exists in

a. small community which depends largely on its own resources to
carry out any project.

Exchanges of economic value and the ac-

cumuiation of resources are carried out through transactions of
prestige and personal obligation, expressed in a political idiom.
The .American economy, which integrates markets not communities,
does not encoura,ge such sell-sufficiency.

In Oberlin, tho11gh kin

once provided valuable resources, especially labor, what once were
are no longer cooperative ventures • . A man tries to make his success
individually, unencumbered by .con:n:n.u,nity ties~

For an established

business elite politics may be a means to community esteem and
control, but. for a man in a less secure position to become embroiled in personal obligations and politics may endanger what little
has been achieved.

Tho11gh pride is still expressed in enterprises

run by members of one's people, businesses are not truly a focus
of the connnunity's concern in so far as they try to separate their
interests from the personal networks of the community.

Tho11gh

businesses are still a symbol of the establishment and success of
a people, they are no longer the solidary collectivities at the
heart of how men get along from day to day.

They no longer pro-

vide the impetus for leading men to watch out for the ·public
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welf'are.

Unless consciously controlled and manipulated, such is

the dynamic of small business development in America's ethnic and
. 1 communi·t·ies. l
racia

The failure of business achievement to generate lasting
leadership in Oberlin's Black community is only one aspect of the
contradictory political situation in which Blacks are placed in
the United States.

How to articulate a Black political life has

been an enduring problem since Emancipation.

In the 1940' s Gunnar

M,yrdal pointed out that throughout America Black communities are
'~encapsuiated" within White ones.

Leaders must mediate between

their community, where lies their support, and the:Wlite community,
where lies the power they depend on.

How can .leaders shape a

community, a cultural identity, without isolating themselves from
the sources of power, and conversely bow can they tap the sources
of power without betraying their cultural identity and becoming
estranged from their community?
For many years it seemed that Blacks in Oberlin were not
concerned with this question·.

Little political organization

managed by Blacks . themselves was evident.

Entering with trust an

Abolitionist stronghold, Blacks .apparently entrusted their public
affairs in the realm of government to Whites~

2

Ideally, in Oberlin

there were not separate racial groups but a single community.
Perhaps to preserve this ideal little exists in written forms or
in informants' memories of a separate politics within the Black
community.

What did exist as a structure of prestige and influence

through business and church is not thought of as "politics" by the
people with whom I spoke.

In the last twenty-five years change has swept over Black
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politics throughout the United States, catching up small communities
as well as big cities • . The Civil Rights a.nd then the Black Power
movements motivated many people. to become concerned witb their mm
local politics. ·. The · ethics .and goals of these broad movements be!COID.e, at _the local level, mixed with personal and community character1

l

I listics. Once provided with the ideological impetus to build a
I

political community, people call upon the resources they best control---their symbols, institutions, personal ties---to shape that
community.
The Church
The Black community in Oberlin is in some ways unified, in
others deeply · :fragmented.

By

the 1940' s ililmigration from the South

had thrown many di:f:ferent people together.

People with .long :family

traditions in Oberlin lived next to people who had just· arrived.
O:f community institutions, not even the church has always held . the

Black community together.

Several small congregations . drew members

away from the two major Black churches, Mt. Zion Baptist and Rust
Methodist-Episcopal.
Some of the Negroes felt there was too much restriction
.in the traditionalnor..thern church practices. The dis-·
senters tended to group themselves into smaller .units ·
under the leadership of someone who offered evang.e listic
sermons, more emotional services, and greater freedom of
self-expression within the religious organization.
The -Negro.• s .·church is his main ·outlet for leadership
and expression, thus each added church provides for more
people to be honored with places of distinction in their
group. (Tucker p.74)
Both Rust and Mt. Zion had been plagued by :r:apid turnover o:f
_min1sters.
power.

Yet the position of church pastor

~

be one of community

Held by a committed leader it can be molded into an influ-

ential position reaching out further than the individual parish.

By wisely and skillfully managing his congregation since 1952
Reverend Steen has been able to overcome the factional tendency
of the community's religious structure 3 and steadily increase the
size of Mt. Zion's congregation.

In the process he has gained for

himself community-wide respect and a large, dedicated following.
1

i :Every person I spoke with mentioned Reverend Steen as a force in
' '
I

the community.
Leading
task.

a church in Oberlin's Black community is no easy

The heterogeneity of the population is reflected in what

is asked of the church and its pastor.

The service at Mt. Zion

races through a variety of styles, :from impressively sophisticated
theology to passionate responsive calling.
Steen molds these. together

Astutely, Reverend

into a form which all accept. 4 Without

such skill the church would allllost surely lose its ability to hold
together diverse members o:f the COI!lIII\lility.

With it the church has

become the :focus for a powerful sense o:f connnunity among people
who otherwise might have · long remained separated from each other.
· Certainly the minister is aware of his influence.

He has

involved himself on various appointed task :forces of the town
government and he speaks out on issues of both local and national
import.

But, as in any voluntary :following, the leader must .keep

potentially divisive issues out o:f bounds or risk his following
splitting into factions.

As significant as those times when Rever-

end Steen urges his congregation to take a certain view of affairs
are those times when he does not mention an issue.
criticize

him for such inactions.

Some people do

To politically committed and

ambitious individuals it can be terribly :frustrating, sometimes
enough so to renounce membership in the congregation. · His dedi-
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cated following, the very thing that makes him influential,
constrains him to avoid disruptive controversy.
Although intimately involved in his parishoners' lives through
their worship, Reverend Steen, horn in Texas . and thus. himself once
an outsider, by virtue of his sacred position stands apart from
the normal ties between people.
symbolizes his special status.

Always_ addressing him as "Reverend"
It allows him to stand above or

outside the divisions o:f the community.

In 1976 a new minister

with a background of political activism under Martin Luther King
came to become pastor of Rust Methodist~Episcopal.

He quickly

immersed himself in the commu...riity's political life by instigating
revival of the NAACP chapter to voice cormnunity opinion on a
controversy over the middle-school's Black principal.

Whether the

role of r'Reverend" can be brought into the political arena in
Oberlin without becoming secularized and thus losing its ability
to create a special, encompassing conrrnunity(of worship and faith)
deserves close attention in years to come.
Newcomers and the Trust of Tradition
The traditional organizational forms which did structure the
community---church congregations, business enterprises, and kinship networks---did not encourage unified political participation.
Interestingly, it took the efforts of newcomers to bring this
about.

Perhaps it took- the perspective of an outsider and the

independence from personal ties to begin to realize the vision of
the Civil Rights movement in Oberlin.
In the mid-195O's well-educated professionals who had come to
Oberlin as adults led Blacks .in working successfully with an up-
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and-coming coalition of White liberals.

In 1955, largely at the

instigation of this_ group, the _city charter was revised to make
representation on the City Council more . open to Democrats and minorities by voting in ·wards rather .than in· city-wide elections.

Mr.

I
·wade Ellis, a mathematics professor at the college, and Mrs. Eva
Mae Crosby, a lawyer and teacher, had been elected to the Charter
Commission.

Af'ter the onarter changes Mr. Ellis and Mrs. Crosby,

along with two community-minded sisters, native t.o Oberlin, . c;onducted an intensive voter .registration and education drive among
Blacks •

While Ellis .was making · a determined eff or to introduce

himself to the co:tmnunity, Mrs. Crosby was trying to develop an
int.egrated housing project on all.;.White North Prospect Street,

.

meeting blatant opposition and obstruction.

Their effect was to

arouse and focus political feeling:
Ellis' arrival in Oberlin seems partly to have coincided with
and partly ·to have caused an awakening of some of the Negro
community to political consciousness. (Wildavsky p.111)

In 1957 Mr. Ellis was elected . the first Black to sit on the
City Council.
Bill Long.

He joined -the reform-minded Whites headed by Mr.

This new faction in town politics was inf]uenced by

contemporary thinking in city planning and by concern for Oberlin's
· 1 s1·tuat ion.
· 5
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The Council's efforts had significant impact

on the Black community.

In housing,.· the condition of the town's

poorest people led to the development of a housing code and of a
federally subsidized "scatter housin.gn program, the John Frederic
Oberlin homes.

In employment, pay raises and increased employment

at the lowest levels of city government helped many Black pe.ople_.
With an eye . to the future, the Coun·cil began attracting light
industry and attacking discriminatory practices in new housing
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developments.

Guilford Instruments, a . precision electronics

manufacturer, and a Federal Aeronautics Administration control
center located on East Lorain Street.

These made an impact on

the cam.position of the Black population by bringing a considerable
1

number of well-paid, well-educated Black people into Oberlin by
the early 19t>O's.
This growing "class" took an active role in town :polit.ics.
Preston Twyman and . Earl Ginyard, both Black men employed at the
F .A.A. control cente~, were elected to City Council in 1965.

Paul

Hamlin, a Guilford Instruments employee, took charge of the period-

6

ically revived NAACP to organize picketting of the telephone
company over its employment practices.
men did not iast long.

But the efforts of these

They weren't rooted in the community.

As

a White member of the liberal coalition commented, these men seemed
to be regarded as

11

johnny-come-latelies" by many poor and/or

established Blacks.
In contrast to these short-li~ed political careers, one
established Black man who did assume a position of leadership is
Mr. William. Jones.

After serving on the Oberlin Welfare Community

Council in 1959 ;:i,nd 1960 he was elected to the City Council.

He

!

was the first Black man to become its chairman.

He takes pride in

(

the unity of the Black conmrunLty in coming together to elect him.
For years a reporter for the Lorain County Journal, he wrote
much of the Oberlin page of that paper.

Such a prominent :place .

from which to speak no doubt helped him attain the influence he
did.

Unlike established business positions, his job did just the

contrary of forcing•him to withdraw from politics:

in reporting

one speaks out on events mid issues, highlighting what one chooses.
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Mr~ Jones' connections -to the Oberlin community are deep.
Two cousins were also prominent citizens, ·one a lawyer, the other
a banker.

One married into one of the oldest Oberlin families.

brother and a sister have raised families here.

A

As with most famil-

ies that have resided in Oberlin f'or a couple of' ·generations, the I

~rriages stretch out to connect. with many· of the well-known fa.mi)..y
I

.

names.

As a · one-time chairman of the Board of Trustees of Mt.

Zion Baptist Church, Mr. Jones has been accorded his peers' recognition,
But one's kin and ·community connections are a delicate resource
in the local politics of one's reputation.

Having suc~essf'ully

chaired the City. Council for several years and been recognized
throughout the town as one of the most important ~lack leaders,

Mr. Jones left Mt. Zien to become a member of the . First(Congregational)Church, a White congregation.

His principal reason was

dedication to the principle of integration.

Despite whatever

reasons he gave, many people were ~isttirbed by . his action and it
caused a good deal of gossip and mistrust.

Yet when he stood for

re-election the community once .again supported. him.
The . situation of a Black leader like Mr. Jones has become a
tight-rope act.

No one depended on him for a job or for other

material benefits.

His position was that of spoke.sman, one who

could be trusted for the person he was known to be, someone with
established responsibility to the community.

His social identity

was well-defined, his contacts numerous; he was, through his
family, ensconced in the community. - But the position of spokesman--middleman---is treacherous.

In successfully participating in

White-dominated town-wide politics he forged new ties; ones that
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began to make his identity hazy to those who knew him but not
intimately.

When he left Mt. Zion, with its symbolic power, his

actions became .a cause for concern.

That trust in his committment

to his peopl.e was reasserted .in his re-election demonstrates the
!strength of such trust in calming individual and communal,_· con""'.'

lfusion about a person.
I

A lesson to be learned from Mr. Jones' experience is that a
man established in the community risks throwing his position into
confusion when he takes on new .roles and makes new connections.
Without this difficulty an outsider can forge new kinds of' ties
without creating · ddubts a.9out ~imself'.

Perhaps this. is why new-

comers were pivotal in the · earliest unified Black political actio~.
Yet the committment of newcomers is questionable and trust is
granted only begrudgingly.
from the scene.

It is no ·surprise to see them fade

A lasting trust is more readily acquired by

someone who is part of the community's established traditions.
Black Power and Women
Coming to the fore by ~he late

1960' s was another mode of

entry. into local politics which also relied heavily on traditional
values, even though its rhetoric was, strangely enough, revolutionary.

Black Power hit Oberlin.

It was high school students who

were first coritacted---by the media and, more importantly, by
people from Cleveland~

The high school was caught up in intense

feelings, manifested in disciplinary problems and racial confrontation.

Quickly parents were drawn into the situation, defusing

tense moments in the . school and meeting to create short-lived
organizations to address the problems .of the schools.
especially became involved.

Women

Lilly remembers going down to the
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school often, along with several other women, to straighten out
confrontations and keep their spns in line.

Though many of the

"sons" have left town by now, the ''mothers" have stayed, with
heightened consciousness of -their role ._in the community.
Black Power came to the local scene and fitted itself' to the
conditions and potentials of the community.

Two

anthropologists

I

interested in .American -social movements describe Black Power. as
neither an amorphous collectivity nor a centralized
autocracy ••• It is a different but adaptive form of
social structure ••• In any one area, a movement like
Black Power is composed of groups which vary in size,
scope, and duration of operations, militancy, routinization, and autonomy. (Gerlach and Hines 1970 p.400)
Of

leadership which emerges, they suggest that it remains tied to

local social organization:
Leadership is ephemeral and weakly developed above a
local group level. •• As in acephalous, segmentary societies, leaders · "buiid · a name" and establish a following on
the basis of personal qualities and skills and personally
established social links and bonds. (p.400)
As women became involved inevitably they brought in those social

bonds aver which they were in .control:

kinship.

Since their chil-

dren were the focal is.s ue, it made · particular sense for women to
link together as ''mothers" and . call upon relatives _for support.
As politics expresses a community of feeling and action, women
would constitute "the community" as they saw it---a network of
people linked together by kinship bonds and shared concerns.
Beginning with concern .over the schools women became interested
in a whole range of questions which extended their traditional role
of "helper".

Their concern for individuals close to them directed

their attention to re·creation, law enforcement, jobs, and welfare.
The involvement of several women has been lasting, advancing from
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an informal patt ern of meetings and ad hoc organizations to formal
participation in c i ty government---serving on committees and task
torces and holding office~

Like the trust placed in Mr. William

I

Jones, these women r eceive much ·support "through their backgrounds
in the .· community ··and their acting in accord with traditional values,
even as they go beyond them.

But, unlike Mr. Jones who feels that

Oberlin has changed too radically f'or tradition to be of much
explicit use in politics, their ideology refers specifically to
values of kinship in guiding their actions.

How does this mark

their politics and create a special kind of polit ical connnunity?
Women in Politics
When Lilly Bakerson and Joan Davis discuss their kin they are
doing more than just revealing private sentiment.
imply how they conceive of the community.

These attitudes

Where kinship connections

are abundant they ~an be used by individuals---much as do the
cultures of tribal peoples and the anthropologists who study them--to structure the community for collective action~ which we might
call politics, even though not necessarily having to do with
elections and offices .

Lilly and Faith know of and are known by

many kin, though they differ subtly in their emphases toward them
(see chapter 4).

What they do in the community is closely tied .

to how they value kinship and how they employ its peculiar logic.
For Joan, nuclear families are parts of a network that
stretches back in time, establishing a place in the community for
its living members.

It is a heritage, she says.

that her father was a ward committeeman.
of Mt. Zion Baptist Church.

She mentions

He was .also a trustee

Many of her relatives are well-known
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citizens; some would rather not become involved in a politics that
offers conflict.

Yet a part of her heritage; as she sees it, is an

active concern for freedom and dignity, sought ·. by her. ancestors in
Oberlin.

The family's place in Oberlin has helped her can:a:nit her-

self to the local affairs of her people, which first 1reans kin but
is easily broadened to a racial sense.

Past kin stretch :forward

to include a wider community for her concern.
Lilly, with no nuclear family of her own but an extensive
knowledge of kin, embraces an ethic of help and generosity that
casts . a wide net thl'ougb the community.

Families related only

by marriage to kin of hers but with whom she has close feelings or

dealings, .she calls II optional kin "---people she chooses to consider

kin.

She brings still more people into her kin-range by caring

for foster children.

Some stay with her only briefly while others

have been with her for several years.

The conmrunity she defines

is one not only of relationship but of need: foster child1'.en, poor
kin, needy friends, troubled strangers coalesce around an ethic of
importance to her .

Upon our first meeting Lilly emphasized that

she felt the whole town, White and Black, to be her concern; I've
seen her work on problems that did not seem to me, at first, part
of her community.

But, of course, those of whom she has the great-

est knowledge and who know her best---kin, friends of kin, neighbors--are those with whom she shares the greatest reciprocity of help and
support.
Both women have found means suitable to express their sense
of "community".

Though Lilly ia now a highly visible figure as

a Council member, her activities go back further, to her part in
the county Welfare Action Program, the local Good Neighbor Service.:
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She vociferously stressed her independence from the county organization.· In her mind, I think, she is a community member helping
other community members rather than a f'unctionary _of outsiders.
·What she .does as director of the Good Neighbor Service is not .
I

·unlike what she had done before---counselling, helping out, being
a good neighbor---ex.cept that now she has more resources upon which
to call.

She says that many projects that begin with Welfare Action

end up as her. personal efforts.

With a position now she can handle

local problems of welfare cases with greater authority vis-a-vis .
the county bureaucracy.

With her salary she can support what 'she

feels she should be doing:
caring for foster children.

·providing help when l?eople need it,
Her connection to .outside resources

enables her to distribute more goods and services within the
community, so rein:forcing h·e r role as ''helper".

Curious that this

attitude should came from a woman· who thought her father had ·
helped ungrateful relatives-in-law overmuch, to his own detriment,
during the Depression.
Upori a base so built Lilly has gained sufficient support to

be elected to Council. - Yet her Council role as an elected official
seems to take a · back-seat to the trust constituents place in her
as a person they have depended on.

She says, perhaps ambiguously,

that "the representative from the Fif'th ·ward should know the people,"

know their problems, what's going on in their lives, and be known
by them.

Hardly :an interview at her home went by without people,

often but not always relatives, visiting or _·phoning to exchange
brief words.

Blacks who do not need her help and do not parti-

cipate in a reciprocating network with her perhaps feel less
desire to support her, yet even so outright opposition seems quite
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muted.
Lilly's positions have given her the opportunity to draw on
kin, to draw kin into politics, creating a loose coalition which
reaches further than she could alone.
I

A niece who works with the

.

Head Start program in ·town has been her representative to the
local Involvement Center board, the umbrella organization through
which county funds now come to Oberlin.

Recently when a City

Council seat became vacant in mid-term, Lilly suggested a young
Black woman from one of those families she considers "optional kin";
shortly thereafter the young .woman was appointed.
Analogously, Joan has held a position

on

the Human Relations

Commission, an appointive body which over the past years has been
the channel through which have come problems concerning race in
the schools, with the police, and with medical treatment.

She

describes herself as a ''bleeding heart"---a wry expression of a
concern with people's problems which involves one in community
affairs.

She doesn't really know why problems come to her, but

they do, usually by word of mouth.

When I asked if it could be

because of her family name she thought not, but suggested that her
"name" in the community is a resource valued by outsiders.

When

the new City Manager met Joan he commented that he had already
heard that she was of a long-established Oberlin family and that
her word was good in the Black community.

Articulateness and place

in the community together with her aggressive sense of fairness
make her a valuable link to sources of power.

Kinship and the Values of Leadership
Neither Joan nor Lilly talks much about their

sources of
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support nor of how they operate as ''middl.emen" or "brokers" to
wider resources.- . Lilly plays down her .bureaucratic connections
in favor of generosity; · Joan doesn't think that her family-name
carries ·any real weight, except ·to her own sel:f'~respect.

Although

I

',both hold formal political statuses, they regard them as extensions
of the individuals they are known· to be by their kin ·and friends~
To be born into the conmrunity and have many kinsmen there •••
and to live by the same standards a.-rid at the same levels
as they do qualifies one to be an equal and a member of
the community. This equality is recognized ••• iri a willingness to undertake cerain kinds of defined ex~hanges:
principally those of services and civilities. It is also
recognized in the -way in -which people criticize one
another. In assessing a community member one takes into
account the whole man: outsiders are criticized "on the
job n. -- (Bailey 1971 p. 282 ) (my emphasis )
Both attend q~ite naturally to the contacts which keep them part
of the community even though Oberlin is more diverse than most of
the smaller European villages discussed in Baiiey 's book~

They

have selected them.selves to do certain tasks but they are still to
be approached as ·individual community members, -not as outsiders
with a position.

That they talk about their political activities

as extensions of "who they_are" is no

accident •

. Each has a reputation to keep up.

Its value is in making her

known through the community as a person one ·can depend on. · When

people trust someone enough to come to them with their problems or
concerns, the confidant becomes a focal point in the community.
Building such trust is k,ey to the political roles of Joan and Lilly.
It is not simply - bequested upon them by community position.

When

I tried to find out from Nora Daniels, Joan's cousin, what recognition and respect might attach to her family name among other Black
people in town, she scoffed:

"if you find someone who thinks that's
• ·'_!I:,
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so, come back and tell me!" Within the Black community, family
name doesn't . define a position

so

sider like me or the City .Manager~

clearly .as it does to an out..:.
Within .the community

successful leadership is a .matter .of skills rather than
just of possessions. Being rich is not enough. The
skill required is thorough knowledge of and ability to _
apply the pragmatic -rules through which other people's
resour-c es can . be tapped and through which these resources
can be converted .into a political following • .(Bailey 1969 p.76)
Lilly

and Joan by connection with a county program and town~wide

respect, respectively, are able to provide access to outside
resources to people who need them.
their _trust while doing so.

The trick, however, is to keep

The person with a following who -sets

him- or herself apart, losing the social -identity by which they
are known, will soon have no following,whatever resources can be
tapped.

If any ·relationship -:persists it is more akin to that of

the market place than that of the community.
Tbe ·bearing each must maintain to stay an acceptable equal
differs for Lilly and Joan.

As has been pointed out, Oberlin's

Black connnunity is diverse and the manner of civilit:ies and exchanges
demanded by different kinds of people would place an extraordinary
.
.7
burden upon anyone who tried to be everyone's equal.
Joan doesn't
seem to feel a need· to be in constant, : int:ill'.l.ate contact with
members of her rrcommunity", while Lilly does.

Joan's job in the

college daily takes her away from such constant contact.

As she

is articulate and aggressively dignified towards Whites, she appears
somewhat reserved in her civi.lities toward's kin.

The family

connections are part of a tradition calmly accepted by those in it.
The families are ind~pendently successful and, while there need
be little concern normally over sharing money, goo~s, or services
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individuals know what others can be counted upon for.

To press

too hard would, perhaps, be to mar the independence of f.a.mily and
the dignity of tradition.

In contrast, Lilly, herself on wel'fare before becoming a
salaried part of the welf'are system, is deeply.invoived
of exchanges with -poor people.

in a ·flow

They trust her to provide help.

But the relationships __ are•·:not merely material:
Neighbors nave a paramount interest in being able to
trust one another. ·Charitable exchanges were one of
the tokens that conveyed that' trust. (Suttles and Sfreet p.747)
Part of their trust is in her discretion concerning their affairs.
When I asked to meet s_ome of the people she knew who had come . to
Oberlin within the last thirty years she answered me circumspectly:
."Some people "might not understand why you were talking to them:, and
if I sent you it wquld reflect on me.

We depend on · each other's

trust, so it would be a big risk for me and for them."
Each woman has a style which accords with those she grew up
around and who are· now her. peers · and supporters.

Many of those

with whom one- associates might well find the other unacceptable.
But Lilly and Joan are friends, holding one another in clear
respect.

What neither aJone could accomplish by way of tying

together the community is possible for two friends of different
character • . Together .they have helped heal the painful separation
between old-time Oberlinians and the newly arrived poor of the

1930's~

8

Surprisingly, de.~pite their activities, women- eschewed use of
the term "leader" • . When I used it_, · I was corrected.- Lilly said
she·"didn 't like to think in ·terms of leaders but of people doing
good things."

Joan, referring to herself, Lilly, and. a few others,

used "problem-solvers".

In contrast,men spoke freely of "leaders"
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of the conmrunity.

Why should women be so reluctant to use certain

words to describe what they do?
Perhaps the reluctance can be explained by. ·reference to· women's
model of the community and how certain words fit :_ into · it.

Based

on ties of kinship and familial trust, whatever .variations there
may., be in manner from one kin network to the other, · there is a

deeper, commonly-held feeling that kinship is an affair between
equals.

Families are linked yet independent; none has authority

aver another.

When Nora scoffs at my thinking that family name

might carry special respect, she insists, . implicitly, that a family
tradition is a private. matter, . not :fit for any sort of "-political
ranking u.

Rather than set people apart, as · ranking them ' must, in

a sense, do, kinship connections weave people together as a
community of' equals.

To assume "leadership" would be to assume an

unwarranted . superiority for oneself".

In Oberlin one's· striving for upward mobility has always been
respected and admired.

But women's attitudes seem not to have been

precisely the same as that of- men.

When men pursued careers that

projected them ahead -of the pack, splitting the pack apart in the
process (see chapter 6), women maintained cooperative ties of k~ship between families.

As men became used to accepting status and

income differences, women held somewhat more tightly to feelings ·
of solidarity and equality engendered by kinship.

While men .have

been able to advance themselves and their nuclear families, women's
ethics .of kinship have encouraged some of' them to take concern with
advances in wider segments o:f the community.

Yet as they've tried

to lead in this direction they've had to be covert about their own
positions, for
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the informal leader has to lead without being seen to
do so, since leadership implies inequality, and overt
inequality destroys influence. (Bailey 1971 p.299 n.4)
Lacking any public means of communication, women have relied on
~ersonal channels of trust, kept open to provide help and voice
concern.
Generosity and concern towards kin have long been vslued
qualities in women.

Today these simply have been transferred and

applied to ''the community".

Yet where trust from others is the

cement of political suwort
ideas of egoism and altruism become part of the public
language of . public justification of conduct: they
became political resources. (Bailey 1971 p.22)
So long as · people keep faith in one's altruistic motives; he or
she is seen as acting in accord with kinship ethics and is. a person
who can be trusted.

In making .s uch claims to altruism women have

an advantage because of the cultural assumptions used by themselves
and by others to interpret their actions, While men appear more
prone to claims of individual accomplishment· and may have even:the
most altruistic of their actions so interpreted.

In reaping this

advantage to shape a political connnunity around themselves, women
sacrifice their claims to 11 leadership''. Whether someday an ambitous
woman could manage her resources to greatly extend her "community"
and build a political fol:l.owing beyond the local conmru.nity is a
fascinating possibility awaiting its experimenters.
Political 11Meaning"
When an outsider looks at the Black connnU11ity he can see
some things and not others.

He cannot see . the fuJ.l range of

women's activities and the form of community organization they
represent.

A White man I spoke to couldn't, or perhaps wouldn't,
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fathom Lilly' a help to families on welfare, care for "other
people's children'", as he put it, or biblical references in
answer to practical problems.

To understand a system so differ-

ently com.posed requires one to
1,

understand its categories and values ••• fortunately the
task is not so formidable and comprehensive as .it sounds.
The relevant values and categories are near to the surface; they rise to people's . lips when they pass judge':"'
ment upon one another, (Bailey 1971 p~ 9)
·
or even when they talk about themselves

and

their relations with

others.
My

questions about Lilly's Coun~il position, or about other

positions held by womeri, seemed inevitably _to be turned back to ·
one's character and identity.

What Lilly's conspicuous and per-

sistent uno." votes on Council matters -may mean is embedded in a
whole ·series of exchanges---largely hidden from outsiders---which
compose her social identity for her "community".
The way women talk .of their political activities, it appears
that they conceive of them in terms of a community---or overlapping
communities---based on values of kinship "natural" to women.

The

model th~y implicitly derive(or the anthropologist derives for them)
touches on themes of kinship:

a network based on help and trust,

responsibility derived from one's heritage, community membership
as a person not just a status, egalitarianism, and independence.
At least one channel of political participation has peen carved by
women using kinship resources and an ability to work with the rules
for relationship suggested by their kinship values.

Chapter 8

Conclusion

Without a general sense of the camnrunity's character the
role of kinship cannot be seen in its proper significance.

In-

~vitably, though, any broad picture will emerge only from my particular perspective and feelings, what seemed to me most striking.
What struck me again and again was how through discussion of kinship each person I spoke with could express something of his or her
concerns, employing the special knowledge he or she had of community life.

In this knowled.ge each was strong enough to take on a

temporary pupil.
The knowledge, values, and historical record I have tried
to set · forth ·a,re, to me, no abstractions but a part of' certain
people I have came to know.

What my inform.ants have taught me

is in part about Oberlin, in part about Black Americans.

More-

over, my lessons have been about how a community and an identity
have come to be.

My

impressions, built through learning about

kinship, of the comm.unity's life and strength and the wider comparisons that were provoked require some concluding remarks.
No one I talked with seemed trapped in a system they could
not control.

It has been claimed that Black people in America

are most comf'ortable--and get along best with White society--when
passively "accepting their lot" in dependent and contained communities.

The alternative is to . leave for vast urban slums, still

dependent but also restless, violent, and lacking any sense of
community.

In Oberlin a Black community grew that fits neither

of these stereotypes-.-a close Black community yet clearly part of
a wider world.

A place from which to fulfill their a.m~itions, people
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can venture forth, .yet can return for closeness and support.
Begun by freedmen it is a place where Blacks do not take for
granted a position of dependence.

Their comfort lies not in

j

acceptance of an imposed order blt

~

in · control aver their rrplace. tr

Oberlin, nearly .ten thousand .people, is too large for~~.
one person to know in all its intimate details.

·"'g,~;•-

The Black commun-

ity alone, nearly two thousand people, is larger than most
uface-to-face" communities studied by anthropologists.

Yet all

those people I talked with have a sense .of place, of-the people
of th.at place, a . sense . far .more intimate than that I have for
.the neighborhood or even the apartment building in which I grew
up in New York City.
Each person has a knowledge of his homeplace that encompasses
not just his own experiences,"but · relatives, family names, friends,
the families -of friends, marriages, and local history.

Knowing

that _people keep_track of others is not always pleasant; young
adults commonly move away from Oberlin to establish some nprivacy 11 •
The ties .of family .are not always regarded highly.

Yet many people

do return, especially to raise families of their own.

In time,

sometimes only gradually; many people come to realize the worth of
such community ties.
Our images of Black slum life are so often pictures of
instability that the ability of a people to build a culture is too
often passed over.

Yet Eliot L-iebow in his portrait of Black

street corner men, even while detailing·the·condi.tions of the wider
society that make for unpredictability . in their lives; shows han1 by
exchanging tokens, gestures and practical help men try to create
trust and faith in one another.

If trust and faith ar~ attempts

to provide some predictability to life, some sense of continuity
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between past and present through personal bonds, in Oberlin the
history of one hundred years and several generations' residence
provides them.

This history, a very personal history of family

I

I

names, .people well known, children, and parents,- is a way for people
to keep track of others.

The most self-conscious keep such know-

ledge as a tradition imbued with values to be lived for.

Maintain-

ing this tradition creates a. stable. sense of a place to which
people belong, a sense that goes . beyond a shared physical location
to encompass a shared past.

In knowing kin one knows that there are people to whom one has
obligations and from whom one can expect various kinds of support.
The bonds are practical.

They fulfill many needs.

They can be

stretched through wider and wider pieces of the community fabric to
make everyone know that he or she is not alone.

Each person brings

out a different thread in the weave. Nora, engrossed in raising her
young children, is highly conscious of the relations of parents and
children, what they have to offer each other.

Lilly, · motivated by

Christian charity, extends herself to the needs of the many poor
families.

One person, knowing who can be counted on, calls another.

The ability of the community members to watch over each other's
well being demonstrates the community's strength.

Much is

taken care of with little intervention of outside agencies.

In

writing of the destructive impact on communities of welfare benefits distributed "as a means of satiating the greedy and troublesome appetites of individuals", Suttles and Street propose that
All we need consider is whether or not a particular
service or commodity can be exchanged between people
who might otherwise distrust one another. The fact
that such commodities or services are more an individual burden than a benefit is not s·o important. By
their exchange, these become a sign of one's good
intentions and a reassurance that coercion is unnecessary. (Suttles and Street, p.750)
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Such exchanges naturally occur through the workings of kinship.
There are those who become particularly recognized for their roles
in this system, accepting the ''bu.rd.en n--or ·responsibility--of

creating relations of trust.

of which

Joan realizes that the "heritage"

she speaks is as much a burden .as a benefit to her:

what

be

more cam:fortablyAignored she cannot a.void and still retain
I in,ight
;
,,
lier pride.

Such people as Joan and Lilly become specialists,

recognized and trusted to help control situations.

For others,

seeing a peer, perhaps a relative or :friend, speak out and help
others must surely instill a sense that life can be controlled,
a sense not often allowed to develop in the powerless of' our
society.
_Perhaps Blacks in 'Oberlin have greater power over their
lives than is usual for members o:f their race in the United States.
The women of Carol Stack's ethnography are able to create solidarity
among themselves, a strong network necessary _to their survival and
that of thefr children, out of the bric-a-brac of welfare: benefits.
Throughout, though, there is no mention of Whites, no indication
of any relation but dependence to the sources of power.

In Oberlin

the networks of the Black community articulate more ful::\Y lli.th tho~e
of the White.

Unlike so many Northern ghettos where Black newcomers

are without legitimate place in the community, in Oberlin Blacks
have an established, historical position.

Knowing this, perhaps,

has encouraged them to assume dignity and confidence in their .dealings
with Whites.

Implicit in dignity and confidence is an understanding

that institutions do not control lives, but instead are controlled
by people, much -like oneself, who can be met, talked with, and
understood.
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When I first began my fieldw:ork even my limited sorties into
the Black community were f'raught with nervousness---on
Slowly, as I ca.me to know about more and more people,

my

my

part.
ease

inc·reased.. Upon meeting someone for the first time, if he or she
fit ·somewhere into

i .

, :a ble.

I

my

mental map of genealogies I f'elt more -comf'ort-

I could explain myself, could say I knew this or that person.

t

Knowing who I might turn to for support increased

my

conf'idence in

situations that otherwise would have left me hopelessly nervous.
I was apprehending that sense and source· of control over daily
affairs that enab)..es a _people to _act with a sense of belonging
and dignity.
A society, ·a set of social positions, was sbared between :us.

Tb.is I realized when

my

role in the community, the role of a student

of' its history, was understood in the same terms I understood it.
Yet to become com.f'ortaple in my informants ' company req'llired that
I also learn a new social network.

We were part of the same soci-

ety and,simultaneously, not •
.Any .student of another culture has such. a "rite of passagen

in finding a place in a new social system. · Yet so many of the
cultural meanings were familiar to me.
were valued by me as well.

My

informan.ts' values

Explanations of motivations and feelings

were not- alien to me, yet nevertheless insisted on .b eing· placed in
the context of particualr struggles in

own.

a past

different ·from

my ·

That I could enter· the community and learn something of it,

even while not immersing myself, is indicative of its relatiop.ship
to the wider society: · a very particular kind of experience, yielding
a particular way of \lllderstanding, but forged largely in terms and
meanings of a wider culture.
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Only slowly did I realize that such a dual nature, shown to me
through

my own

experience in entering the community, i's .part of

being Black in the United States.

Beyond the p~ain facts of oppres-

I

~ion and discrimination, what . it means to be Black in the United
.States is not obvious.

The people with .whom I spoke are "just

people", yet they are also Black people.

What marks them with

a special identity? What more subtle lessons about "Blackness"
are to be learned from the ways in which these people have adapted
to Oberlin society?
Of

the Black ·man's relation to himself and White society,

W. E. B. DuBois writes:
the Negro is a -sort of seventh son, born with a veil,
and gifted with second sight in this American world-a world' which yields -him no true self-consciousness ·
but only . lets him see himself' through the revelation
of the other world. It is a peculiar sensation
this double consciousness, this sense of always.
looking at _oneself through the eyes of others, of
measuring . one's soul by the tape · of a world that looks
on in amused contempt and pity. The history of the
American Neg!o is the history of this strife,---this
longing to attain a self-conscious manhood,to merge
his double self into a better and truer self. (DuBois p.17)
If Black man's sel:f-consciousness is so divided, this is reflected,
too, in his culture.

Excluded from -participation in White society

but not from observation of· it, Black people have learned White's
culture as well as constructing one among themselves.

Since the

two systems are not completely separate,_ "What has also been
developed is a measure of double cultural competence'.' (Valent:in~ 1972. p. 33).
Such a double competence . enables Black people -to handle some
situations by rules a:f)propriate to White society, others by rules
appropriate to Black society.

Through this division Black people

have been able to preserve some of the strengths inherent in a united
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community, such as ·organizing their

own

churches.

In the early

twentieth century BlaGks in urban areas tried to establish thei:r

own financial institutions, modell~~ ,afte~ White ones ..

But usually

where money, power, and law are concerned, White rules apply, rules
which Blacks are often prevented from mastering.

Valentine goes

I

I

;on to argue that,
j
I

I
I

because of systemic , discrimination and segregation
most Afro-.America,,~s learn Euro-American patte~ns only
as something rather passively internalized. There is
seldom any substantial opportunity to express the re-,
,sults of this learning ' ,a s behavioral. capacities , to ·
be actively and freely practiced ••• Most Blacks are
reduced t ,o ·peripheral man:i.pu.lations around the edges
of' a system which might have crushed them long ago
if they had not acquired and developed such multiple
competences as they could. (Valentine 1972 p.33)

In Oberlin a rather different situation developed in which
Blacks have been able to create not only

some

of their

own

institutions but also to participate effectively in White arenas
usually protected by caste-restrictions or de facto segregation.
Oberlin is not large enough to harbor .separate self-sufficient
communities.

Black and Whites interact daily.

People meet in

stores and on downtown streets and in the schools.
Whites talk to each other.

Blacks and

The personalities, ambitions, and

sources of power are known to each part of the community.

Even

with separate identities, sometimes marked with hostility, Blacks
and Whites learn to relate to one another in a way not often deBcribed
in literature written about the United States.
Unlike a vast city, the affairs 'of Oberlin are accessible.
easily gets to kriow of, those people who. make decisions.

One

The chan-

nels of power are not hidden, though patterns of influence and
friendship may go unnoticed.

In being able to see such things, power

becomes less abstract, .a matter of' social relations between people
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both Black and White·.

Realizing this, Black people have assumed

positions of influence in Oberlin. Thrrugh even the vicarious experience of seeing _this one comes into a degree of mastery .of social
skills necessary to deal with one's own community and the wider
society.
'·

Though outside forces now make the establishment of small
businesses difficult, through astute use of family resources Blacks
have established and run their own enterprises in service and
building trades.

Competence in dealing .with the White business

world is no mean achievement for a people so long exploited.

Im-

petus toward continued success and pride are parts of a consciousness
not imposed and divided against itself but assumed as part of a
communal identity.
Such a set of circumstances have allowed Blacks in Oberlin to
develop a sense of self respect.

As an Abolitionist town Oberlin

was determined to hold in check overt racism.

As ambitious freedmen,

the ·Blacks who early ca.me to Oberlin were determined to take advantage of new opportunities.

The growing economy and the Abolitionist

cause offered Black people a significant role in Oberlin's history
and in its ideology.
What DuBois fervently told of Black people's. divided consciousness in the South, their longing for freedom and inability to
determine their own course, has often become in today's North "cultural
duality with attendant ambiguities and confusions • • • a matter of
concern and turmoil in contemporary ghettos'.' (Valentine 1972 ·p.32).
in Oberlin neither of these has come about.
True enough, there has been change in the Black community's
identity.

Between generations of

my

informants were differences in

opinion and tone regarding "Blackness".

A generation coming of age

Yet
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as Black people organized massive political movements f'or their
rights could hardly bear the same attitudes as their parents who
ca.me of age in a time still testing the possibilities of assimilating into vlhite society.

What is common to both generations is

the sense of B_lack people's mastery of' their affairs.

People I

·~poke with rather than revealing torment, confusion, or oppression,
I

revealed an

11

inner emancipation" (Erikson).

This strength on each

individual's part lies in and yet creates the community's identity
which, as : Erilts.on_ describes,
is a matter of growth, both personal and communal. For
a mature psych,.:.social identity presupposes · a community
of people whose traditional values become . significant
to the growing person even as his grmrth and bis gifts
assume relevance for them 0-970 p.327)
Blacks growing up in Oberlin are exposed both to their own tradition
and to · a diversity of social experiences.

They are endowed with

a sense of where they come from and, at once, an ability to
deal with encounters beyond their for·ebeam} ·_ _ reach.

The connmm-

ity' s ability to change and develop has depended on the abilities
of its members to realize and act upon their personal .and traditional
strengths.
How does an awareness of tradition contribute to the strength

of a people.?

Margaret Mead points out that

the more intense the experience of generational change
in the family, of social change through involvement in
new groups, the more brittle the social system becomes
and the less secure the individual is likely to b~ .( Mead 1970 p.49)
There has been great change in the Black community in Oberlin and
grandparents, symbolic guardians of the past, have had an ambiguous
position.

After slavery Blacks were an immigrant group with families

"from which the grandparents have been eliminated and in which ties
to kin are very much weakened" (Mead p. 49).

The nuclear family,
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with its fl~xibility and allowance for individual initiative, became
a basic unit in the culture:
In time the nuclear family becomes incorporated into
the new culture • • • It is no longer expected that
grandparents will be models for their grandchildren
or that parents will have firm control over adult
children's marriages or· careers. The expectation that
children will go away from or beyond their parents-as their parents.-have done--becomes part of the
culture (Mead p. 50).
In Oberlin, each generation of Black people has been free
to make their own initiatives, to take advantage of what opportunities were presented at the time by the wider society.

In static societies a whole way of life is transmitted to
new generations.

In well knovn and long tested ways stability

and security are provided.

But such total continuity is not

the only way a past can remain relevant, and an identity be
maintained:
For generations two cultural groups, Jews and Armenians
have reared their children to expect to move and to
learn new languages without losing their sense of
cultural identity (Mead p. 61).
Even taking on new ways to face new conditions,many Blacks
in Oberlin still rely heavily on the memories . of forebear·s:.

Residence in Oberlin for over three generations leaves social ties
and social reputations continuing from the past.

Though it had

to be explicitly verbalized to me, such an awareness of continuity
would communicate itself to those growing up in the midst of it.
Learning of a way of life passed on from older people is
part of assuming one's place in the world with composure and
confidence.

The education that young Black people in Oberlin receive

for dealing with a world is one rooted in a competent past.

The

education obtained by the sudden, shocking move to a.Nqrthern urban
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ghetto, where one's· competence hardly encompasses the vast system
of a city, is entirely different.

In Oberlin affairs are learned

to be manageable, manageable by people, by people one has grown
up around • . Knowing about ancestors, their •achievements, and the
tradition they stand for, gives important lessons ip. pride and the

l

.~ontrol of one's life.

I

!

In going out beyond Oberlin, as many young adults do, the
atrengt.h of Oberlin is apparent.

.An escape from community control,

a sign of independence, a step in pursuit of success, li'V'ing elsewh~re is also a :test of the social skills acquired· in Oberlin agair.st
situations one finds in the broader world.

A

large number of the

offspring of established Oberlin families are successful beyond
Oberlin.
turn.

Yet to raise families or to retire, many finally do re-

Whether remaining beyond Oberlin or returning, the influence

of a tradition centered in Oberlin should not be overlooked in
accounting for the self awareness and self confidence of those
who grew up in it.
A personal community network that characterizes the place

and a competent _sense of one's own societal situation rooted in a
past still relevant in the midst of change, how do these emerge
from a study of family histories?

Even asking few questions about

the community in general nor asking for personal .life histories,
in talking about "family" I touched upon both.

Taking a genealogy

always seemed to border both upon public questions about Oberlin
and upon intensely personal questions about . relationships and
motivations.

From the interest quickly aroused in,' first,the process

of taking the genealogy and~ then, ·the physical representation of
it', . it became clar that I was touching upon something _of symbolic
value:· .

135.
Like all _symbols, this one, "family", gained significance
doubly:

meaningful in a very private sense, yet also bearing meaning

in reference to the connnunal, the public.

Family feeling maybe

of personal -interest but this is only hal:f the story in a place
like Oberlin.

Here it is practically impossible to carry -·on a

i

;public life separate from one's personal relations. . A public
I' l'

vklue may be set upon these private connections in a market of

i

recognition and reputation.

Their moral lessons derive not just from

familial details but from the strivings of a people in a particular place.
Among the poeple I spoke with family is a vehicle that embodies the past.

·rn it one could find · a place for oneself in an

In this past people find common ancestry which

historical pattern.
may connect them.
lationship.

Family, ~hen, is also a vehicle of present re-

Pragmatically people are able to trace and to use a

network stretching through the community.

Even though family .is

a private; independent affair, at the ·same time it is shared
among people as knowledge . and intimacy. ·What is _. seemingly a matter
of private feelings and significance is shared ever more widely ·
through the community.

Family knowledge, a major medium of -this

informal communication, becomes a link between private -aspirations
and public affairs •
.Among the community's established families, kinship was once
a tool of upward mobility.

To the members of these families from

whom I learned_,family name is still a sign of accomplishment and of
a pla'ce. in the community.

To some of these people it also presents

a tension, expressed _in many ways, but rooted commonly:

for those

of us who have achieved within a tradition of family a~pirations,

FOffi'NOTES

Chapter l

Introduction

l. For a detailed account of the local politics surrounding
housing segregation in the 1950 1 s and early 1960 1 s, see Wildavsky ch.8.

.,.

~

....

2. The ideas people use to structuxe their social life do not
hecessarilyprovide a full sociological or historical account of
~he
society. There ia a fictive element about culture which ·
1
, provides structure through idealization. Roger and Felix Keesing write:
'
Some who are prepared to talk about "culture" in this mental
or cognitive sense regard it Sl.!llJ;)ly as a hypothetical abstraction
that makes senae of what people are observed to do a..'1d say~ There
is then no sense in asking whether such a "construct" ia true or
real--"."'only whether or not it works. If we are of another ·persuasion, cultural codes "really exist", and if' we are clever and
patient enough we can find out what they are like. (p. 23)

3. Even if it may be helpful in same ways . to accept . the anthropological dictum that culture is ahistorical, its historical . grounding
;;5hould be explored as f'ully as possible. Only by doing this can
present ideology be separated from past -fact. . If this is not done ·
the story should not be passed off as the story f'or all time.s. For
a da.mning ·criticism of Lloyd Warner's conclusions ·about Yankee City
based on his ahistorical methodological assumptions; see Steven
Thernstrom, especially the Appendix "Further Reflections on the
Yankee · City Series: the pitfalls of ahistorica.l social science 11 •

4. This chapter perhaps could only be written by . someone from a

.

small, urban fflID,ily who had little contact with relatives other
than parents and grandparents. otherwise, much of what is pointed
out would be assumed and taken for granted; in linguistics it is
known that significance comes from contrast. ·The value and meaning
of having a large, stable network of -relatives in a place arou..'l'ld
oneself was learned by me as I went along in the research and writing.

Chapter 2

Feelings and Method ·

1. And with good reason might they have been suspicious. A
parallel to this survey, raised at the meeting, .was the housing
survey conducted in 1960. Though run as a class project the
results were later used in the debate over tAe town housing code.
The issue was a complex one, but what stuck in .the mind of at
least one person at this meeting was the eviction o:f several families
who, the survey found, were living in sub-standard housing. For · a
:fuller account of the housing code issue, see Wildavsky.
·-J·
2. Among the best of community studies, Lloyd Warner and bis coworkers spent years compiling notes on evecy individual in the
community. Among the worst, generalizations about community institutions seeo to mask whatever familiarity ~Tith individual lives the
investigator might have.

3. In an essay on . fieldwork Norman Whitten(l969) discusses the
virtues of collecting genealogies as a way of entering informants'
networks. He goes on to argue that important data for the anthropologist are the ways that informants try to or try not to involve
him in their networks. I did not push hard to be actively involved
though several instances of someone wanting or not wanting to introduce me to another person did come up •.·

l4~

Sometimes it seemed as if I was even cutting off some conversa't iona by directing them towards certain points, looking for formulations instead of richness. In a statement about his psychiatric
fieldwork that with a change of one or two words could apply to all
social . scientists, Robert Coles has said:
·
It is necessary at times to mull over ''things" at very great
length and to make statements and formulations and 11 diagnosea"
which have about them a flat, unequivocable, authoritative
spell that no one dares dispute, not the patient let alone a
somewhat doubtful colleague. (p.541)

5. If' such a feeling is thought to need support from a reputable,
experienced source, let me point to C.Wright Mills who, in The
Sociological Imagination writes:
We must distinguish two ways of presenting the wo:zk of social
sci_ence according to the .idea . the writer has of himself' and
the voice with which be speaks. One way results from the idea
that be is a man who may shout, whisper, or chuckle---but who
is always there. It is also clear what sort of man he is:
whether confident or neurotic, direct or involuted, he is a
center of experience and reasoning; now he has :found outsomething and he is telling us about it, and how be has found it
out. This is the voice behind the best expositions in the
English language. . (p. 220) .
In this light, the "objectivity 11 of social science is less . a matter
of th_e nature of the enquiry---as with all science always a mix of
subjective insight, ''hunches 11 , and involvement with sense data--than the social scientist's view of his own relation to the process
and its telling, either hidden and impersonal or obvious and involved.
6.

Participation in the rituals of a people has long been an
accepted part of fieldwork. Not only observation but how one is
invited and accepted offer valuabe ethnographic information. In
most foreign c:mntexts it is clear to all that the anthropologist
is an outsider who does not share in the beliefs of the participants.
When the context is one's own society the issue becomes beclouded.
It is far easier to assume that beliefs are shared. One's motives
as a visitor are less clear. In meeting people under a false pretext
they may feel, eventually, deceived or manipulated. This may not
always come about but it deserves serious consideration by social
scientists doing participant observation. An honest explanation · of
one's intentions may affect how people act around the observer, ·~rut
a dishonest, covert approach can produce resentments that linger
long after-..,-as seems to have been the case with Ms. Alva Maxey in
Oberlin.

7. Alva ~...a.xey's M.A. thesis, written in 1933, seemed still _vivid
in Yirs. Jones' mind. Thia thesis, from. which it is not clear that

the people among whom she lived were told that she was going to
write about them, is snidely critical of much about the community.
Many sensitive issues are touched upon tactlessly and many people
took offense.

Chapter 3

Kinship Knowledge

1. For a more extenseve analysis of the pattern of separate familyhouseholds see Mead's "Every Family in a Home of Its Own' 1 (in Male
and Female 1949). She, however, emphasizes the isolatiOn rather than
the ways by which people maintain intimacies even when living apart.
Her view is pehaps most accurate for certain kinds of mobile, suburban
living where kin do not remain close. For a discussion of changes
in life brought about by a move from an English lower-middle class
urban community to a middle-class suburban development, see Wilmott
and Young.
The variations in housing styles are reflections of variations
of class and race, and ·a re in their impact, perverse. Spacious
living is both a symbol and perogative of wealth.· Poor people are,
at best, allowed to emulate this pattern by acquiring separate
dwellings of inferior quality ·an,d/ or cramped space. Yet for the
poor to accept the temptation of even these symbols of success can
mean isolating themselves from the very people they have depended
on most. The transition from one class to another is personally
treacherous and can destroy a mutually supportive connnunity. Oberlin,
because of its small size and intimate knowledge of individuals,
perhaps has been able to avoid some of this even as people are
upwardly mobile.

"'

2. The role of membership by filiation in groo.ps less formal than
descent groups is little studied.· Bernard Farber discusses usymbolic
family estates" which provide repuatation
and position in a community.
,_..
His ideas are very much like those presented throughout this thesis.
However, he sees such estates as- the property only of the weaJ.thy or
prestigious, while poorer people have no use for .and no competence
with such symbols. He ignores the possibility of aspiring people
creating symbolic estates precisely to gain prestige and position,
so organizing their community. He also ignores the possibility of
marriMe creating kinship networks that link more and more people
into such symbolic estates. . How these. two possibilities are
realized in Oberlin is the subject of this chapter and of chapters
6 and 7 as welL

3. Col1sin terminology does include devices for kee]_)ing track of
genera-cions. This is done by counting the·generational distance
fran. con:u:non ancestors. Thus, off-spring of siblings are firstcousins. If the sibling pair is in the grand-parental generatipn,
descendants are second-cousins, and so on. However, there are •--....further modifications, such as using "cousin once removed, or
cousin twice removedu to supplement the standard terminology. This
terminology draws the additional distinction of the relation of
generations between the cousins themselves as well as the generational distance to their connnon ancestor.

4.

This calculation was made by counting relatives from the
genealogies. •. Relatives by marriage are not included~nor are
relatives whose ·names informants did not know. Thus, · the
actual number of people included in a genealogy is considerably
greater.

5. In trying to analyze how informants presented . their genealogies
it. should be remembered that I,too, was learning how to sort throu.gh
such information. My own confusions are tied ,.up with what I
~em.ember of informants' starts and stops. AB · I became more adept,
I, less of informants' ordering of kin ca.me through because by then
I could lead an informant aver rough spots by cueing them to.talk
about this relative or that~ But in the earliest sessions I recall
us getting lost in various ways which then were only frustrating
but now seem significant.
6~ I take usage of ''blood" not only from common usage but also
:from David Schneider who analyzes "relatives by ··blood u and "relatives
by ~riage" as basic distinctions in American kinship.

7.

The precise definition .and status . of the "kindred" has been the
ground for some heated debate. Murdock (1960) says the kindred is
found only in those societies lacking descent groups a..Dd is thus a
specific type of' social structure ·. . Mitchell (1963) argues that · the
·kindred is a category o:f kin, found in all· societies, oriented
around any ego. The key in this · debate is · the relation of' the ·
kindred--the category and the groups recruited from it--to corporate
descent group. This issue is logically distinct from bilateral
kinship. per se, ·as is made clear by Firth(l957,19:>3), Davenport(1959),
and Goodenough(1955)when they. demonstrate that descent groups can
be formed even where descent is traced bilaterally. Fox gives an
exceptionally clear analysis of these issues through the concepts
of ego-focus(the kind.red) and ancestor-focus(descent groups).

8. Generations are always one way of organizing society and social
knowledge. Age-grades, age-groups, and even age-villages in tribal ·
societies cross-cut · descent group organization. Peer groups are
based in pa:rt on age criteria • . Yet even though parents and children
constitute a relationship basic to families, studies of nuclear
. families rarely attend to generation as an organizing principle
establishing continuity from one set of families to another.
./

9.

In his recent .work Herbert Gutman found that . cousin-marriage
was rigorously avoided by Blacks despite the model 1)resented by
aristocratic White families among whom it_ was carmnon practic.e.
Gutman ties this to African unilineal descent groups within which
particular cousin marriages would have been prohibited. If' this ·
is correct it is . an African retention, a la Melville Herskovits; ·
which has ~ot been previously noted.
......,,.

Chapter

l.

4 Kinship Values

That an analyst . should be able to interpret statements in such

,.

./

a way is given a powerf'ul defense by Victor Turner in his concern
for. how the anthropologist should interpret ritual symbols:
the structure and properties of ritual symbols may be inf'erred
from three classes of data: (i )external form and observable
characteristics (2)interpretations offerred by specialists
and by laymen · (3 )significant contexts largely worked out by
the anthropologist. (p.20)
:Of this third class of data, about which we are concerned, Turner
I. asks ''how, then, can a social anthropologist justify his claim to
be able to interpret a society's ritual symbols more deeply and
comprehensively than the actors thems.elves ?" He answers :with
he can place this ritual in its significant field setting and
describe the structure and properties of that field. On the
other hand, each participant in the ritual.views it from his
perspective ••• However the anthropologiat ••. has no particular
bias and can observe the real interconnections and conf'licts
between groups and persons; in so far as these receive ritual
representation. (p.27)
My method here cannot be exactly li.~e Turner' a since I am not dealing
with a ritu~ event and its symbols. Rather than bringing the '1total
field" into focus on a particular ritual symbol, I am trying to bring
together feelings strewn throughout the field in some way that can
symbolize their CO!l'.IlllDn emphasis.
·2. Raymond Firth used the term 11 sent:iment II to label the feelings
deeply engrained in culture:
.
It is the informal behavior, these almost infinitesimal actions
which are so diff'icult to describe in words, though they can
be readily apprec:i.ated by a caref'ul observer, that I propose
~· to group under the term sent:illlent.
In such aspects of behavior in family life as the consumption
·· of a carmnon meal or the cleansing . of a child by its mother are
·~ part of the kinship structure of the community .•. (pp.115-116)
But the use of the term 11 sentiment 11 in this book implies not
a psychological reality but a cultural reality; _i t describes
a type of behavior which can be observed, not a state of mind
- which nmst be inferred. (p.147)
·

3.

Turner indicates that symbols have three major properties:
(l)condensation (2)unification of disparate meanings in a
single symbolic formation (3)polarization of meaning
"Condensation" nieans, for him, that '.'many things and actions are
represented in a single formation"(P.28). "Polarization of meaning"
describes .the joining of a physical, sensory image to an ideological
and moral reference(p.28)~ Characterized so, I think it is clear
that symbols are in a strict sense, ambiguous: they refer to several
things at once. In fact, this may be their very power.
In coming to understand the power of symbols one must attend to
their use, "to analyze the social behavior directed upon the total
dominant . symbol 11 (p • 36 ) • In this use , emotions are evoked:
._.,..
He may indeed find it situationally relevant for his analysis
to distinguish whether the emotion evoked by a specific s;ymbol
possesses the gross character, say, ·of aggression, fear, friendliness, anxiety or sexual pleasure but he need go no farther
than this. For him the ritual symbol is primarily a factor ·
- . - -·- .

in group dynamics and, as such, its references to the grqu.J;>s,

relationships, values, norms, and beliefs of a society are
his principal itemB of study. (p.36)
I do not want to push the analogy between ritual symbols and the
symbolic quality of family too far, but do think 'it significant
that "family't in its ambiguous usages always carries with it some
emotion-laden expression, some normative sentiment. · The emotions
:that are commonly aroused in connection with "family" and the way
!.people choose to use and emphasize them can tell us much about the
in.oral qualities of the social structure.

Chapter 5 Men, Women, and Social Scientists
1. Mrs. Jones was the woman . who remembered the nastiness of Alva
Ma.x:ey's 1933 M.A • . thesis. Because of this she was wary of either
herself or her husband speaking about other people, relatives, and
preferred that Mr. Jones and I stop.
2. · This question must be asked but it must also be kept in mind
that the organization of cultural knowledge is not entirely reducible
to explanations of another order. Cultures encode different components
in different people:
Each individual learns a partly unique version of his culture.
Any society thus contains a reservoir of diversity in cultural
codes ••• The anthropologist who has cancelled out code diversity
to produce a single, composite version of "the culture 11 may,
by taking the abstraction too seriously block h±s own vision
of the changes taking place before his eyes. (Kee sing and Keesing p. 351)
Theories of culture based on information theory have contributed
to this realization: about the concept of nculture 11 , presenting
interesting convergences with the sociology of knowledge.

3. · All of the women I spoke w;i.th worked in Oberlin. other women
were mentioned who, to get some specific item, took on part ti.me
work close to home.

4. People visit and talk on the :phone in circulating information
around the community, often focusing around one central place in a
kin network. Y01mg and Wilmot found this true of the urban English
f'amilies they studied, centering around 1~ ' s place 11 •
5. For a passionate and forceful denunciation of such procedures
see Charles Valentine Culture and Poverty.
6. · Herbert Gutman has recently disputed the long-assumed destruction
by slavery of all family-ties and family-feeling among Blacks. Using
letters he shows that despite forced separations ma.ny families <lid
keep in touch as best they could, sometimes eventually able to
unite. If' families were disrupted, the ability of Black people to
feel the importance of family was not.

re-

7.

In a certain sense, the women of a kinship network possess the
kinship knowledge jointly. In referring to one another, what one
knows, another has access to.

8. Perhaps women felt I was not especiall.y interested in their
roles as mothers. My questions mostly concerned ancestors rather
than children. This may have affected the picture I was presented.

Chapter 6 Meri, Migration, and Business
1. The question of ancestry and skin color is awarently a
:sensitive indicator of t.h e times. Otie informant told me that it
/ ras_precisely when ·she realized, as a chi~d <;11d much to her mo~her's
cl.elight, that she could :"pass", that her insistent and aggressive
pride in being Black began to develop.

1

Joan Davis once defined "Oberlinite" families as those which
were in town when. she was growing up. Thus, at least one generation of adults resident in Oberlin is implied by talking about
·
"o.l d Oberlin familiesn.
2.

3. Ivan Light describes how rotating credit associations have
worked among Chinese and Japanese.· Light contends that slavery in
the U.S. destroyed such small scale economic institutiona. Caribbean
Blacks, among whom slavery did not destroy all such institutions,
have done strikingly well in U.S. ghetto economies.
4. Much of this hostility centered around jobs in the college's
Buildings and Ground.a crews. Unlike the factories in Elyria and
Lorain, jobs in B & G were, and still are, to a considerable degree;
gotten through community connections. Thus, it is one of the few
arenas in which the community has kept influence ~ver emplo~.nent.
It is not surprising that - it should be a focus of expression
of community tension. ·

Chapter 7 Politics:

Church, Tradition, and Kinship

1. Light describes how Chinese and Japanese conmmnities in America
have been able to control businesses set up by their members for
the welf'are of the entire group. But without some kind of overarching, unifying power, Black enterprises have produced factionalism
in the Black community, a.11d individual mobility instead of group
welf'are. My contention is that even if this is largely true . of ·
businesses in Oberlin, other forms of organization have developed
which have been in some measure able to unite the co11!1!IU1lity in
seeking its own welf'are.
2. Mildred Fairchild :makes this quite plain for early Oberlin(see
above p.8). Aaron Wildavsky comments on the absence of reported
Black political participation until the mid-1950' s, except for ..:._. ,. ·
occassional issues of particular interest to Blacs:, when some spokesman
would come forward for this issue alone. Some leadership was assumed
through lay participation on church connnittees; the Men 1.s Bible Class
of Mt. Zion grew into the Men's Bible Class and Civic Club in the
l920's(see M. Fairchild). Yet; in general, reports bemoan the
uneven quality of lay leadersbip(M. Fairchild, Tucker). Alv-a Maxey

interpreted the 1.ack of formal institutions as a lack of ccncern
with and ability in controlling the af'f'airs of the community's
lif'e. However, all these treatments, and especially Maxey' s, fail
to consider the inf'ormal patterns of' ini'luence and trust that could
provide a level of political consciousness within the conmrunity.

3. Light(ch.7) a.gain stresses f'actionalism in his account of Black
religious structure in the U.S • . He . sees competition between
'congregations as rampant. Charismatic sect leaders, such as • Father
1Divine , are abl.e to overcome such divisions and ere.a te large
:movements. The life of these however, is limited by the personal.ism
focused on the leader. .
·

4. People accept a great variety in the church service but respond
to and interpret it differently. A fellow student, Ms. Heidi Hilf,
doing research on the church? witnessed a woman speaking in tongues
during the altar prayer. Af'ter the service one woman said to Ms.
Hilf that what she had seen was very powerful and meaningful, while
another woman apologized, saying that sometimes people get carried
away.
5. For a detailed account of this history see Wildavsky.

6. The NAACP has for a long time been only periodically active.
Lapsing into dormancy it remains a resource which can be drawn upon
when someone 1n the community .becomes suf'f'icientJ.y concerned with
an issue to re-activate it. Interestingly, it seems largely to
be men who use this cha...n...nel. Most recently the NAACP became active
in a controversy over the Black principal of the middle-school in
1975.

7. Federal and state

f'unding for local programs comes through the
county level. Community mental health legislation distributes ·
money to a "648 Board 11 which then allocates it to agencies doing
specific tasks in the community. The largest agency in Oberlin is
the Nord Center with its f'a.mily and youth services. However,
"natural helpers 11 within the conmrunity are also encouraged. In this
vein the Involvement Center, the Women's Service Center, and the
Good Neighbor Service all -receive :f'unds through the rubric of the
Oberlin Integrated Services. This awarently provides Lilly Bakerson
with an alternative to the county Welf'are Action. program, with whom
she has a long and sometimes stormy relationship.

8. As we have seen, the Reverend Steen is able to hold his focal
position in the canmnmity in part because of his sacral role. This
assures that he .is not ever~one's equal, but rather is set apart
in a special status-.-

9. This gap, which has been described along lines of status could
also be expressed in class terms. Many of the recent migrants are
the poorest people. More importantly, class also has a subjecti\re
side, as Bott puts 'it,
when an individual talks about class he is trying to say something, in a symbolic form, about his experiences of' power and
prestige in his actual membership groups and social relationships, both past and present. · (p.163)
Joan and Lilly's reluctance to talk in terms of class is perhaps a

reluctance to emphasize just these subjective splits wit'hin the
community. However, a subjective notion of cl.ass, embodied in the
styles of the(kinship)networks of each woman, may help some of us
better understand how a community can become divided against itself, and how organizational work can come about to re-unify the
community.
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